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by 
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(ABSTRACT) 

The purpose o.f t.his research was to provide an under-

standing of past efforts to predict recreation choice behav-

ior. Additionally, from this past research in recreation 

and in the fields of psychology and consumer behavior, a 

lexicoqraphic semi-order model was selected and tested for 

applicability in approximating recreation site choices. 

?estinq this model required initial work in deciding upon 

physical, social, and managerial attributes of a recreation 

site which may be relevant to a choice decision. A frame-

work was developed to analyze the multitude of studies deal-

ing with recreation site attributes. 

Using a microcomputer base-0 data collection instrument in 

a laboratory situation, the lexicoqraphic semi-order choice 

model was found to be successful in predicting the elimina-

tion of alternatives from a choice set. There was a nega-

tive relationship between the level of experience an indivi-

dual had in backcountry use in the Southern Appalachians and 



the specificity with which they perceived attributes of the 

resource. T.he lexicoqraphic semi-order choice model appears 

to be a feasible format for developinq microcomputer-based 

decision aids for backcountry recreation site selection. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the Eastern United States manv managers of u .. s .. .Forest 

Service wilderness areas are reportinq heavy and inc.ceasing 

1evels of use (Roqgenbuck and Watson 1981). Hhile there is 

a qeneral lack of s·rstematic, reliable monitoring of impacts 

due to what these managers often term overuse, it is gener-

ally held that techniques to disperse users within an area 

or across areas could help reduce congestion, overuse, and 

perhaps physical impacts (Hendee et al. 1978, Roggenbuc.k and 

Watson 1981). 

'To say that all Forest Service liilderness areas in the 

East are overused would .not be in agreement with managers• 

assessments. Indeed, there are several areas that cite very 

little use or use at such low levels that impact is negligi-

ble {Bogqenback and Watson 1981). Differences in use 1evels 

of similarly managed alternative areas, for example all dis-

persed recreation alt.ernati ves within or nea.r a particular 

national forest district, might possibly be attributed to 

1 
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the public's ability to discriminate .between areas. one 

might expect. that people would discriminate be.twee·n areas 

based upon their perception of the physical attri~butes of 

the individual areas, activity opportunities provided, the 

socia.l at tributes (e. 9. number of likel v encounters) , dis-

tance to the specific site, cost of the visit in time and 

money, and socia1 influence factors (e.q .. , the 11in" place to 

qo). Beaulieu and Schreyer (1982) have in fact recently 

suqqested that the public principally tliscriminates between 

alternative sites i.n a particular reqion of the western U.S. 

based upon a very basic categorization scheme: landform 

(mountains, canyons); ecosystems (qrasslands, forests); and 

activity (hiking areas, climbinq areas). 

Alternatives to visitation o.f a Forest Service wilderness 

area often exist in the vicinity of a Forest Service dis-

trict. Within a given region one might possibly find Na-

tional .Park Service wi.lderness, Fish and Wildlife Se.rvice 

wilderne.ss., some state managed wilderness (e.g., Tennessee 

Pocket Wi1der.ness), some privately owned'and managed wilder-

ness (e.g., Grandfather Mountain in North Carol.ina), and 

many .Forest Service, Park Service, and state managed back-

country opp.ortttni ties. !he question becomes: How do we en-

courage peop1e looking for a primitive outdoor recreation 

experience to avoid the areas that are currently overused? 
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There appear to be many viable alternatives to such areas, 

many of which miqht better satisfy the needs of the visi-

tors. They often are of similar landform, ecosystem type 

and offer similar recreation experience opportunities. They 

also often surpass the overused area in solitude opportuni-

ty. 

An answer to the above quest:ion appears to lie in inform-

ing the user population of the alternatives in such a manner 

and at the point in time that would most in.f luence their de-

cisio:n among alternatives .. This information might divert 

some users to alternative wilderness areas or to alterna-

tiYes to wilderness to relieve some pressure from overused 

areas and better meet the needs of a~ll usecs (Lucas 1964, 

1973; Lime 1970, 1973, 1976, 1977; Gi1bert et al. 1972; Hen-

dee and Lucas 19_73; I.ime and Stankey 1971; Lime a.nd :Lucas 

1977; Hendee et al. 1978),. Krumpe {1979 p. 10) states that 

" ..... information could adve_i:tise specific attributes of a 

wilderness to attract certain types of users, or it could 

identity the range of recreation opportunities in the sur-

roundinq area to divert some use away from the wilderness 

area .. " 

Past efforts at usinq information to disperse use have 

been primarily site specific. The objective has been to 

spread use over an area, or away from a certain location 
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within an area, by qivinq information to visitors as they 

arrive at the site or by maili.nq it to the.m at an earlier 

date.. T.hese dispersion efforts have had some success in ac-

complishing this end fBrovn and Hunt 1969; Schomaker 1975; 

Lucas 1981; Lime and Lucas 1977; Roqqenbuck and Berrier 

1981, 1982; Krumpe and Brown 1982). While this research has 

been somewhat successful, there is a no·ticeable lack of re-

searh and understandinq of the reasons why people continue 

to visit overused wilder:ne~s areas when viable alternatives 

do exist (Hendee et al. 1978). 

In se·veral of the above referenced efforts to redistri-

bute use within an area, informational messages were most 

effective for persons havinq little or no prim: experience 

in the area (Lime and Lucas 1977. Krumpe 1979, Berrier 

1980). Berrier (1980) attributes this difference in behav-

ior to the fact that visitors with considerable previous ex-

perience in the area already were aware of the information 

which was conveyed. However, some believe that the amount 

.of experience a person has in a particular activity may be 

li.nked to the perceptio.a of a recreation experience and the 

orqanization of information used to make choices in behavior 

{Schreyer 1983). If this is the case. experience in the ac-

tivity by itself, irrespective of amount of experience in a 

particular area, may lead to different styles of processing 
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of in.format.ion and, thus. different be.havior. One primary 

difference in processing may be the specificity with which 

the visitor cognitively evaluates attributive info.rmation. 

If the specificity of the image of the recreation environ-

ment varies by experience of the visitor. informational mes-

saqes to influence behavior of recreationists must vary ac-

cordinqly in order to be effective. 

Often decisions are made to visit a particular geographic 

region without an actual decision concerninq a speci~ic ac-

tivity site. This is evidenced by the number of visitors 

entering Forest Service visitor centers a.nd district ran9er 

offices daily to obtain information on primitive recreation 

opportunities in the i-mmediate area. The problem which this 

dissertation addresses is hov to present information to vi-
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sitors in order to hiqhliqht alternatives to overused wild-

erness areas. With information in hand it is beiieved that 

recreationists may choose sites which meet their needs out-

side heavil v used wilderness. The ques.tion which remains is 

one 0£ what in£ormation to present and in what manner. The 

assumption must be made that there are viable alternatives 

to overused wilderness that are either not currently being 

considered i:n the decision process, are being considered but 

are beinq rejected possibly due to some processing of inac-

curate information on the attributes of those alternative 

sites, or the information is be-inq presented in such a tedi-

ous way that visitors are not effectively using this infor-

mation in their decision makinq tasks. 

The primary interest here is in pavinq the way for devel-

opment of useful decision aids to be used in backcou.ntry re-

creation site selection. These decision aids would most 

like.ly be used in a .Forest Service district office or visi-

tor center or in a corresponding contact point at other land 

manaqement aqencies. Currently, one :would expect to find 

brochures alld some verbal messaqe from an attendant in a vi-

sitor center.. The same written information is presented to 

all visitors reqardless of reasons for visiting.. In this 

case ·the visitor is required to search through the informa-

tion for that which is most re1evant to his or her decision 

coacerninq where exact.ly to visit. 
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An improvement upon the brochure :presentation system 

within the Forest Service is the Recreation Cpportunity 

Guide {ROG) {USDA, Forest Service. 1979) .. The ROG is a sys-

tem that inventories National Forest recreation opportuni-

ties and presents the resulting information to the public. 

The specific intent o.f the lWG is not to redistribute use, 

but, rather, to increase the public's awareness of and par-

ticipation in dispersed outdoor recreation activities on Na-

tional Forest and adioininq corporate owned lands.. It is 

believed, howevec, that increased public awareness of alter-

natives to heavily used wilderness wiJ.l lead to a redistri-

bution of use.. The ROG, therefore, secondari1y 11 ••• seeks to 

disperse recreationist.s through providing alternatives to 

~ell known and over used areasn {USDA, Forest Service, 1979 

p. 4)"' 

The ROG is intended to be available for the recreation-

ist• s use at the visitor center or for use by a rceceptionist 

in helpinq the recreationist decide upon a site for the cho-

sen activity. The BOG on the Pisgah District of the Pisgah 

National Forest in North Carolina is divided into two loose 

leaf notebooks: l)trails and 2)all other recreation re-

sources on the district. Within the trails section of the 

ROG, names of trails are listed alphabetically. Various in-

formation is listed for each trail such as le.nqth, a mapped 
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location, access points, attractions and considerations, re-

commended season, amount of use received, difficulty, and 

change in elevation .by distance .. 

The BOG for trails on the Pisqah district is indexed in 

four ways. Trails are listed 

skiia9, horseback riding); 

by activity (e.g., hiking, 

by name (alphabetically) ; by 

length (in miles); and by area (planninq unit within the 

district),. Usinq this index one could eliminate some alter-

natives based upon area, lenqth of trail, and activity in-

terest. There remains the task, however, of searching 

throuqh an alphabetical listinq to obtain additional infor-

mation on the remaining alternatives. 

Microcomputer-visitor interaction systems potentially 

open new possibilities in construction and application of 

decision aids in this context. If a theoretically sound 

method o.f information presentation 'Were provided, the indi-

vidual could work interactively with the micro-computer to 

qain personally relevant information in an e.fficient manner. 

Specific objectives of this study are as follows: 

1.. to identify, from the relevant literature, those at-

tributes of an area which appear to be important in 

backcountry recreation si-te choice .. 
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2. to determine if subjects can reliably indicate the 

o.rder of importance of .resource attributes to their 

site· selection decision. 

3. to determine if., in a simulated bac.kcount.ry site se-

lection situation, the choice of a subjec·t can .be 

predicted throuqh application of t.he lexicoqrapllic 

semi-order choice model. 

4 ... based upon determination of relevant attributes and 

test of the semi-order model., to determine the rela-

tive advantages and disadvantages of the BOG system 

as a decision aid for backcou.ntry rec.reationists. 

5.. to determine if past experience in back,country re-

creation is related to the specificity with which 

subjects perceive att.cibute cateqories and to their 

ranking of the importance of attributes in the.ir site 

selection decisions. 



THEORETICAL FOUN,DATIONS 

The theoretical foundation for this research is hehavio·r-

al decision theory within the field of psychology. In this 

section behavioral decision theory will be explored from two 

majoc theoretical approaches: co.mpensatorv and noncompensa-

to.ry mode.ls of choice. In the past, compensatory models of 

choice have been most commonly used to predict recreational 

behavior... Due to the popularity of this approach, some of 

the events leading to development and application of major 

compensatory models will be included he.re.. The purpose is 

to point out the detailed., rigorous theory .building w.hic.h 

has been done in the development of currently applied com-

pensatory approaches~ 

lack of satisfaction 

There remains, however, a.n expressed 

with many such applications by re-

searchers.. Therefore, a review of published critiques of 

compensatory model applications will be reported, and an a1-

ternati ve app.coach will be explored .. 

10 
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.People have lonq been interested in how people make deci-

sions. Over the last twe.nty-five years several theoxies 

about the decision process have been formulated. operation-

alized, and tested. These models are most commonly referred 

to as cm1pensato.ry and noncompensatorv models of multi-at-

tribute choice. 

~ompensator,y ,r,od~ls-

Ia com:pensatory models a positive evaluation in one di-

mension (attribute) may compensate for a poor evaluation in 

another dimension. Compensatory models are characterized by 

mathematically complicated, probabilistic formulations in-

vol vinq evaluation on each att.ribute based on importance to 

the decision maker (utility) and probability of a particular 

alternative having that attribute. The decision is predict-

ed from the score achieved when scores for individual attri-

butes are summed or averaged for all alternatives. Some ex-
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amples ox co.mpensatorv models include: policy capturing 

(Hammond et a1. 1975), subjective expected utility {Edwards 

1954). attribute adequacy (Brudus 1973, Gintert and Bass 

1972) , and expectancy theory (Vroom 1964, La wle:r 1973, Aj:zen 

and Fishbein 1969, 1973, Fishbein 1975). 

Policy capturing (Hammond et al. 1975) assumes that most 

judqments depend upon a mode of thouqht that is quasi-ra-

tional, that is, a synthesis of analytic and intuitive pro-

cesses fSlovic et al. 1977) .. The elements of .this quasi-ra-

tional thouqht a,re cues (attributes), their weights, and 

their functional relationships (linear and nonlinear) to 

both the environment and the judqe's responses. Multiple 

regression analysis is used to derive equations representing 

the jjudqe"s cue utilization pol.icy. The policy capture 

technique involves computing a linear .model for each indivi-

dual, combininq individual models in a logical fashion to 

explore individual rater consistency and differences between 

individual rater strateqies .(11eiqhts) , and then identifying 

homogeneous clusters of raters with similar policies (Propst 

19 79) ... 
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Edwards (19.54) was interested in the application of eco-

nomic theory to a psycho.logical phenomenon. i.e. how people 

make decisioDs. According to Edwards, ris.ky choices might 

be thought of as efforts to maximize e.xpected utility. To 

estimate t.otal expected uti.lity one must combine, in a .mul-

tip1icative manner, the utility expected of each possible 

outcome and its subjective probability of occurrence. The 

calculated products for a11 outcomes resultinq from a parti-

cular choice shou1d then be summed, with the resulting fig-

ure representing the total expected utility £or that choice. 

Other terms which Edwards :noted as .being used similarly to 

subjective probabilities include: personal probability, 

psychological p.robabilitv, and expectancies .. 
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One important aspect of the att,ribute adequacy model 

(Burdus 1973, Ginter and Bass 1972) is the incorporation of 

the establishment of optimal levels of attributes (Hansen 

1976). Hany compensatory models assume that the moce of a 

desirable attribute which is present the more impact that 

attribute will have on the choice. Attribute adequacy, how-

ever, provides more f•val,ue" to those levels of some attri-

butes which are not considered too little or too much. 

Motivation theorists interest 'themsel.ves with those pro-

cesses which influence the arousal, strenqth, or direction 

of behavior (Arkes and Garske 1982). They have thus contri-

buted substantially to a better understanding of how alter-

native behaviors are weighed one aqainst the other, and a 

particular behav~or chosen and pursued. Within human moti-

vation theory most efforts have been concentrated along one 

of two .basic approaches: 1)drive theory; or 2)expectancy 

theory (a compensatory approach). 

Drive theory (Hull 1932, 1943) is based on the very basic 

premise that current choices can be explained through exami-
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nation of the consequences of the individual•s past choic-

es (Cockre.l.l 1981). Bull's drive theorv is most closely re-

.lated to the stimulus-response research of Pavlov and 

Thorndike. Cannon and other physioloqists, and the behavio-

rism of Watson from the late 19th and early 20th century 

{Arkes and Garske 1982). Upon reviewiaq the works on stimu-

lus-response reactions and supervisinq early experiments 

with his students using rats in a maze {Perin 1942, Williams 

1938), Hull formu1ated a theory of learninq and motivation 

in which motivation was seen to be bioloqically determined. 

Hull (1943) postulated that biological needs were t:he sole 

sources of motivation and considered reduction of those 

needs the definition of reinforcement. 

Hull's stimulus-response approach emphasized the po~erful 

influence that environmental stimuli have on observable res-

ponse. He allowed little opportunity for consideration of 

individual differences. It was in the formulation of drive 

theory as a theory to exp.lain motivation of all animals~ in-

cluding man,. that Hull seeminqly failed to recognize the po-

tential for man to respond in other than a mechanistic man-

ner to perceived stimuli. 

Expectancy theory appears ·to have been a response to 

Hull's drive theory, originating during the same era 

(1930-1940). The drivinq forces behind expectancy theory 
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during this era were Lewin (1935) and Tolman {1932). These 

two researchers popularized a theory which was far more cog-

nitive than the then dominant theory of Hull. They present-

ed a model which more accurately reflected the human being's 

ability to collect information (perception and interpreta-

tion) and store it for easy recall in decision making. In 

their expectancy theory human beinqs were credited with the 

ability to evaluate probabilities of outcomes and estimate 

relative strengths of attractiveness of alternative out-

comes. In essence .Le'Win and To.lman were placing a thinkinq 

human being between the stimulus and response elements of 

Hull's theory. 

In 1935 Lewin presented his cognitive oriented ·theory of 

behavior in his book, ! · dj'~sJPic · th~Qil Q.! 12ersonalit,I.. This 

book was a collection of oriqinallv independent articJ.es. 

Lewin was a German psychologist and his works were primarily 

written in German.. His articles were translated into Enq-

.lish by D .• K. A.dams and K. B.. Zener for publication. The term 

which Lewin used to describe the attractiveness of an out-

come of a behavior was translated as "valence" at this time. 

°Force" 1 .he defined as representing the quantity of motiva-

tion to perform a particular behavior. 

Expectancy theories of motivation were stimulated by Tol-

man's and Lewin•s initial theory deve.lopment. -Tolman spoke 
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in qenera.1 terms of a person considering behaviors for which 

a demand exists, as tiholdinq a.n expectancy of a goal".. Lew-

in went f.ucther to suqqest that one miqht be able to predict 

the motivational force to perform a particular behavior if 

t¥o specific terms were multiplied together: potency and 

valence. Potency, which Lewin defined as the capability of 

a particular behavior to produce a particular outcome, cor-

responds to 'Zolman.ts concept of expectancy .. 

The ·theories of motivati·on which combine such terms as 

expectancy and valence or potency and value multiplicatively 

have come to be known as expectancv x valence theories of 

motivation.. While several theorists have worked within this 

expectancy x valence framework, 

noted in exact terminology or 

there are of ten diff ereaces 

definitions o.f terms.. The 

most popular theorists (those most. often included in summar-

ies of expectancy x vale.nee theories of .motivation) :wi.ll be 

briefly introduced, and an explanation of their teLminoloqy 

will be included .before an overall summarv or critique will 

be attempted. 

!t.!i:J!SQJ!.. In the late 1950's several reports of de-

tailed testiug and refinement of previously stated expectan-

cy x valence theory emerged. Atkinson (1957) summarized re-
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cent research by McClelland. Atkinson, Clark, and Lowell 

(l953)and Clark, ~eevan, and Bicciuti (1956) in his effort 

to refine his own theory of achievement motivation. The 

llor.k he cited was done primarily with young children and 

colleqe students. 

Atkinson was interested in predictinq .motivation to ac-

hieve. Like any motivation theory he felt that his theory 

must be able to account for the individual's selection of 

one path of action among a set of possible alternatives (At-

kinson and Birch 1972). Atkinson.•s formulation appeared as 

the following: 

.Motivation=(Motive x Expectancy x Incentive) 

Atkinson defined motives as relatively qenera.l and stable 

characteristics of the persona.litv 111hich have their origins 

in early childhood experience. Examples include achieve-

ment.affiliation, and power~ These motives are names of 

classes of incentives which produce the same kind of experi-

ence of satisfaction.. The incentive is the re.lative attrac-

tiveness (or unattractiveness) of a specific goa.l in a spe-

cific situation* that miqht be attained as a consequence of 

some act. Atkinson's definition of the term incentive is 

very similar to previous use of the term va.lence or value. 

Atkinson•s addition of the term motive is apparently an ef-

fort to further state what determines valence. His theory 
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maintains that valence depends upon both motive sti::ength and 

incentive value. Most expectancy x valence theories are no-

toriously vaque about what dete£mines valence (La~ler 1971)~ 

Expectancy is the cognitive anticipation, usually azoused 

by cues in a situation, that performance of some act will be 

f o.llowed by a particular consoequence .. The strength of an 

expectancy can be represented as the subjective pr:oba.bility 

of t!le consequence, given the act (AtKinson 1957} .. This ex-

pectancy term is very much in line with ctheL theorists 1 

for mu la ti ons. Put very simply, all expectancy theories of 

motivation stab~ that the strength of a ·tendency to act in a 

certain way depends upon the strength of an expectancy that 

the act will be followed by a given consequence (or outcome) 

and upon the value of that consequence (or outcome) to tbe 

actor (La~ler 1971) .. Atkinson is saying that motivation can 

best be predicted by multiplying the expectancy term by a 

composite valence term which he d€fines as motive times in-

centive. 

!£QQ~- Vroom•s (1964) primary interest was motivation in 

the ~ork environment. Vroom 1 s formulation was the follow-

inq: 

Force=I(Expectancy x vaience) 
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Vroom noted that the valence could ranqe from -1 to +1. 

The outcome can be positive if a person prefers attaining it 

to not. o.btaininq it; neutral if the person is indifferent to 

it; and negative if the person prefers not attaining it. The 

!~J.~ll£~- refers to an outcome's anticipated revard value 

rather than an outcome•s actual re.ward value 11hen obtained .. 

!!lstr!l!leJ!!~li!J is a component of valence in that if one 

outcome is expected to af.fect another outcome# the valence 

of the original outcome is influeaced .. 

Expectancy is a momentary belief about the likelihood 

that a particular act will .be followed by a particular out-

come.. Expectancy can ranqe from O to +1.. The multiplica-

tive relationship which Atkinson and others have supported 

is emphasized by Vroom.. The va.lence of each outcome is mul-

tiplied by the strenqth of the expectancy that the act will 

lead to the attainment of the outcome. The resulting pro-

ducts are then summed to provide the force for motivation to 

behave in a particular way.. Note that if either one•s ex-

pectancy or one's valence is equal to zero, no force exists 

£or that particular outcome .. 

Lawler l1971,1973), in the review of expectancy 

x valence theory, concentrated on Vroom•s theory formula-
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tion .. .Lawler noted that one area in which Vroom•s ·theory 

{and all previous expectancy theorists) qets 14muddy 0 is in 

the disti.nction betvee.n actions and outcomes. Actions, for 

example. are frequently described in terms of the particular 

ootco,me which they aJ:fect.. Laiiler (1971, 1973) a.lso criti-

cized Vroom•s, and other expectancy theorists•, tendency to 

ignore the fact that trying to perform an act does not al-

ways lead to performinq it .. 

tawler's expectancy model (1971,1973) incorporated these 

criticisms and other developments in motivation theory since 

Vroom's formulation.. Law.ler•s model is based upon four cen-

tral points.: 1)people have preferences among the various 

outcomes that are potentially available to them; 2)people 

have expectancies about the likelihood that an action (ef-

fort) on their part will lead to the intended behavior or 

performance; J)peop.le have expectancies (instrumentalities) 

about t.he likelihood that certain outcomes will follow their 

behavior: and 4)in any situation, the actions a person 

chooses to take are determined by the expectancies and t.he 

preferences that person has at the time. 

'The representation of the model which Lawler (197 3) de-

ve.loped is the followinq: 

t'Jotivatio.n= .L: (E-->P) x L: (.P-->O) (V) 

Where: 
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(E-->P) equals the expectancy an individual 

has that his effort will in fact lead to 

performance of the particular behavior (may 

ranqe from Oto 1). 

(P-->O) equals the expectancy that the per-

.formance of the .behavior wil.l result in a 

part~cular outcome (mav ranqe from 0 to 1). 

(V) equals the valence attached to the par-

ticular outcome (may i:ange from -1 to +1) .. 

In a discussion of the par:ticular elements of the model, 

I.avler (1973) discusses some of the determinants of the 

(E-->P) expectancies. The single most important determinant 

is a'ctuall v the objective situation, even though Lawler 

{1973) points out that a person's perception of tlte situa-

tion may not be accurate. Other determinants might inc.lode 

communication of other people 1 s perceptions of the person•s 

situation, learning-with more experience in a situation come 

more accurate (E-->P) expectancies, and personality factors, 

such as self-image .. 

Determinants of (P-->O) expectancies are very similar to 

(E-->P) expectancies .. They also are strongly in.fluenced by 

the actua.l situation, people's 

situations and what other people 

past experiences in similar 

say about the situation. 
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Additionally, attra,ctive.ness of the outcome and (E-->P) ex-

pectancies influence (P->O) expectancies. Both types of 

expectancies are believed to be influenced qreatly by peo-

:ple• s personalities. 

Bo~. Rotter (1966) /1 .Rotter et al. (1972), and Rott.er 

and Hoch.reich (1975) in development of a social learning 

theory spoke of an underlyinq theorv of motivation in which 

a person •s locus of control was an extremely important .fac-

tor in predicting behavior potential. A person who believes 

in his own (internal) control of rewards due to his perf or-

mance may have higher (P-->O) expectancies than a person vho 

believes more in external control of rewards .. 

:Xhe motivation theory which Rotter {1966) and Rotter and 

Hochreich (1975) worked within is presented in the following 

manner: 

BP:f (expectancy and reinforcement value) 

Rotter's interest in motivation theory was only as a ba-

sis for the social learninq t.heor:v which he advanced exten-

sively. Rotter merely stated that behavior potential (BP) 

is a function of expectancy and reinforcement value.. Rotter 

never stipulated how these elements are combined. Despite 

this, Rotter is extensively referenced in Arkes and Garske 
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{1982) as suqqesting that they be combined in an additive 

way .. Elsewhere he is said to have supported a multiplica-

tive combination. Rossman and Olehla (1977), and others, 

have suggested a multiplicative combination of Hotter 1 s ex-

pectancy and reinforcement value elements as possibly the 

appropriate relationship. 

Ajzen and Fishbein {1969) were in-

terested in the formation 0£ attitudes as a determinant of 

.behavior .. These the-orislts also believed other determinants 

of behavior :to include social norms, expected consegu-ences 

of the behavior, situationa1 variables, and personality 

characteristics. Except for the inclusion of social norms, 

Fishbein's (1967) model for predicting behavioral intentions 

utilizes very similar terms and coIDbinations of terms as 

used in expectancy valence theories o:f motivation.. Beha-

vioral intentions are assumed to mediate overt behavior 

{Aj:zen and Fishbein 1969). 

According to the Fishbein model, behavioral intentions 

are a joint function 

particular behavior 

of the attitude toward performing a 

in a given situation and of the norms 

perceived to govern that behavior multiplied by the motiva-

tion to comply with those norms. In 1969 lAjzen and Fish-

bein 1969) Fishbein 's model appeared in t.he following form: 
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B-BI-=CA-act)WO + (NBp)W1 + f(lrns)(.MCs)}W2 

B=ove::ct behavior 

BI=behavioral intentions 

A-act=attitude toward the tehavior in a giv-

en situation 

NBp=personal normative teliefs 

NBs=social normative beliefs, i.e., 

ceiv€d expectations of ctbecs 

MCs=motivation to comply to social norms 

WO,H1 1 W2=empicicallv determined weiqbts 

p€r-

situational variables and pexsonality characteristics 

will iilfluence tl1e behavioral intentions only i.t they are 

related to A-act, to NBp, or to NBs H11Cs). or if they influ-

ence the relative weiqbts of the three compon~nts. 

The attitude toward the act {A-act) is inten<lEd be~e to 

be a measurement of an individual's attitude to~ard perforID-

inq a particular act in a given situation with respect to a 
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qiven object .cather than his attitude towa.i:d the object or 

class of objects (Ajzen and Fishbein 1969). Attitude toward 

the act is conceptualized in terms of an expectancy x va-

lence model fAjzen and .Fishbein 1973). Attitude toward the 

act. specifically, is conceived as the sum of the beliefs 

a.bout the consequences of performinq a qiven act multiplied 

by the evaluation of these consequences .. Attitude towards 

t.he act can thus be represented in the follo'Wing manner: 

:Where: 

n 
A-act=t.: Bi ai 

i=l 

Bi=be.lief about the consequences of perform-

ing act i 

ai=evaluation of the consequences of per-

forminq act i 

This conceptualization is ¥e.c:y similar to those of expec-

tancy x valence theories of motivation. 

Fishbein (1973) later expanded the model to account for 

the existence of more "than one relevant reference group. 

Also, the personal nDrm e1eme.ot was dropped .. 

n 
B-BI= [A-act (0)] WO + [t.:N.Bi (MCi)] w 1 

i=l 
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Fishbein (1973) gives support for the viewing of the nor-

mative belief compone.nt in terms of an expectancy .x value 

model attributed to a qiven referent .. He argues that the 

person•s(P) .normative beliefs are related to his perception 

of the referent•s(o) attitude toward P's performing a given 

behavior (A-act(o)). A-actfo) should be a function of P's 

perception of o•s beliefs about the consequences of P's per-

.forming the act and P's perception of O's evaluation of 

those consequences. Very similar to A-act, Ajzen and Fish-

bein (1973) present A-act(o) in the fol.lowinq manner: 

Where: 

n 
A-act{o)= EBoi aoi 

i=l 

Boi=P 1 s perception of o•s beliefs that per-

f orminq the act 11.ill lead to outcome i 

aoi=P•s perception 0£ O"s evaluation of out-

come i 

n=number of beliefs that P perceives o to 

hold 
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The above cited theorists contributed substantially to 

the deve.lopment o.f expectancy x valence theory as it now ex-

ists. Applications have been made in .many fields with vary-

inq success. However, expectancy x valence theory has been 

criticized for several recurring problems in application. 

Sheridan (1973) pointed out that one implicit assumption 

of Vroom's model is that there is transitivity of the per-

ceived valence for each a1ternative outcome (ie., valence A 

>= valence B, B >= c. thus A >= C). Luce and Suppes ( 1965) 

presented evidence that individual preferences often do not 

conform to this assumption {Sheridan 1973) .. 

Locke f 1975) made several comments on the application of 

expectancy x valence theory to personnel attitudes and moti-

vation research in industrial areas. Locke perceived six 

problems involved in testing basic expectancy theo.ry: 1) how 

to measure the various components: 2)which components to 

measure; 3} the need to include measures of role pe.rception; 

4)the need to specify both intrinsic and extrinsic outcom·es 

; 5)t.he need for relevant measures of performance; and 6)the 

problem of causality when interpretinq the results of con-

current studies .. 

Locke expressed a concern over the ways valence has been 

measured in the past. Under1yinq expectancy theory is the 

ultimate hedonistic motive of maximization of pleasure and 
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minimization of pain.. The course of action is chosen Hhich 

is expected to 1ead to the qreatest deqree of pleasure or 

which will produce the smallest deqree of pain. Quoting 

Vroom {1964 p. 56) 0 ••• the individual acts to maiimize his 

1 valence• (eipected satisfactions)." A theory based upon 

hedonism, however, asserts that men are powerless to resist 

the arqes of their feelinqs and emotions. 

l:n the actual measuring of valence, Locke stated that 

virtuallV none of the empirical studies desiqned to test ex-

pectancy theory have such measures of expected pleasure or 

expected satisfaction as an index of valence. Usual1y, sub-

jec:t.s are asked to indicate their .relative preferences for, 

or the relative desirability or: importance o.f, various out-

comes or actions. Direct hedonistic measures are avoided. 

Another area in which expectancy theory appears insuf fi-

cient is in consideration of differences betveen individuals 

in the accuracy and consistency with which they project the 

future. Such differences depend upon peop1e 1 s experience, 

knoliledqe, intelliqence, and methods of thinking. one can 

know very little abont how a person will act without infor-

mation on what time span the individual is considering when 

making choices. Locke does not believe that expectancy 

theory addresses the subiect .. 
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Locke also suggested that individuals differ widely in 

the number and types of actions and .consegue.nces which they 

consider when making decisions~ Differences in search ha-

bits and load capacity may be attcibutable to several fac-

tors. ~here may be differences in knowledge of the various 

possible alternatives and acti-on outcomes, differences in 

met.hods of thinking, differences in persistence, self-confi-

dence, and what the individual considers important. Expec-

tancy theory does not adequately address these differences. 

Another major criticism of expectancy theory, of a more 

cognitive nature, is the assumption that all motivation is 

conscious. The individual consciously ca.lculatEs the ex-

pected pleasure and/or pain to be qained or avoided ·through 

alternative actions in order to reach a choice. Impulsive, 

expressive, neurotic, and habitual behavior are not consid-

e:ced as possible explanations for choices in expectancy 

theory .. 

The measurement problem which Locke addresses is basical-

.1 y what he cal.ls a 11ratio scale problem".. "Formulae in-

vo1·¥ed in the basic expectancy theory postulates assume the 

existence of ratio scales, since multiplication of valences 

and expectancies (and sometimes other factors) are in-

volved." :{Locke 1975 p.;-f 70). Locke, however• guestions the 

abilitv o.f researchers to measure values or valences on a 

.ratio or even a true interval scale. 
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Gabrenya and Biddle ( 19 82) identified additional problems 

when they specifically worked to improve the Fishbein model. 

They beqan by stating two assumptions a.bout a comprehensive 

theory of choice behavior: l)such a theory must incorporate 

the broadest possible set of expectancies that may determine 

behavior. even thouqh all types of expectancies may not det-

ermine .behavior in all situations; and 2)for theoretical and 

operational reasons. these expectancies are best categorized 

into a 1imited number of subsets~ These subsets should re-

flect theoretically meaningful clusters of expectancies that 

correspond to the .behavio.ral determinants or nmoti vesn with 

which social scientists are familiar. This ·would allow gen-

eralizations from theory and research on .motivation to that 

concerning behavioral decision makinq. 

Gabrenya and Biddle 11982) feel that the :Fish.bein model 

fails to meet both of these criteria. Their first criticism 

is that in its most recent form, the Fishbein model has om-

itted a set of expecta.ncies that many social scien·tists deem 

important in understanding human behavior:personal norms .. 

While present in the 1969 formulation, it is noticeably ab-

.sent bv 197.l.. Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) advocated removing 

t.he personal norm element from the model, though they have 

advanced little theory and less data supporting this recom-

mendation (Gabrenya and Biddle 1982) .. 
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Their second criticism of the .Fishbein mode.l is that it 

apparently con.founds two subsets of expectancies that are 

best treated separately.. The commonly-used semantic differ-

ential responses to particular acts or outcomes do not allow 

expression of (a)the intrinsic pleasantness of performing a 

behavior and (b)the later consequences of having done so 

that oriqinate in characteristics of the behavior itself. 

Gabrenva and Bidd,le (1982) coin the term 11attitude expectan-

cies•• to refer to expectations about consequences that are 

experienced during performance of the behavior. The expec-

tations about outcomes that follow the experience of behav-

ing are referred to as 11 consequential or distant consequence 

expectancies". 

In a test of their assumptions Gabrenya and Biddle (1982) 

found that subjects can and do ,discriminate between atti-

tude., distant consequence, and social norm constructs of be-

havioral expectancies.. Manipulation aimed at inf.lue.ncing 

the attitude and distant consequence expectancies succeeded 

in affecting the behavioral decisions of subjects in line 

vith the eva1uative tone of the information snpplied. 

Korman, Greenbaus, and Badin (1977 p. 176) believe that 

" ... ,.studies testinq expectancy theory predictions have gen-

erated inconsistant results." They do not, however, take 

the position that the expectancy model is invalid, but rath-
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er that the t.heorv is useful under some conditions and not 

under others. The initial statements of expectancy theory 

referred to a within-subiect decision model though the vast 

majority of research studies have employed an across-sub-

jects design (Kor~an et al. 1977). 

Finally, Troutman and Shanteau•s (1976) work discredits, 

to an extent, any decision theory which suqgests that people 

make decisions between alternative be.haviors based upon a 

summation of attribute information.. In their studies, they 

found that consu.mers• evaluations of pediatricians and of 

nondurable and durable goods indicated that they averaged 

attribute information. If this evidence is accepted, the 

value of most operationalizations of expectancy x valence 

theory is qreatly diminished. Accordi.nq to Trout.man and 

Shanteau, any time a theorist sums the expectancy x valence 

products .for several outcomes of a particular behavior (or 

attributes of a particular product) he is providing an in-

adequate description of a consumer's psycholoqical process. 
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Applications of expectancy theorv in dispersed recreation 

have been justified on the basis of the c.larity of the vari-

ables, expectancy theory•s ahistorical approach to predic-

tion, and its specific characterization of arousal states 

{Schomaker and Cockrell 1981). Driver and his colleagues 

have said that the four levels of recreation demand and the 

behavioral approach to recreation planninq are founded in 

the expectancy .x valence framework {Driver no date, Driver 

1977a, Driver 1977b, Dri ve:r 1979. Driver and Brown 1975, 

D.civer and Knopf 1977, Brown and Haas 1980, Haas 1979, Haas, 

Driver and Brown 1980). Within expectancy x valence theory 

they refer to Atkinson primarily and to applications by 

Ajzen and Fishbein. They cite Lawler•s formulation as a 

qoal for which they miqht strive in futua:e research (Haas, 

Driver, and Brown 1980). That would be to actually predict 

motivation force. For the present, however, they appear to 

con·centrate on d.etermination of the relevant outcomes (in 

the past sometimes called preferred satisfying experiences 

or desired consequences) and the re_lative valence attached 

to these outcomes by various identifiable user groups (Dri-

ver 1977b, Brown and Haas 1980). Driver believes that these 

outcomes and their relative importance to various groups can 

be re1ated to physical resources and activity opportunities 

prefer.red by these groups.. This information could help es-
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tabl.ish objectives that ca,ll for the provision of these pre-

ferred opportunities and settings. This 11ould substantially 

aid the overall planninq and resource al.location process. 

Cockre.11 (1981) used the Fishbein mode]. in a study of 

~ild river recreationists' choice among river alternatives 

in the 'West .. He characterized the Fishbein model o.f beha-

vioral prediction as using an expectancy theory of atti tud,e 

formation as a fundaJDental element in the prediction of be-

havior. He found that a river runner• s inte.ntions to parti-

cipate in a river trip were not determined by the person's 

attitude toward t.he trip and his social norms about the 

trip. Once a person had decided upon qoinq on a river trip 

there vas only a 11 ••• low level of intention prediction among 

those .. - .. " chosinq one river from a qroup of two or moi:e for 

their river experience. Cockrell concluded that " ••• a :non-

compensatory model miqht have provided better prediction for 

these subjects .... " 

On the other hand, Hanf.redo (1979) conducted an empirical 

test of Fishbein•s model in the recreation context and :found 

the resultant formulations to be significantly predictive of 

measures o.f support for related management actions. Cock-

rell 's (1981) cr.itique of Mallfredo's application, hm1ever, 

questions Man.fredo' s averaqinq over the products of beliefs 

and evaluations. Additionally, Manfredo elected not to test 
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t.he normative component of Pishbein•s model. And, finally, 

Cockre.11 questioned Ma.nfredo' s equating of beha vio.ral inten-

tions and a person's support for manaqement actions .. 

The fact remains that Manfredo 1 s application of this ex-

pectancy formulation demonstrated some success~ cockrell's 

work, which .included all componen·ts of the model and there-

fore appears to have been a more rigorous empirical examina-

tion of the .model, demonstrated less predictive ability. 

The possibility apparent.ly exists that the model is not a 

faulty one, but that it is verv difficult to test in its 

full .form in the bac.kcountry recreation context. 

The noncompensatorv models of choice look for alterna-

tives in a decision situation that are satisfactory on all 

att.cibutes or a particular set of attributes. Alternatives 

are usually compa.red on an attribute by attribute basis, 

rather than by comparing an overall evaluative scoi:e as in 

the compensatory models. One attribute may not compensate 

for the lack of another in this type of decision model .. 
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Rather,, if the attribute is not pI:-esent in sufficient quan-

tity_ the a.lt.ernative is exc.luded from further considera-

tion. 

Several simple noncompensatory choice models exist :which 

do not aiwavs lead to a £inal choice {Hansen 1976). Includ-

ed in 

model .. 

these are the conjunctive model and the disjunctive 

In both of these models it is assumed that a deci-

sioa maker responds positively t.o an alternative if and only 

if it meets his needs on an estalllis.hed set of attributes .. 

The coniunctive and disjunctive models differ only in the 

specification of the attributes to be considered in the pro-

cess {Coombs 1964; Dawes 1963). The conjunctive model is 

based on the contention that the chosen :alternative must 

meet the requirements for all attributes that could be used 

for comparison purposes. while the disiunctive model advo-

cates the existence of a selected set of attributes which 

have been desiqnated important by the decision maker. With 

both of these models it is feasible that all or several al-

ternatives could be acceptable on the set of attributes con-
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sidered. In this case there is no provision for final 

choice selection. 

A lexicographic model 

ments (Fishburn 1974). 

entails a .finite ordering of ele-

an ordered set has a 

Evervthinq which is being placed in 

loqical place. A lexicographic order 

denotes an ordering based upon "first. dif ferencen. An exam-

ple of a lexicoqraphic order is the alphabetical o.r:dering of 

words in a dictionary, also called a lexicon. Consider the 

words 11 motorscooter 0 and 11.mot.orcycle". The "first differ-

ence" in these two words is immediately after the "r••. This 

next letter, then, determines the relative position of these 

two words in an ordered set of words. "Motorcycle" would 

appear before 11motorscooter 11 .. 

Fishburn (1974) cites the exampJ.e of sequentia.1 screening 

procedures which illustrates another common application of 

the lexicoqraphic idea. Candidates or alternatives are 

first screened under a qiven criterion (a test or an inter-

view) and separated into "rejectn and "others".. The uot.h-

ers" are then screened under a secoud criterion or test and 
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sorted into two qroups.. This process may continue through 

several more stages to enable a final decision. I·f suffi-

cient differences do not exist to select a final choice, the 

last step may he a rankinq of all candidates who survive to 

the last staqe. Dividing into two categories each time in-

dicates a . lexicographic decision based on two-part parti-

tioning (£ishburn 1974). 

In application of the lex.icoqraphic concept, small dif-

ferences are often disregarded to allow the model to be 

0 workable" (Coombs 1964).. An exa~ple miqht be a situation 

in which objects ar'e beinq ordered on the basis of quantity 

of a given attribute, a verv different situation than order-

ing words in a dictionary.. No two objects are eve:r equal 

(Coombs 1964), and therefore all objects could theoretically 

be placed in a lexicoqraphic order. How,ever, if differences 

are small, that order may be a very difficult one to obtain. 

If, however, small differences are disregarded, or if the 

stimuli are partitioned into equivalence classes on each di-

mension, t:he model is much more workable. 

~he lexicographic concept has been applied to decision 

behavior. .Most notably the lexicographic semi-order choice 

model (Coombs 1964, Fishburn 1974, Luce 1956, Tversky 1969) 

assumes an ordering of the relevant attributes a priori. 

This ordering is based on importance to the decision lllaker 
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~hen choosing between alternatives. In this model all al-

ternatives are first compared along the most important eval-

uative dimension. The alternatives which are judged not sa-

tisfactory for this most important attribute are deleted 

:from further consideration. This process continues with 

those attributes judqed to be second, third, fourth, etc .. , 

important unti.l only one acceptable alternative is left .. 

Notice use of the term "not satisfactorv" in determina-

tion of which alternative to drop from further considera-

ti on .. Fishburn (1974) has recoqnized that in many cases it 

is not possible to discover a feasible alternative that is 

"acceptableu or "best" on a11 criteria or wants. With a 

lexicographic order in mind, Georqescu-Eoegen ( 1954 p,. 518) 

asserts that "choice aims at satis.f yinq the greatest number 

of wants starting with the most important and going down the 

hierarchy. Therefore, choice is determined by the least im-

portant want that could be reached.u Georgescu-Boegen 

( 1954) offers the example o.f someone purchasiuq a home due 

to the nice opportunity which e.xists on that site for con-

struction of a birdhouse. Actually, other ho.mes may have 

competed to such a deqree with the chosen home that the po-

tential site for constructing a birdhouse was the .first at-

tribute reached in the revealed order of importance z:ankinq 

that the houses differed to a noticeable deqree. 
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Fishburn (1974) refers to this process as "satisficing-

p1us" .. In this case one satisfices on as many of the most 

importan·t criteria as possible. He then uses the next most 

important criteria (on which only one of the remaining al-

ternatives is "satisfactory") to differentiate among the al-

ter.natives that are satisfactory on all preceding cr:iteria. 

This semi-order model is characterized by Luce (1956) as 

having a just noticeable difference structure imposed on a 

lexicographic orderinq.. The purpose of the semi-order fac-

tor .is due to research f indinqs .mentioned earlier which in-

dicate that preference for some values of some a·ttributes is 

not always transitive (Tversky 1969).. Those supportinq a 

compensatory approach seem to think that vaiues of other at-

tributes might compensate for low va:lues of an important 

factor. Semi-order lexicoqrap.hic proponents, however, be-

lieve tba t several values of one attribute may not .be "not-

iceably different*'· This allows appar,ent intransitivity and 

selection based on less important attributes, though the al-

ternatives differ, but not to a noticeable degree, on a very 

important one. 

Tverskv (1969) used the lexicographic semi-order choice 

model to study intransitivities in preference. In a labora-

tor v experiment he studied the decision process of subjects 

w.ho were choosing colleqe applicants that they thought 
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should be accepted. Subjects also were asked to indicate 

preference between simple qambles. Tversky found that the 

semi-order choice model predicted subject choice better than 

a model assuming veak stochastic transitivity (the most gen-

eral probabilisti,c version of transitivity),. 

Tverskv (1969) concludes that v:hen faced with complex 

multidimensional alternatives# it is extre.mely difficult to 

utilize properly all of the available information. Instead, 

it appears that people may employ various approximation 

methods that enable them to proc,ess the relevant information 

in making a decision. The lexicographic semi-order model is 

one such an approximation (Tversky 1969)"' 

The blind pursuit of choice could very well result in an 

absurdly suboptimal choice, as has been pointed out by sev-

eral researchers (Tversky 1972# Fishburn 1974, Wright and 

Barbour 1977). Park ( 1978) , in critique of the lexicograp.h-

ic semi-order model, points this out as a possible problem 

with a lexicographic model.. Specifically, an alternative 

c.hosen usinq the lexicoqraphic model may not provide the 

hiqhest overall utility to the decision maker, assuming that 

choice models do in fact provide overall utility indices. 

Furthermore, the possibility of a suboptimal choice increas-

es ~hen there are many diffe£ent alternatives, each possess-

inq dim·ensions which are relatively similar in terms of im-

portance {Park 1978) .. 
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The elimination-by-aspects model (Tversky 1972) is an ex-

panded version of the lexicographic semi-order choice model. 

Hansen (1976) termed this model a probabilistic lexicograph-

ic .model. In the elimination-by-aspects model each alterna-

tive is seen as a set of aspects.. Aspects are considered in 

an order determined by a probability proportional to the 

perceived importance of the aspect. Alternatives ar:e delet-

ed which do not possess (or are not satisfactory on) the 

aspect beinq considerede And, aqain, as in the semi-order 

choice model, this process continues until only one alterna-

tive is 1eft,. 

Whereas the semi-order choice model has an ordering of 

the relevant attributes which is specified a priori, the el-

imination-by-aspects model assumes no such prior ordering .. 

In this case the choice process is inherently probabilistic .. 

Tverskv {1972), in justifying this probabilistic model, 

points out that people are often not sure which alternative 

they should select, nor do they always make the same c.hoice 

under seemingly identical conditions .. I.n order to account 
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for the observed inconsistency and the reported uncertainty, 

choice behavior must necessarily be viewed as a probabilis-

tic process. Tversky (l972) does not offer the elimination-

.by-aspects model as a stcateqy which can be defended as a 

rational procedure of choice. The elimination-by-aspects 

model is primarily concerned with the probability of consid-

eration of a particular attribate at a particular time in 

the decision sequence. It apparently does not preclude t.he 

semi-order choice model. It is simply an expansion of it in 

t.ilat the elimination-by-aspects model attempts to explain 

t;he order of consideration of individual aspects. 

Tversky believes that there mav be many contexts in which 

the lexicographic model provides a qood approximation to 

much more complicated compensatory models. .It could thus 

se.rve as a use.fu1 simp.lification procedure. The attractive-

ness of the lexicoqrap.hic strategy to one studying decision 

choices arises from its relative simp.licitva It is rela-

tively u .... ,,.easv to apply. it involves no numerical computa-

t~ons, and it is easy to explain and justify in terms of a 

priori ordering defined on aspects11 (Tversky 1972 p • .298). 
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In searchinq for applications of decision models in the 

recreation area, it is very difficult to .find noncompensato-

ry strategies of choice. One such example does exist in 

Krampe (1979). Krumpe developed a decision aid, the Back-

countr_y Trail Se.lector, based upon a decision net model of 

choice. 

A decision net is used to present information in order: to 

lead a decision maker through a series of choices to a final 

choice between alternatives. The decision net is usually 

depicted as a branching tre.e of successive decision steps ... 

The decision nodes, or branches, represent the individual, 

smaller choices, where attributes of possible choices are 

considered. 'Iha branch taken at a node depends on whether 

or not the level of the attribute under consideration is sa-

tisfactory or unsatisfactory, or possibly present or absent. 

Advantages of the decision net which Kr:umpe (1979) notes 

include: (1) it is intuitive.iv simple such that people can 

artic:nlate and generate their own net quite easily; (2) it is 

relatively stable over time; (3)it is indeed predictive of 

decisions; and (4)manv :parts of other decision models can be 

subsumed under the decision net model .. Krumpe•s decision 

was, therefore, that the decision net model is most app:t"o-

priate to show how people process situational attribute in-

formation to reach a decision. 
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Whi.le Krumpe stated ·that the decision net model subsumes 

many parts of both leadinq compensatory and noncompensatocy 

mode.ls of choice, it seems that a more accurate stateme.nt 

would be that decision net theory does not preclude them. 

As one proqresses through a series of nodes in selection of 

a destination for a backcountry hike, it is still not clear 

whether leve.ls of some attributes presented might not com-

pensate for levels of other attributes which may or may not 

be ment.ioned in the decision net. It is also equally un-

c1ear -whether there exists a simplif yinq noncompensatory ap-

proximation of such compensatory actions. Krumpe made no 

effort to use the Backcountry Trail Selector to predict use, 

but only to influence it i.n some manner .. 

A major problem with Krumpe•s (1979) application of deci-

sion net theory -to recreation site selection is the manner 

in which he qenerated the decision net utilized in his re-

search. He states in his review of decision net theory that 

introspective met.hods or qaming and simulations should be 

used to build researcher-generated or user-generated discri-

mination nets. This is very different from the methods of 

data collect.ion such as questionnaire scales and item rank-

ing t ypi-cal1y used in research on compensatory models. The 

Backcountry Trail. Selector was, however, ..... constructed 

based on the different combinations of attributes which 
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would be relevant to the decision process" (Krumpe 1979 p. 

63). It was researcher-generated, not from an introspective 

exploration of actual. dec.ision makinq regarding backcountry 

trails, but rather from descriptions of the trail.s ge.nerated 
' 

by manaqers and use.rs. 7his information is assumed to de-

scri.be the trail, but does not necessarilv pertain to fac-

tors important to the actual de,cis:ion process. Also, the 

manner in ·which the Backcountry Trail Selector presents in-

formation does not necessarily reflect the order, or manner 

in which, the information o.n these descriptive attributes 

are processed when makinq a recreation choice. While 

K.rumpe• s Backcountry Trail Selec·tor seems to be a successful 

decision aid, it remains unclear how t.he in.formation was 

utilized by the hikers and how information miqht be more 

validly generated for inclusion in such a dec.ision aid. 

A larqe quantity of decision related research in recrea-

tion is based upon the compensatory approach of the expec-

tancy x va.lence theory fra.mevork {Haas, Driver and Brovn 
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1981, Haas 1979, Manfredo 1979). These researchers feel 

that decisions might best be predicted bv combining inf orllla-

tion on attributes «specifically, information on the value 

of specific outcomes related to the attributes and probabil-

ity of achievement of the specific outco~es) to derive an 

overa.ll evaluative score for each alternative behavior (e.g. 

visits to alternative recreation sites) being considered. 

Applications of the Fishbein model also often include a nor-

mative component as a further determinant of behavioral in-

tentions {Cockrell 1981).. However, on the .basis of their 

research, Cockrell (1981) and Krumpe (1979) believe that 

noncompensa.tory models may be better at predicting choice in 

the recreation context (for whatever reason) than previously 

tested compensato.ry models .. 

Tversky (1972 p. 298), one noncompensatorv theorist, sup-

ports this belief by statinq that the lexicograpllic noncom-

pe.nsatory model may be a tt ••• qood approximation to much more 

complicated compensatory modelsn and, in fact, may be " ..... a 

useful simplification procedure .. " The possibility evidently 

exists that the compensatory models are qood predictors, but 

in this context a more simply operationalized approximation 

may provide better results than past efforts at a very com-

plex task. Normative factors, weiqhtinqs of importance of 

attributes, and calculations of value and expectancies are 
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not involved in a noncompensatorv model, though it is ex-

pected that their effects are approximated in a simp:lified 

manner. 

~he ~_1,!cographj,g §~Hlli~order ~hgig~ ·· .mode.l may be just 

such an approximation.. It is easy to apply, without complex 

mathematical computations, and is ;fairly easily understanda-

ble by both researchers and those who apply .resea.rch find-

inqs .. 

Like many decision models which have been proposed in the 

fields o.f economics and .psycholoqy. there have been rela-

tively few empirical studies of the lexicoqraphic semi-order 

model of choice (Azumi 1981).. Tversky l1972) pointed out 

that the primary reasons for the scarcity o.f such model 

testing are the difficulties involved in controlling the ex-

periment appropriately and obtaining adequate estimates of 

choice probabilities. 

Selection of the lexicographic semi-order choice model 

seems., however,. justified on the .basis of a series of small-

er, individual research and theory buildinq accomplishments. 

The evidence which exists in support of use of such a model 

deals with a subject•s ability to make decisions from infor-

mation presented in a sequential form land even the tenden-

cy. in some cases, to seek and process information in tha·t 

man1lei:) an.d the relationship between subject-expressed pre-
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ferences for attributes and choices made between alterna-

tives. 

Studies which have successfully prese.nted infor.mation in 

a sequential manner to decision makers, or found the subject 

to use available information in this manner, are varied in 

purpose and discip.line {Olshavsky 1979, Powell 1979, Crow, 

Olshavsky, and Summers 1980, Englander and Tvszka 1980, Ber-

stein 1981, Lo11ery 9981, Busemeye:r 1982). For example, l.ow-

erv {1981), in a survey of judqes, documented that such a 

sequential decision process actually occurred in child cus-

tody decisions in divorce proceedinqs.. In determination of 

the 11 best interest of a child" it was demonstrated that 

iudqes o.ften develop a hierarchical order of factors to be 

conside1:ed aud decided upon .. Given multiple factors to be 

considered, judqes would rel v more heavily on some .facto.rs 

than on others.. In this case the orderinq of attributes in 

the lexicoqraphic semi-order .model o:u the basis of impor-

tance to the decision process was found to be a relevant 

aspect 0£ the process of child custody decision makinq~ 

such a sequential decision process using hierarchica.l attri-

butive infor.matio11 'Was also more typically found as task 

complexity increased.. .For exa.mple. Olshavsky {1979) found 

that subjects switched from a one staqe compensa·tory strate-

gy to a multi-stage strateqy involvinq a nonco.mpensatory 
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screening staqe as the number of alternatives increased bey-

ond an easi1y analyzed set. 

In an analysis of voting decisions Herstein (1981) found 

that subjects do not typically search a.11 of the data for 

a.11 a.lternatives or express an overall evaluation of all al-

ternatives.. .Infor.mat.ion processing limits of the hu.man .mind 

lead, instead, to very simplified pre-decision information 

search .behavior.. In the selection of candidates, subjects 

most often compared alterna·tives on only a few items erhich 

they decided were most important. The favored candidate was 

chosen who rated .best on this .hierarc.hica.l set. 

Crow, Olsbavsky, and Summers (1980) found that industrial 

buyers f.requently used a mult.i-staqe decision process to se-

lect a final supplier,. In a manner very similar to ·the lex-

icographic semi-order choice model 1 these buyers would eli-

minate "unworthy" candidates in a noncompensatory fashion. 

One very 

support of 

important research effort of recent years in 

the semi- order model is that of Azumi (1981). 

Azumi investigated choice strateqies which are used under 

uncertainty... His research subjects vere to select hypothet-

ical marriage .Partners from amonq 30 alternatives. Each 

subject was asked to evaluate each aspect of each alterna-

tive on an ordinal preference scale. The preference sca1e 

was divided into two regions for analysis: positive and ne-
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qative. The positive and negative regions of a preference 

sca1e for a sinqle aspect are essentially similar to the 

semi-order model's evaluation of attributes as acceptable or 

not acceptable. Azumi found that for each rejected alterna-

tive, more than one of its aspects were i,n the negat.i ve .Le-

qion. The tendency vas to select an alternative for which 

all aspects were rated in the positive region. Similar to 

the lexicographic model, the subject ''satisficed" on as many 

attributes as possib1e.. Potter (1979) also found that simi-

lar ''bounded rational satisficers11 predominated in his study 

0£ consumer decisions reqarding choice among alternative 

shopping centers. These studies taken toqether, while not 

specifically te.sting the lexicographic semi-order choice mo-

del,, do present data which suppetrts the concept of sequen-

tial informa·tion processinq .. 

Park ( 1978) tested the .lexicoqraphic semi-o.rder c.hoice 

mode1 in a laboratory experiment of qraduate students• 

choices of automobiles.. Park compared the predictive capa-

bility of the lexicographic semi-order model to that of a 

simple compensatory model. Park found the noncompensatory 

model t-0 be as successful as the compensatory model in pred-

icting first choice of subjects. thouqh the noncompensatory 

approach vas more simply operationalized and applied .. 
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The noncompensatory approach, and the lexicographic 

semi-order model ia particular, appears to be a viable al-

ternative to previously used compensa·torv models in predict-

ing .recreat.ionists• choices. A format of presentation de-

monstrated to approximate the actual decision process of 

visitors should be used. In the development of a decision 

aid for recreation site selectio.n, the lexicoqrap.hic semi-

order model may approximate this decision p.t:ocess and would 

provide such a format for presentation of informatioxi.. For 

these reasons it is the selected model for testing in t.his 

research. 

There are many factors which miqht be viewed as mediatinq 

variables in recreation site selection (Schreyer and Roggen-

buck 1981),. For example, the distance to alter:na·tive sites 

might. certainly affect site choice. Additionally, the cost 

of automobile fuel, availability of .fuel, and the time in-

volved in travel to and from site are fa-ctors which people 

likely consider in makinq decisions about any kind of trip .. 
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These factors were not pertinent in this study. As previ-

ously stated, the resu.lts of this study should be directly 

app1icable to decision aid development for use on a Forest 

Service district or any public agency visitor contact point,. 

The principle restr i~tion is that ·the sub iect must .have de-

cided upon a visit to the particular qeneral area of the 

contact point, but sti.11 be interested in deciding upon a 

specific site or portion of the larger locale. For this 

reason items such as travel time and cost were parts of an 

earlier decision which committed the individual or group to 

pursuit of recreation activities in a natural enviro.nment .. 

There are additional mediating variables which are rele-

vant t:o the decision of interest. For example, there are 

social factors which affect decisions.. Influencing elements 

miqht include social group influences such as being alilare 

that a particular site is the "in place to qo 11 or going to a 

site as a result of a group decision. Few backcount.ry re-

creation.ists participate alone. These factors might be con-

sidered directly in an expectancy x valence approach to de-

cision making, but will seemingly not be considered in the 

1-exicoqraphic semi-order approach. In fact, however, such 

factors are ackno"Wledqed thouqh not directly measured and 

incorporated into prediction e.ff orts. In application of the 

lexicographic mode.l it is assumed that these factors influ-
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ence site choice by affectinq evaluations of area attributes 

a.nd val. ues of the various att.ributes .. 

Another mediating variable of qreat interest in the re-

creation .field is the amount of experience an individual has 

in the actiYity or the area and how that miqht affect infor-

mation processinq for site selection (Schrever et al. 1976, 

Neilson 1977, Schreyer and Nielson 1978, Bowley 1979, Vaske 

et al. 1980. Anderson 1981# Hammitt and McDonald 1982, Knopf 

and J..ime In l)ress). The amount of experience a person has 

had in a particular activity may be linked to the perception 

of a recreation experience, and the orqanization of informa-

tion used to make choices in behavior (Schreyer 1983). 

Schreyer (1982) found that the specificity of the descrip-

tions of outcomes for recreationists varied among c:ecrea-

tionists with dif£erinq amoun·ts of experience. In this case 

experienced recreationists were able to give more detailed 

statements concerning what they expected to encounter in an 

environment in order to obtain a qiven outcome. 

The importance of experience to site selection will be 

explored in this study. Of principle interest is the spe-

cificity with which subiects categorize the va.lues of the 

var.ious attributes beinq considered.. .For example, can inex-

perienced hikers differentiate between the amount of satis-

faction that .would result fr<>m mee·tinq 10 versus 20 other 
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hikers in a day? Or, how does their ability to differenti-

ate between various levels o.f an attribute differ from that 

of more experienced hikers? Just as experienced river re-

creationists are able to qive more detailed statements con-

cerning what they expect to encounter (Schreyer 1982), ex-

perienced backcountry users will likely base decisions on 

more specifically categorized attributes of the resou.rce. 

Additionally, experienced users will likely have more spe-

cific expectations about the resource and thus dispJ.ay dif-

fe.rences in rankinq of site attributes .. 

In previous explorations of experience use history, vari-

ous combinations of experience informa·tion were utilized .. 

For example, Sc.hrever (1982) used the number of times a res-

pond·ent floa·ted a study river. Hammitt and McDonald (1982) 

formed a composite variable combininq the tota.l number of 

years of experience in f loatinq rivers, the frequency of 

floating per annum, the number of years experience on a stu-

dy river, and the frequency per annum of floating on a study 

river. ?hrouqh analysis of past research it appeared that 

three major dimensions of experie.nce are being combined in 

one fashion or another to provide a composite index of a 

subject•s experience use history. First of all, past re-

sear.chers appeared to want to know, overall, how much exper-

ience an individual has in a qiven activity. This was nor-
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mally asked in terms of how manv times a person has 

participated in a given activity or at how many dif£erent 

places he/she has participated in the given activity. Sec-

ondly. experience information was often analyzed with regard 

to the amount of experience at a particular study location .. 

Third, the frequency of :participation per year in the activ-

ity has been o.f interest. 

In studyinq the experience use history of those making 

decisions about backcountrv recreation destinations, these 

three di111ensions appeared to .be as ap.pJ.icable as in the re-

viewed research. .For an overall experience indicator, the 

total number of different areas in which the subject has 

backpacked should approximate the total :number of times he/ 

she has made decisions about where to qo for such an activi-

ty. .As a measure of specific area experience, the subject 

will be asked to indicate amount of bac.kpacking experience 

in the Southern Appalachians. The third dimension is the 

freguencv with which one participates in the activi·ty. Spe-

cifically, how many times per year, on the average, does the 

subject go on backpackinq t,rips? A person• s participation 

hist.orv in backpackinq may be short and he may have visited 

on.ly a few areas, but he may currentlv backpack frequently. 

These three variables, (i.e. total number o.f different ai:eas 

visited, experience in southern Appalachian areas, and aver-
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aqe annual participation) Mere used to compute this study•s 

composite experience history variable .. 

Based upon a review of behavioral decision theory and se-

lection of a potentially applicable noncompensatory model of 

choice, the following research questions relating to appli-

cability of t:he .lexicoqraphic semi-order .model to recreation 

choice and to experience as a mediating variable Yere formu-

lated: 

1. Can people re.liably rank ·the .relative importance of 

site attributes in their selection between alterna-

tive backcountry recreation sites? 

2. In a simulated backcou.ntrv site selection situation, 

can the choice of a subject be accurately predicted 

through application of the lexicoqraphic semi-order 

model? 

3. Is the experience use history of a subject related in 

a positive manner to the specifici·tv with which t.he 

subject perceives attribute categories? 
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4. Is study subjects• experi€nce in backpacking related 

to attribute importance ranki:nqs? 



DETERMINATION OF B.ELEVANT ,ATTRIBUTES 

Before application of the semi-order model, an effort was 

made to deter.mine and evaluate the most re1evant site attri-

butes in choices of recreation areas to visit. While empha-

sis here is primarily on the process of decision making, the 

inclusion of relevant information will certainly lend credi-

bility to st.udy 0£ the process. :The environmental percep-

tion and cognition 1iterature miqht be used as a basis for 

eva1uatinq past ef.forts at determininq attributes which are 

important to bacJtcountrv recreation experiences. Within -en-

vironmental perception and cognition, spatia.1 cognition, 

scenic quality, and possibly even haza.rds in the natural en-

viro,nment may be relevant topics of discussion. A principle 

review of environmenta.l perception and cognition in rural 

60 
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conte.xts has been compiled by Feimer (1983). The purpose of 

this chap~er is to develop a list of attributes which might 

possibly be used in a test of the lexicoqraphic semi-orde.r 

choice model. In the event that the list is too long to he 

appropriate for testing of the model in a laboratory situa-

tion, the list. will be reduced to include only those attri-

butes potentially most relevant to t.he study population .. 

7here are two basic and complementary types of informa-

tion that one must .have for survival and everyday spatial 

be.havior: the locations and the attributes of pheno.mena 

(Downs and Stea 1973). There are two components to loca-

t~onal information: distance and direction. Attributive 

information, telling what kinds of phenomena are out there, 

can be eithec descriptive or evaluative. Cognitive map re-

search, within spatial coqnition literature, dea.ls with the 

assessme.nt of a mi.xtu:re of both locational and attributive 

information. 
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Spatial cognition can be defined as the process whereby 

individuals acquire, code, store, .recall, and decode infor-

mai:ion concerning environmental attributes and their rela-

tive location (Downs and Stea 197 3).. Spatial cogni tio:n is 

very central to :way-finding (Feimer 1983),. Way-finding 

.represents an important decision process whereby the indivi-

dual tries to maximize satisfaction and convenience, whi.l'e 

minimi2inq frustration and the possibilities of harm. 

Some basic classes of important attributes have been sug-

qested from research on coqnitive maps in urban, or built, 

environments. Specifically, Lynch (1960), determined five 

constructs which can be used to delineate the structural 

elements of cognitive maps. These constructs are pat.bs, edg-

es, districts, nodes, and landmarks. 

Lynch defined paths as channels of movement, for.mally 

constructed or having arisen merely by usaqe.. Feimer (1983) 

notes tha·t path networks, in particular, seem to play an ini-

portant role in promoting coqnitive map development. The 

regularity of path systems appears to promote clear and ac-
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curate cognitive maps. 7wo patterns which have been identi-

fied as promoting environmental comprehension are the rec-

·tangular c:irid path patt.ern and the concentric grid path pat-

tern. Whil.e it is evident that neither of these i.s likely 

to be found in a backcountry area, or eve.n necessarily de-

sired, path -patterns may sti.ll be a justifiable attribute 

qroup to consider. Some specific attributes of an area 

which might be related to path systems include the follow-

ing: 1) number of trailheads., 2) number o.f trails, 3) number 

o.f-miles of trail, 4)difficulty of the trails (e.g. steep-

ness, .loose :rocks), 5)confiquration of tile trails (e.q. 

presence or absence of 1oop trails), 6) conditions of the 

trails (e.g. surface conditions or amount of vegetation in 

the trail). 7)complexity 0£ the trail system., and 8)size of 

the area -(as an indication of off-trail travel. potential) .. 

Lynch (1960) defined edges as linear elements that form 

discontinuities in the individual• s conception o.f the envi-

ronment. Edqes are boundaries that serve to define the ex-

tent of areas within the larger enviro.n:ment, and often form 
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barriers to traversal by ordinary travel. Possible corres-

ponding elements of the natura.l environment include: 

1)natural boundaries such as those of a watershed or a for-

est cover type and 2)manaqement baundaries such as protec-

tive buffer zones. 

Districts are subsections of the larger environmental 

context that are dist.inquishable from one anotl1er. Some 

common, identifying characteristics exist throughout a dis-

trict. The critical feature o.f a district, according to 

Feimer (1983), is that the identifying attributes provide 

discriminant cues, which implies that there is conformity or 

homogeneity within districts along with clear divergence 

across districts. 

The most direct application of the district construct to 

backcountry attributes is that 

Beaulieu and Schreyer ( 1982) 

of ecosystems or landform. 

believe that discrimination 

between areas may depend greatly on such factors as these. 

For e,xample, the existence of a larqer spruce-fir fo.rest in 

one area than in .others may be a significant factor in dis-
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crimination between a set of a1ternative areas. Additional-

1 y, one mountain or several mountains may a1so be a discri-

mination point for comparinq alternative sites. 

Nodes, according to Lynch (1960) are strategic places, 

limited in a real. extent, which serve as focal points fo:c 

travel.. They are frequently end points or junctions of 

pathways, .but may also be spots where there is a concentra-

tion or predominance of a qiven social o.r economic activity. 

Natural hikinq destinations may qualify as nodes. It is 

of ten very easy to pinpoint expected biqh impact areas in 

backcountry .. If tra~ls seem to enter from all sides and 

meet in the center or at a given landmark or vista, this 

area will be a .natural conqestion point. Wilderness hikers 

seem to like to feel. that they are deep liithin the area, 

even if other campers surround them. And where else could 

one feel deeper in the area than at the junction of all ma-

jor trails ia the heart 0£ the backcountry? If one goes 

away from th.is point on any trail, there is a feeling of 

es:it:. of moving tow a.rd the periphery. Passi.bl y the presence 
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of nodes would make the trail svstem more comprehensible 

when viewing a map and thus attract use. 

Central to many backcount:cy areas, and often reflected in 

the name of the area, are visually distinct entities that 

serve as important reference points for judqing relative lo-

cation and distance. Landmarks which mav exist in backcoun-

trv include mountain peaks and sinqul.a.rl y distinct ecosys-

tems {boqs, sods, s·treams, etc .. ). The possibility exists 

that more landmarks, or more clearly distinct landmarks, may 

lead to increased environmental understanding and thus a 

.more p.leasurable visit to natural areas. Ano·ther landmark 

of sort in Southern Appalachian mountain backcountry may be 

springs which supply d.rin.king water for hikers. They are 

often vital in that they dictate campinq areas, so far as 

comfort is concerned. They may serve as nodes as well, as 

actual destinations foe the hike. 

In Feimer• s ( 198.3) review 1 he co.ncludes that path net-

works and functionally and perceptually distinct landmarks 

appear to be the most salient factors of cog.nitive maps in 
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the nonurban context.. These facto.cs which are most impor-

tant to environmental comprehension and way-finding :may also 

be factors desired in site selection. 

£rom past efforts aimed at predictinq scenic quality two 

major classes of predictors have emerqed: 1)physical varia-

bles and 2} transactional variables (Feimer 1983). Some spe-

c.ific phvsical variables whic.h appear to influence scenic 

quality include .water {proportion of scene which is water, 

presence of a stream or lake), topoqraphic relief and slope 

{presence of sharp mountains), man-made elements (which of-

ten detract from sce.nic quality), and the presence of veqe-

tation. 

Of .much interes·t in investigation of backcountry visita-

tion determiuants are the transactional variables. Transac-

tional varia.b.les characterize physical properties of the en-

vironment in terms of their human significance. Past 

research has indicated that the followinq transactional va-

Liables may be of importance to environmental comprehension: 

complexity, conqruity, mystery, and spatial enclosure. 
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Quoting directly from Feimer (3:983 p.. 138), "compl,exity 

refers primarily to diversity in the number of perceptually 

distinct elements of a qiven landscape scene; the greater in 

nu:mber and more varied the elements of the landscape scene 

are, the more compleJ: it is. Conqruity reflects the degree 

of harmonv evident in the interrelation of the elements of a 

qiven landscape scene; it embraces the concepts of fitting-

ness and compatabilitv vhic.b refer to the congruity of man-

made and natural components of the landscape. Mystery con-

veys a sense of allurinq uncertainty created by the promise 

of additional. information upon further exploration,. Spatial 

enclosure :refers to the extent of surrounding enclosure, or 

conversely, openness, created by vertical topographic and 

vegetative elements."' 

Research in natural hazards suqqests that individuals re-

cognize significant threats to property, economic and social 

activities. and both mental. and physical well being~ Some 

of the dimensions of natural hazards which affect the e.xtent 
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of impact on human populations include their areal extent, 

intensity of impact, iength of duration, suddenness of onset 

and predictability o.f occurrence (.Feimer 1983),. 

Presence of natural hazards mav be of lim.ited use in 

pcedicti:nq behavior of backcountry hi.kers. Some possi.bili-

ties which come to mind, however, are roc.k slides from a.ban-

doned mininq operations, ho.les or tunnels from abandoned 

mines or vel1s, and perceived threat from large wildlife. 

One additional hazard attribute which can be considered na-

tural only so far as man .himse1f is considered a natural 

element of the environment, is vandalism and other acts of 

depreciative behavior.. It seems possible that in order for 

recreationists to be ab.le to make qood decisions, some in-

forma·tio.n on the likelihood of damaqe to one• s vehicle while 

parked at the trailhead should be included in any descrip-

tion o.f the area,. This threat t.o property may be a salient 

featu.ce of one• s cognitive image of alternative sites .. 
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Past studies of relevant environmental attributes of 

backcountry recreation areas may now be examined from an en-

vironmental perception frame~ork. The most extensive study 

of attributes falls within the research framework formulated 

and supported by Driver and his colleaques (Driver No date, 

Driver and Brown 1975. Driver 1977a,b. Driver and Knop.f 

3911. Driver 1979,. Haas 1979. Boqqenbuck and Dawson 1979, 

Brown and Haas 1980, Baas et al. 1980). The purpose h€re is 

to review the latest research studies which are part of Dri-

ver•s onqoing research efforts. A brie£ review of Driver's 

hierarchy of recreation demand levels is first of all needed 

to understand why these attributes of the recreation envi-

ronment are Jbein9 studied,. 

Within a behavioral definition of recreation demand, Dri-

ver ( 1977a) .notes two types of output from .recreation ser-
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vice delivery: 1) satisfvinq experiences realized and 

2)personal and social benefits that result from these exper-

iences. Driver stated that these two out.puts were variables 

which he was attempting to quaBtify under the logic that re-

search on user's "experience preferences" was needed to 

quide research on recreation benefits. 

T~o deal with these two variab.les, the demand for specific 

satisfyinq :recreation experiences and benefits was placed in 

a tttotal1' recreation demand hierarchy consisting of four 

1evels. -The criteria quidinq that hierarchical demand sche-

ma were: 1)the degree to which the user is consciously 

aware of each level of demand (level 1-qreater awareness 

than level 4); and 2)the difficultv of quantifying each lev-

el (level 1-more scientifically quantifiable than lev€l 4). 

Level 1: demands for a specific recreation activi-

ty .. 

Leve1 2: demands for desired attributes of the phy-

sical setting. the social settinq, and management 

actions that define a quality activity opportunity 

in the minds of the user. 
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Level 1 and 2 qoods and services are demanded .for the 

utility they are expected to provide. .Level 3 and 4 demands 

define that utility. 

Level 3: demands for specific {and basic) satisfy-

inq e.xperiences that are both expected and valued. 

Level 4: demands for the benefits that flow from 

the sat.isf yinq experiences, with benefits defined as 

enhanced subsequent performance or effective func-

tioning after having participated. 

In the past most recreation resource management decisions 

have focused on the qoods and services demanded at levels 1 

and 2. Driver, however, is interested in developing beha-

vioral :measures o.f value at .levels 3 and 4 to help in field 

level decision makinq. Specifically, these field level de-

cision makers need to be able to specif v precisely what re-

creation ser;wices should be l)rovided~ and be able to measure 

degree of success in deliverinq planned services. Driver 

saw .levels 3 and 4 as the primary dependent variables of in-

terest in his research. 

The va,riable entailed i.n level 3 is a satis.f ying experi-

ence. Driver defines the word experience as a " .... well de-
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fined or particular physiological. psycholoqical_. spiritual, 

or other response to a situation. event, or thing" (Driver 

l977a p.. 12). Driver feels that one>ts experiences can be 

classified from the qeneral (such as the general experience 

of life) t-0 the very specific (such as catching trophy fish, 

enjoying nature, and teaching friends or ch.ildren). These 

specific satisfyinq experiences are associated with partici-

pation i.n a particular activity .. Driver {1977a) believes 

that some specific experiences will be rela·tively more sa-

tisf yinq than others. For t'hat reason, participants in a 

particular activity are expected to value some specific ex-

periences more than othe:rs when decidinq whether or not to 

participate in that activity. 

:Many factors are bel.ieved to influence the types o.f sa-

tisfaction or dissatisfac,tion that are experienced. Specif-

ic experiences may he highly dependent o.n the characteris-

tics of the physical resources, facilities, or equipment. 

Others mav be dependent on characteristics 0£ managerial ac-

tions, while still others mav depend very much upon charac-

teristics of users such as personality traits, age, and sex. 

In al.location decisions, the qoal is to allocate resources 

to their hiqhest potential for providinq opportunities for 

specific desired experiences and their consequent human be-

nefit .. 
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Foe accrued ~nformation to be managerially relevant, 

these "experiences" must relate to elements of the resource. 

Driver and his associates are workinq to form a lin.k between 

level 2 demands and .leve.l 3 demands (i .. e. physical, manager-

ia.l, and social attributes ·to desired experiences). This is 

what .led to previous work i:n which individual attributes 

were studied to determine the extent to which their presence 

contributed to subjects• satisfaction. 

Haas (1979) and Roqqenbuck and Dawson (1979) worked with-

in the Driver framework to determine lilhat attributes of the 

physical resource affect backcountry a:nd wi.lderness hikers• 

exper:iences.. Haas {1979) worked to identify physical re-

source attributes which are perceived as being important to 

.havinq satisfyinq experiences in three studv areas in Colo-

rado.. Haas defined resource attributes as any element or 

characteristic of an outdoor settinq which adds to or de-

tracts from a person•s satisfying experience. 

Haas {1979) stated that his interest was to relate de-

mands for physica1 resource attributes of a recreation set-

ting. as defined in level 2 demands, to satisfying experi-

ences, the dependent variable as outlined in level .3 of the 

hierarchy of demands. Questionnaires were sent out to wild-

erness hikers who had been contacted at trailheads. Each 

questionnaire contained scaled questions designed to identi-

ty the resource attributes preferred by the individual~ 
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Nine point modified Likert scales were used to evaluate the 

degree to which an item added to (+4) or detracted from (-4) 

their satisLaction (fable 1). 

The factor which added most to satisfaction o.f these Co-

lorado hikers was a series of water-related attributes. 

Xhese included existence of natural lakes and ponds, water-

faJ..ls.,, isolated lakes, mountain st:irinqs, and cascading 

streams. Vegetation and attractive topoqraphy factors ·were 

second and third hiqhest as an indication of addin9 to the 

satisfaction derived .from a backcountrv visit. Nuisance to-

pography such as rock slides, boqqy areas, and boulde.r 

.fields, along with bad weather, were the qcea test detractors 

of satisfaction. 

:Xhe attributes included for consideration by the subjects 

were generated by the researcher.. Haas (1979) cites princi-

ple sources as "brainstorminq"' with colleaques and a review 

of the literature. Haas does not cite any specific litera-

ture sources or w.hat discipline previous research along 

these lines has followed. One does n-ot kno:w whether attri-

butes used are generated from pi:evious research in outdoor 

recreation or another field.. The reaso.n this is mentioned 

here is that even thouqh Haas is able to generate some 
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Table 1. Physical resource attribute domains and items described by 
mean score and standard deviation (Haas 1979). 

Wilderness Study Areas 
Physical Resource Weminuche Raw ah Eagles Nest 

(N=312) (N=211) (N=258 
Attributes Meana S.D. Meana S.D. Meana S.D. 

1. Water related 3.3 0.9 3.2 1.0 3.2 1.1 
cascading streams 3.3 0.9 3.0 1.1 3.0 1.0 
meandering streams 3.3 0.9 3.3 1.0 
mountain springs 3.2 1.0 3.0 1.0 2.9 1.3 
isolated lakes 3.4 1.0 3.4 0.9 3.1 1.3 
waterfalls 3.4 0.9 3.1 1.1 3.2 1.2 
natural lakes and ponds 3.4 0.8 3.5 0.7 3.4 0.9 

2. Vegetation 3.1 1.0 3.0 1.1 2.8 1.2 
alpine meadows 3.2 1.0 3.3 LO 2.9 1. 2 
wildflowers 3.4 0.8 3.2 1.0 3.2 1.0 
evergreen forests 3.3 0.9 3.1 1.0 2.9 1.0 
apline or tundra vegetation 2.9 1.2 2.3 1.2 2.5 1.3 
numerous plant species 2.8 1.2 2.5 1.3 2.4 1.4 
aspen groves 3.0 LO 2.8 1.1 2.3 1.2 
virgin forests 3.4 0.8 3.2 1.0 3.1 1.2 

3. Attractive toEograEhi 3.0 1.3 2.7 1.3 2.3 1.4 
steep hillsides 2.3 1.5 2.4 1.3 2.2 1.5 
barren, rock peaks 3.0 1.3 2.8 1.1 2.7 1.3 
unusually shaped rocks 2.6 1.3 2.2 1.4 2.0 1.5 
rugged terrain 3.1 1.2 2.8 1.1 2.7 1.2 
areas above timberline 3.2 1.0 3.0 1.2 2.4 1.3 
lofty ridges 3.3 1.0 3.0 1.2 2.9 1.2 
snowfields 2.7 1.3 2.0 1.5 
evidence of glacial activity 2.4 1.4 1.9 1.5 
gently rolling topography 2.0 1.5 
rock pinnacles 2.9 1.1 
deep gorges 3.0 1.6 

aA nine-point response scale was used where4 equalled most strongly 
added to satisfaction and -4 equalled most strongly detracted from 
satisfaction. 
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attributes which appear to be important to wilderness hik-

ers, subjects were limited to evaluation of those attributes 

included on t.he list provided. There may be some attributes 

which were not included in the list which may .be erJen more 

important or as important as those included. 

Roqqenbuck and Dawson {1979) performed a study similar to 

Haas"s research i.n Shenandoah National Park in Virginia and 

three wilderness areas in North Carolina. In reporting the 

mean responses reqarding the contributions which various 

factors made to the overall eJCperience in the backcountry, 

wildlife presence appeared much more important than it did 

in the Colorado study (Table 2). The importance of view ap-

peared very important, also, alonq with fo.rest stands, 

stream related factors, and rugged topoqraphv. intrusions, 

such as evidence of mininq or logqinq activities, detracted 

most from the experience. 



Table 2. Environmental feature preference scores of Linville Gorge, Shining Rock, Joyce Kilmer-
Slickrock, and Shenandoah hikers (Roggenbuck and Dawson 1979).1 

Linville Gorge Shining Rock 

Standard Standard 
Scale N Mean Deviation Rank N Mean Deviation Rank 

1. Fish related 237 6.09 1.24 10 287 5.97 1.28 9 
2. Rugged topography 240 7.18 0.88 5 280 6.87 1.01 7 
3. Intrusions 235 1.65 1.44 14 281 2.13 1. 76 14 
4. Wildlife 233 7.83 1.10 1 281 7.85 1.05 1 
5. Nuisance 238 4.83 1. 73 12 286 4.74 1. 70 12 
6. Pioneer 238 5.37 1.36 11 286 5.48 1. 29 11 

7. Stream related 239 7.44 0.66 4 283 7.37 0.73 3 
8. Vegetation 237 7.03 0.81 7 284 6.98 0.87 6 

9. Reservoirs 241 3.28 2.17 13 287 3.26 2.17 13 

10. Views 241 7.58 0.64 2 286 7.52 0.85 2 
11. Wilderness 242 6.22 1.95 9 288 5.69 2.19 10 

12. Meadow/forest 243 6.51 1.55 8 289 6.85 1.17 8 
13. Natural lakes 238 7 .13 1.02 6 286 7.02 1.13 5 
14. Virgin forests 242 7.58 0.80 3 289 7.26 1.18 4 

--
1 Response format: 0 to 8 scale where: 0 = most strongly detracts from experience 

4 = neither adds nor detracts 
8 = most strongly adds 
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Table 2. Environmental feature preference scores of Linville Gorge, Shining Rock, Joyce 
Kilmer-Slickrock, and Shenandoah hikers (Roggenbuck & Dawson 1979)1 (continued). 

Joyce Kilmer-Slickrock Shenandoah 
Standard Standard 

Scale N Mean Deviation Rank N Mean Deviation 

1. Fish related 78 5.85 1.38 9 425 5.83 1.40 
2. Rugged topography 80 6.99 0.87 8 413 6.77 1.01 
3. Intrusions 78 1. 73 1.54 14 345 2.67 1.69 
4. Wildlife 80 7.88 1.06 1 396 7.81. 1.03 
5. Nuisance 80 4.50 1.84 12 417 4.43 1.80 
6. Pioneer 78 5.51. 1.38 11 422 5.94 l.ll. 
7. Stream related 79 7.49 0.54 4 417 7.44 0.61 
8. Vegetation 80 7.12 o. 78 6 413 6.94 0.86 
9. Reservoirs 78 3.37 2.30 13 428 4.21 2.13 

10. Views 80 7.58 0./2 3 431 7.62 0.73 
11. Wilderness 80 5.61 2.06 10 427 5.70 2.04 
12. Meadow/forest 80 7.06 1.15 7 432 6.88 1.18 
13. Natural lakes 79 7.25 1.16 5 427 7.39 o. 77 
14. Virgin forests 80 7.65 0.71 2 431 7.08 1.20 

--
1 Response format: 0 to 8 scale, where: 0 = most strongly detracts from experience 

4 = neither adds or detracts 
8 = most strongly adds 

Rank 
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some studies of a·ttributes exist outside the Driver 

framework. For example, in a study 0£ :factors predictive of 

overal1 use of California wi1derness and primitive areas 

8cKillop (1975) found that the percentage of an area over 

1,000 feet in el.evation, administering agency, total acre-

age, the number of entry points on a per acre basis1 road 

construction on adjacent national forests, and population 

within 100 miles were al.1 important to a siqni£icant deqree. 

~orkinq within an environmental perception and cognition 

frame-work, it is valuable to examine previous backcountry 

at:tri.bute findinqs.. ~he goal is to mo.re clearly understand 

w.hy at.tributes ~reviously found impo:rtant miqht be important 

and to determine if additional factors should be included .. 

The rev.iev of spatial cognition literature suggested t.hat 

area attributes vhich have to do vith paths and landmarks 

.mat be importan·t information when choosing among alte.rnative 

areas. Virtually no evidence exists ·that pathways are im-

portant in µrevious findings of the bac.kcountry research. 
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Information o~ pathways is a verv detailed element of the 

ROG, ho,wever, indicating manager belief that it is very 

relevant to site selection.. Also, McKillop (1975) found 

that the number of entrv points in a trai.l system was pred-

ict:ive of use leve.ls. For these reasons the following at-

tributes will be included in this study of site selection: 

number of entrv points, steepness of trail, miles of trail, 

and size of area. 

From scenic qnalitv research some of the transactional 

variables may be more applicah.le to pathway systems than the 

physical variables.. Concepts such as complexity, congruity, 

and mystery may play important roles in preference of one 

path system over another. An all inclusive term, such as 

trail configuration, might incorporate the transactional va-

riables to some extent. In this manner transactiona1 varia-

bles, though on a somewhat different level than used in past 

research, could be included in the list of attributes with-

out s.ing1ing out anv one variable from the qroup~ Prefer-

ence .for alternativ·e path system confiqurations {rep.resenta-

tions of actual systems) could be explored in this manner. 

Evidence of 1ogqing activity might possibly be a physical 

la.u-0.scape quality variable and could also be expl·ored .. 

There are several aspects of the backcountry attribute 

resea:rch that miqht be subsumed under a discussion of la.nd-
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mar.ks. llithin the water-related domain, and supported by 

spatial cognition {landmarks) research, landscape preference 

literature, and work by Haas (1979) and :Roqqen.buck and Daw-

son (1979), streams, springs, and lakes appea.L' to be prefer-

red environmental features.. Foe these reasons the fol.lowinq 

items wil.1 be included in this research.: 

number of waterfalls, number of mi.les 

nu~ber of springs, 

of pathway along 

streams, and .availability of campsites along streams.. Lakes 

are essentially nonexistent in the southern Appalachians and 

w.ill therefore not be included. 

Ad.ditional landmarks miqht be found within the vegetation 

domain of past attribute research. In this case the impor-

tance of veqetation is supported throuqh landscape prefer-

ence findi.nqs,. Specifically, within backcoun·try rec re at.ion, 

there exists evidence that the presence of meadmrs, the size 

of meadows present, proportion of virgin stands of timber, 

and proportion of veqetation which is coniferous affect pre-

ference for a given environment. Additional landmarks, re-

lated to the topoqz:aphy domain of past attribute research, 

miqht include existence of outci:oppinqs; steep, .i:ugqed ter-

rain; and vistas dependent upon such terrain. Inclusion of 

steep, ruqqed terrain is also supported somewhat by iicKil-

lop~s 41975) finding of importance attached to proportion of 

a.rea which is of hiqh elevation. Permanent shelters might 

also be conside.ced by many as land.marks in t.he wildlands .. 
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Those elements o.f spatial cognition which .Feimer (1983) 

does not believe to have been shown of particular importance 

in the rural context include edqes, nodes, and distcicts. 

Edges and districts are covered somewhat, however, by inclu-

sion of contrasting ecosystem types (coniferous stands with-

in hardwood areas) as an attribute. Streams are also likely 

to provide edqes as well as divide larqe areas into dis-

tricts for enhanced environmental comprehension. The con-

cept of nodes is ta.ken into consideration in trail system 

structure. If one indicates a preference for complex t.rail 

systems, the number of nodes, or types of nodes (two trail 

vs. five trail junctions) may be one consideration .. 

Presence of abandoned mines,. the exte.nt of vandalism 

problem at trailheads. and presence of bears in a particular 

area are descriptors which a review of hazard research suq-

qests mar be relevant to backcountry site selection. For 

this reason these attributes will be included among a list 

of potentia1 attributes to be used in a test of the study's 

decision model. 

There remain several items from previous attribute re-

search that do not fit into the environmental perception 

framework but do appear important to this study.. One such 

item is the presence of wildlife, both small and large (Boq-

genbuck a.nd Dawso.n 1979). Additionally, from Driver's de-

mand level hierarchy, demand level 2 indicates not only a 
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demand for particular physical resource elements, but, also, 

preference for particular social and managerial factors • 

.aanfredo ( 1979) explored user response to trarious management 

strateqies. Mana9eria1 items 

some which were disliked will 

which were liked as well as 

be included this study. The 

reasoning behind this decision is that both may affect site 

selection.. .Important managerial considerations indicated by 

ztanfredo•s (1979) research to be possibly rele¥ant to this 

study include: administerinq agency, land classification, 

assiqninq campsites, allovi:nq campinq at designated sites 

only, .requiring permits, al.lowing campfires, and limiting 

qroap size. Social factors which appear .releva.nt from Man-

fredo• s work include: amount of use the area receives, num-

ber of people you are likely to encounter while hiking in 

the area 1 availability of isolated campsites, and evidence 

of man-made intrusions. 

The list of attributes generated appeared too long for 

inclusion in a decision aid. It was assumed that due to the 

specific context in which application is intended {backcoun-

try site selection), several of those attributes listed may 

not be relevant to the actual choice. It was therefore de-

cided to pilot test these 33 attributes to determine which 

ones should be included for actual application of the deci-

sion model. 
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The f o.llowing is a listing of attributes which were in-

corporated into the pi.lot test. It should be noted that all 

elements of the .BOG are incorporated, and a1.l listed a·ttri-

butes could be incJ.uded in a ROG under the attractions and 

considerations heading .. 

From spatial coqnition and landsca.:pe preference literature: 

l?aths: 

number of entry points 

miles of trail 

confiqura tion of trail system 

steepness of trail 

size of area 

.Landmarks: 

water: 

number of springs 

number of waterfalls 

number of miles of pathway along streams 

number of campsites near streams 

Vegetation: 

number of meadows 

size of meadows 

proportion of virgin stands of timber 

proportion of vegetation which is coniferous 

evidence of loqqinq 

Toµoqraphical: 



Hazards 
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existence of rock outcroppings 

steep, rugqed terrain 

vistas 

Structures: 

permanent shelters 

.Presence of abandoned mines 

vandalism at parking lots 

bears 

Items outside the environmental pe:rception framework: 

\Wildlife 

Social: 

amo11nt of use 

number of people like1v to encounter 

availability 0£ isolated campsites 

evidence of man-made intrusions 

Manaqerial: 

administering aqencv 

land classification 

assigned campsites 

ca.mpinq at designated sites only 

permits req11ired to enter 

allowance of campfires 

limit of group size 



£1ETHODOLOGY 

A pilot study was conducted in order to obtain a wor.kable 

number of attributes from the set qenerated from the litera-

ture review. The questionnaire used appears in .Appendix A. 

The qoal :was to eliminate those items which were found to be 

least important to the site selection decision process. 

This was· done 

point scale .. 

by obtaining item importance values on a six 

Attributes were evaluated using the following 

scale: 5) extreme.ly impo.rtant consideratio.n, LJ) very impor-

tant consideration. 3) moderately important consideration, 

2) somewhat important co.nsideration, 1) slightly important 

consideration, or 0) not at all important.. 

Pilot study subiects were selected from a subject pool 

within the School of Forestry and Wildlife Resources, Virqi-

87 
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nia Tech. Individuals included were undergraduate and grad-

uate students and faculty and staff members 

country users. 7he pilot test sample size 

who were .bac.k-

was 37. This 

:aumber is considered sufficient to assure scale stabiliza-

t~on {Green 1954). Subjects ·were asked to evaluate each of 

the 33 attributes listed in the previous section in terms of 

their importance to decisions to go to backcountry recrea-

tion areas. 

The context for the pilo-t study was as follows: "You are 

makiuq decisions about a site to visit once a decision has 

been made to visit the general area." This was to control 

.for such mediating variables as travel cost.time, distance, 

and availability of transportation. An attempt was also 

made to replicate the context of ROG use as neacly as possi-

ble. 

Mean scoces for individual. items a.re listed in Table 3. 

To a11ow a decision task to be both manaqeable yet difficult 

enouqh to ensure some conflict. 
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Table 3. Importance evaluations of pilot study attributes.* 

Mean 
Attribute Score 

Amount of use the area normally receives 4.216 

Availability of isolated campsites 4.139 

Whether or not campfires are allowed 4.108 

Whether or not campsites are assigned 4.027 

Presence of vistas or overlooks 3.946 

Whether or not camping is allowed at 3.919 
designated sites only 

Whether or not permits are required 3.757 

Frequency of auto vandalism at trailheads 3.568 

Number of springs in the area 3.432 

Number of people you are likely to 3.378 
encounter 

Miles of trail within the area 3.351 

Size of area 3.324 

Presence of bears in the area 3.297 

Trail configuration 3.216 

Abundance of wildlife in the area 3. 216 

Standard 
Deviation 

0.712 

0.798 

0.966 

0.897 

0.941 

1.090 

1.383 

1.303 

1.345 

1.253 

1.111 

1.001 

1.151 

1.336 

1.109 
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Table 3. Importance evaluations of pilot study attributes. 
(continued}. 

Attribute 

Presence of steep, rugged terrain 

Evidence of mining activity 

Availability of campsites near streams 

Steepness of trails 

Miles of trail along streams 

Evidence of logging activity 

Number of entry points to the area 

Whether or not there are limits on 
group size 

Number of waterfalls 

Proportion of area in virgin timber 

Land classification 

Presence of rock outcroppings 

Management agency 

Evidence of forest fires 

Number of meadows 

Presence of shelters 

Proportion of area which is 
coniferous vegetation 

Size of meadows 

Mean 
Score 

3.135 

3.135 

3.111 

3.000 

2.946 

2.865 

2.811 

2.649 

2.568 

2.405 

2.135 

2.081 

1.838 

1.833 

1. 784 

1. 722 

1.676 

1.162 

Standard 
Deviation 

1.206 

1.566 

1.116 

1.054 

1.129 

1.294 

1.287 

1.620 

1.237 

1.279 

1.417 

1.382 

1.608 

1.577 

1.397 

1.427 

1.248 

1.143 

*Evaluation was on a scale of 0 = not at all important to 
5 = extremely important. The first 15 items were included in the 
actual study. 
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it was decided that the fifteen highest scoring items would 

be included in the actual experiment.. It should be noted 

-that in selectinq a reduced .number of area attributes, only 

the mean .scores were examined. 

not taken into consideration .. 

Covariation among items was 

For the qoals of this re-

search, discriminatinq between attributes is not expected to 

influence the predictive ability of the chosen model. For 

application by field manaqers. clusterinq of covarying vari-

ables may pcovide broader coveraqe for a reduced set of at-

tributes. Interestinqly, the fifteen items with the highest 

mea.ns represent a good mix of physical. social, and manager-

ial factors.. Physical attributes which were found to .he im-

portant were 1) the presence of vistas or over.looks; 2) 

trail confiquration; 3) size of the area; 4) the number of 

mil.es of trail in the area; 5) presence of bears in the 

area; 6) abundance of wildlife in the area; and 7) number of 

springs in the area. Social factors included 1) the number 

of peopl.e one is likely to encounter along the trails in the 

area; 2) the availability of isolated campsites; 3) the to-

ta1 amount of use the area normally receives; and 4) the 

frequency o.f auto vandalism at trailheads. Managerial fac-

tors incltUded 1) whether or not campinq is allowed at desig-

nated sites only; 2) whether campsites are assigned; 3) 

whether or not campfires are a.llowed; and 4) whether or not 

permit.s are required to enter the area .. 
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While the subject sample size was small, and not randomly 

selected, it is inteJ:estinq to note which items were indi-

cated to be most importan·t. While the ROG includEs the num-

ber of miles of trail an area has as an indexing variable, 

it ranked 11th iD overall importance. Some of the items 

ratinq hiqher than trail mileage in importance in the pilot 

test may be better for ~ndexing a BOG than currently used 

items. 

The desired methodoloqy for this study was a laboratory 

exercise in which subiects interacted with a microcomputer 

for data collection.. This e:ntailed get tinq the microcompu-

ter to the subjects or the subjects to the microcomputer. 

7he latter option was chosen for this study, though in the 

future data collection potential exists th.rough placing pro-

grammed microcomputers in visitor centers or ranger stations 

to £unction as both decision a~d media and data collection 

instruments. 
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Over:niqht backpackers• as one of the most common user 

qrou,ps of backcountry, were selected for analysis in this 

study.. The purpose ,was not to examine the decision process 

of all types of backc,ountry users, but rather to select a 

user group for which the set of re.levant attributes would be 

applicable. 'The attributes decided upon were taken primari-

1 y from hiker studies.. In a test of the decision model it 

is imperative that attributes used are relevant to the study 

population. In this way the predictive capability of the 

model can be tested. If successful with this one most com-

mon user grou:p, t.he model may also be applicable for other 

groups usinq attributes relevant to them. 

Subjects were enlisted through several channels.. Sources 

included Virginia 'Iech J?sycholoqy Department undec9raduate 

students, me:mbers of the Virqinia Tech nutinq Club, pa.rtici-

pant.s in the :Wi.lderness Education Association leadership 

traininq course at Virginia Tech, faculty and students in 

the School of .Forestry and IVildlife .Besources at Virginia 

Tech,· and members of the qenera.l public who had backpacked 

or were planninq a backpacking trip. All potential subjects 

were made aware of the study, and received a general intro-

duction on its purpose t.hrouqh a f li-er which was distributed 

through yarious channels (Appendix E). This flier briefly 

exp1ained the purpose of the study, the need for subjects, 
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and the time commitment involved for those willing to parti-

cipate. Interested individuals were instructed to ar.cange a 

one hour appointment by telephoning the School of :Forestry 

and 8.ildlife Resources. Only two undergraduate psychology 

students received any reward for participating. This reward 

was in the form of one extra credit point on their final 

class score .. 

In a test of the studv"s decision model it was desirable 

to use resources and time available to probe in detail the 

decisions of a small number o:f subjects, rather than use a 

larqe sample.. Throuqh use of a microcomputer, collection of 

data from only one subiec-t at a time in an isolated compute.r 

l.aboratorv, and personalized orientation and instruction by 

the researcher, the quality of the data should far exceed 

that of large sampling schemes in which subjects fill out 

questi·onnaires at ho.me with unknown distractions and influ-

ences.. In the earlv stages of this type of exploratory r'e-

search, it is essential to guard against extraneous inf lu-
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ences on the experiment. It is essential to stay close to 

the data,. Working with a sma.11 sample size is one way to do 

this (Isaac and Michael 1977). Some limitations to the ex-

terna.l validity of this study, however, can .be attribu·ted to 

the small sa..mple size. 

At the oatset of this research the required sample size 

was unknown. In order to determine sample size a priori, 

the pol,?ulation variance for all dependent variables of im-

portance would have to be .knmrn or estimated.. Si.nee this 

was impossib.le, it was decided to monitor variance in a ma-

jor dependent variab.le, nspecilicitv of cateqorization", as 

sample size increased. The goal was to observe at what point 

sample variance appeared to stabilize. Rhen the sample var-

iance, as an estimate of population variance, stabilized 1 

then it was believed that an acceptable sample size had been 

obtained .. 

For determining sample size, six experience variables 

were used as the independent variables.. The six items used 

were: 1)t:otal years backpacking experience; 2)average num-

ber of bac.kpack.ing trips taken per year; 3) total num.ber of 

backcount.ry areas visited; 4) total years backpacking experi-

ence in the southern Appalachians; S)averaqe number of back-

packing. trips taken per year in the Southern Appalachians; 

and 6)total number of backpackinq areas visited in the 

Southern Appalachians~ 
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Each independent variabie was coded into two groups 

representing a law experience group and a high experience 

qroup,. The basis for division was the median response on 

each experience factor. Groups were divided as close to the 

median as possible. The two groups for "total years back-

packing experience" were: 1)eight or fewer years and 2)over 

eiqht years. For "average number of backpackinq trips taken 

per year" hiqh experience subjects 11ere those with experi-

ence frequency over once per year. Low experience subjects 

were those participating one or fewer times per year. High 

experience subjects for "total number of backcountry areas 

visitedn visited more than five areasa Those visiting five 

areas or fewer were considered low experienced. Wit.hi.n the 

Southern Appalachian experience variables, 11total years ex-

perience" :was co,ded into: 1) four or fewer vears a.nd 2) over 

four years. For "averaqe number of trips pee year•1 the 

groups were: 1)one or less; and 2)more than one trip. For 

the last experience .item, "total number of different areas", 

the groups were: 1)two or l.e.ss; and 2)more than two ar:eas .. 

The dependent variable, nspecificitv of categorization", 

vas operationalized by counting the total number of catego-

ries each subject indicated over all attributes in the mi-

crocomputer exercise.. A single cateqorv was defined as one 

or more adjacent levels of an at·tribute receiving the same 
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evaluation on the satisfaction scale .. It was reasoned that 

if a subject receives the same .level of satisfaction from 

encounterinq more than o.ne level of an attribute, that sub-

ject is not discriminating between those levels and thus 

those levels comprise one cateqorv. The range i.n number of 

cateqories for the 15 attributes i.n the study was from 43 to 

67 with a mean of 57~1. The possible ranqe was from 15 ca-

tegories to 92.. For further clarification of hov specifici-

ty of cateqorization was determined, please see Evaluation 

of Cateqocies of Attributes .beginninq on paqe 114., 

Variances for the depende.nt variable across the six inde-

pendent variables are reported in tables 4 and 5.. The vari-

ances .for the two qroups (hiqh and low experience) were ex-

pected to stabilize with increasing sample size, and in fact 

an interesting pattern emerqed .. 
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Table 4. Variance in number of attribute categories by different 
backpacking experience levels in the Southern Appalachians 
for increasing sample size. 

Variance 
Number of Number of Number of Trips Number of 
Subjects Years Per Year Areas 

Low 1 High2 Low 3 High4 Low 5 High6 

5 .33 8.00 7.33 0.00 12.50 1.00 

10 25.81 4.33 6.29 31.00 9.90 36 .67 

15 23.83 6.70 8.28 27.70 13.28 27.50 

20 30.63 13.98 16.39 20.41 21.84 27.27 

25 24.21 33.07 13. 92 33.96 16.43 46.03 

30 23.08 27. 72 15.90 29.72 16.24 42.10 

35 21.67 30.95 15.95 28.49 15.59 42.24 

40 22.90 42.21 15.95 34.11 15.59 48.03 

45 22.90 42.39 16.50 33.45 15.59 47.50 

50 21.91 40.15 16.19 32.73 15.67 44.67 

1. Four or fewer years. 

2. Over four years. 

3. One or less trips per year. 

4. More than one trip per year. 

5. Two or less areas. 

6. More than two areas. 
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Table 5. Variance of number of attribute categories by different 
experience levels of backpacking anywhere for increasing 
sample size. 

Variance 
Number of Number of Number of Trips Number of 
Subjects Years Per Year Areas 

Low 1 High2 Low 3 High4 Low 5 High6 

5 2.00 8.33 .33 8.00 .50 7.00 

10 24.57 8.33 3.30 22.30 27.30 8.30 

15 20.53 14.80 3.30 24.49 21.90 8.94 

20 22.40 26.18 18.81 25.41 22.84 23.54 

25 20.22 34.44 16.70 31.64 15 .54 40.26 

30 18.69 29.63 17.47 28.82 14.27 35.50 

35 19.78 28.68 16.09 30 .82 14.60 35.16 

40 33.36 34.36 16.09 38.52 26.67 38.26 

45 32.39 36.20 17.76 38.23 25.63 41.29 

so 30.00 34. 71 17.29 36.50 23.48 39.22 

1. Eight or fewer years. 

2. Over eight years. 

3. One or fewer trips per year. 

4. Over one trip per year. 

5. Five or fewer areas. 

6. More than five areas. 
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Fiqures 1 through 6 indicate that by the t.ime sample siz,e 

reached 50, variation in the low experience qroups was quite 

stable across most tests.. This fact offers evidence that at 

least for this subgroup increased sample size would not be 

ext.remelv beneficia1.. For the hiqh experience groups varia-

t.ion stabilized to some extent, thouqh not as much as for 

the low experience groups. 
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Also, the variance for the hiqh experience groups was 

h~qher in all six cases. It appears that increased experi-

ence leads to greater individualization on the part of back-

countrv hikers :in their perception of the environment. 

Their specificity 0£ categorization varies much more than 

for less experienced users~ In fact, if sufficient num.bers 

were accumulated, the hiqh experience qroup miqht actually 

contain many subgroups, each with its own perceptual a.bili-

t.ies. .For the purposes of this study the stabilization of 

the low experience qroup variation was taken as an indica-

tion of adequate sample size. Given this, data collection 

ceased when the sample size reached 50. 

In an introduction to the study, subjects were informed 

of the study•s purpose~ As previously stated, the purpose 

was to explore .how people decide on backpacking or hikinq 

sites within a given area, district, or admin~strative unit. 

Since wilderness and alternatives to wilderness are the fo-

ca.l ~oints of application for this research, attention of 
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the subject was directed to .backcountry recreation. Back-

country 111as defined as: recreation areas located away .fr:om 

developed camp9rounds, roads. and buildinqs.. The subjects 

were informed at the beginning of the study of the three 

sections of the exercise~ They were first asked to indicate 

a first, second. and third choice from amonq 15 hypothetical 

alternative areas.. Second. they were to evaluate a set of 

descri.ptor variables {attributes) which mav be important to 

them in deciding among areas. And. third, they were asked 

to indicate preference for various values of the evaluated 

descriptor variab1es. 

Data collection for Task 1 was accomplished through the 

use of a writ ten exercise (Appendix Cl • and for 'l'asks 2 and 

3 through the use of a microcomputer based questionnaire 

(Appendix D) .. In Task 1, information on 15 attributes of 15 

hypothetical backcountry areas was presented to study sub-

jects usinq a matrix format. The .matrix format was selected 

because it is simi1ar to t.he way information about area at-

tributes is often presented in existinq nationa.1 forest and 

district maps.. Also, with this format, neither a compensa-

tory nor no:ncompensatory process of selection is precluded 

or suqgested. The subject can look at all of the informa-

tion presented in order to search for compensatory factors, 

or a choice might be made on the basis of one or two of the 

most important attributes. 
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In Task 1 subiects were asked to select among the 15 

hypothetical backcountry areas a first, second, and third 

choice as a place to visit (Appendix C). The purpose of the 

choice task was to provide a criterion variable on which to 

evaluate the predictive ability of the lexicographic semi-

order choice model,. The 15 hypothetical areas were assigned 

numbers rather than names to avoid preference effects due to 

the attcactiveness of the name.. The 15 attributes listed 

for each area where those found to be most releva.nt for the 

participants in the pilot study rep.orted earlier.. A random 

order of presentatio·n o.f attri.bute information was used, 

with the order generated by a microcomputer program.. Actual 

values for the attributes were determined with concern for 

assurinq some con£lict. 

acea so attractive that 

The qoal was to not make any one 

every subject would choose it. 

Also,, the area descri~ltions were different enough for a 

choice to emerge. The range of time for arriving at a deci-

s.ion in t.ais section :was from five to .fortv-five minu·tes .. 

Microco.mputers have been previously demonstrated to pro-

vide several advantages as an aid in processinq data from 

social surveys (~arsinko 1982). When used in coding data 

obtained through conventional telephone, questionnaire, or 

interview .survevs 1 Marsinko (1982) found a relatively short 

training time for operators, low data error rates, low cost, 
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and no special computer or clerical skills required of the 

operators. Marsinko (1982) believes that with recent ad-

vances in memory size, software, and data input hardware, 

microcomputers will become increasinqly :popular in social 

survey work. 

One way which .microcomputers can also aid in social sur-

vey data processinq is to serve as the data collection medi-

um. If placed in high traffic areas. such as .Forest Service 

visitor centers, libraries, shopping malls, and public media 

events, certain social phenomena could be surveyed without 

the use of conventional questionnaires involving traditional 

data coding loqistics.. Use of a microcomputer in this con-

text is especially attractive in situations where represen-

t.ative sampling is not so much a concern as just obtaining 

an in depth probe of a particular psvcholoqical or sociolo-

gical phenomenon. 

Iu this particular study the microcomputer was used to 

explo.re individual decision processes. In the future, data 

collection of a more qeneral nature could be conducted very 

efficiently throuqb the use of micr~computers iu visitor 

centers or other locations which backconntrv hikers f.r:eguent 

(e.g. permit stations, backcauntrv supply stores, and spe-

cial interest qroup conferences). Well error-trapped inter-

actiwe pro.grams with original information displays and sim-
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:p.le response formats cou.ld be enjoyable for the user, 

require practically no caretaking, and provide data recorded 

in a format conducive to transmittal and analysis on a large 

computer. 

The microcomputer used for data collection in this study 

was an Apple II plus.. 'The Apple II plus utilized had 64k 

memory ffith an 80 column, upper and lower case Videx hoard .. 

The BC column screen width with upper and lower case charac-

ters qreatlv enhanced text readability and allowed display 

of more ins·tructions on a single screen. This asset allowed 

the subject. to read over the instructions more than once 

w.ithout havinq to return to previous displays. 

In Tasks 2 and J a quest.ion/response format was utilized 

to determine importance rankings for attributes, meaningful 

categories perceived bv each subiect for attributes, and 

evaluations of values of attrib•utes {Appendix D). Approxi-

mate time for the microcom~uter part of this .research exer-

ci.se ranged from 30 minutes to one hour. 

In .Task 2, the importance rankinqs for attributes were 

established for each indivi.dual.. This was done, first of 

all, by displaying on the video screen all fifteen of the 

study attributes in random order. The subject was i.ns·truct-

ed to place the letter of the most important attribute next 

to the number 1 and the letter of the second most important 
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attributed next to the nu.mber 2, etc.... Importance was de-

fined as how important information on these attributes would 

be to your decision on which area to choose. After comple-

tion. the subject then had the opportunity to change the 

ranJdnqs • In order to test. the reliability of this ranking 

.procedure, relative importance of the attributes was estab-

lished in another ~anner. This time each of the 15 attri-

butes was presented individually on the video monitor. 

A.lonq with the attribute appeared a response sea.le. The 

subject was instructed to indicate how important infor.mation 

on that particular attribute would be to an area choice de-

cision. The response scale ranged from 0 (not at all impor-

tant) to 5 {extremely important). 

For 'l'ask 3 the subject :lilas instructed to do two thinqs. 

First of all. for each attribute the subject indicated the 

amount of satisfaction that would .be received f.rom encoun-

terinq various levels of the attribute .. For example, using 

a scale of 0 (maximum dissatisfaction) to 6 (maximum satis-

faction) each subject indicated satisfaction expected from 

encounterinq various levels of wildlife. The values used 

were: 1) no wildlife .likely to be seen; 2) one or two spe-

cies of wild.life likely to be seen; 3) three to five species 

o.f 'Wildlife likely to be seen; 4) six to ten species of 

wildlife likely to be seen; 5) eleven to twenty species of 
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wildlife likely to be seen; and 6) twenty-one to thirty spe-

cies of wildlife J.ikelv to be seen. (The .levels of the oth-

er 14 attributes are contai·ned in Appendix o .. ) This infor-

mation was later used in determining specificity of categor-

ization. 

The second part of Task 3 was to indicate vhether each of 

these encounter .levels was acceptable,. unacceptable, o.c pre-

ferred. This was done by the su:biect responding with a 0 

for unacceptable, 1 for acceptable, or 2 f o.r preferred when 

each attribute vas displayed on the video monitor. This in-

formation was used in the lexicoqraphic semi-order choice 

model ·to eliminate alternatives (those rated unacceptable on 

an important attribute) or to differentiate among acceptable 

a.lter11atives (those alternatives which are acceptable on all 

attributes). 
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Each subiect was presented with a listinq of the 15 at-

t.ributes deemed relevant from the pilot study, and instruct-

ed to rank the items in terms of importance to choosinq 

amonq alternative sites. Additionally, the importance of 

each attribute :was evaluated using a descriptive 6-point Li-

kert scale-. A rating of nou indicated that the presence or 

absence of that attribute was not at al.1 important to the 

subject's decision. 

presence or absence 

portant consideration 

A rating of •su indicated that the 

of that attribute was an extremely im-

in the subject's decision. The in-

termediate points. •1 1" to "'4", indicate varying, increasing 

levels of importance. The second :measure of the importance 

of a·ttributes permitted a reliability check on the rank ord-

ering .. 

The specificity of each subject's cateqories for all at-

tributes was then determined. To obtain this information 

the subject was asked to indicate the deqree of satisfaction 

that would .be obtained.from each of a ranqe of values for 

each attribute using a seven-point interval scale. on this 
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scale "0" represents maximum dissatisfaction and "6" repre-

sents maximum satisfaction. Mervis and Bosch (1981, p.89) 

state ''A cateqory exists whenever two distinguishable o.b-

1ects or events are treated equivalently.n In th~s case 

when the distinquishable events of encountering various lev-

els of a given attribute are treated equivalently, a single 

cateqo.ry exists. If two or more adiacent values are indi-

cated as providinq the same degree of satisfaction, they are 

treated as one cateqory. For example, the values evaluated 

for "number of people you are likely to encounter during a 

dar of hikinqQ were O, 1-5., 6-10, 11-20. 21-30, 31-40, 

41-50, 5'!1-75,. 76-100., and over 100 people per day. Each va-

lue was evaluated on the 7-point satisfaction scale de-

scribed above. .If the subject indicated that encounterinq O 

and 1-5 per day both provided maximum satisfaction (by en-

tering a response of 6), these two values of this attribute 

lfere considered as one cateqo.ry .. The total number of cate-

qories indicated in this manner across all fifteen attri-

butes provided t.he index to specificity of categorization 

for that individual. The hiqhe:r the number, the more spe-

cifi.c the individual's cateqorization scheme. 

After a review of decision theory literature, satisfac-

tion vas chosen to be used as the basis for defining cateqo--

ries. In past tests of semi-order models, differentiation 
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between categories was base-0 upon the amount of satisfaction 

expected froa various levels of an attribute. Whi.le future 

research miqbt test other methods of cateqorv definition, it 

was decid0ed to accept satisfaction in this research effort 

as part of the model as previously established. In recrea-

tion research, particularlv., some doubt has been cast on the 

ability of the recreationist to accuca·te1v s·tate how .much 

satis.taction miqht be received from various ele.ments of the 

physical or social environment. 

Each subject was next asked to indicate a preference for 

the values of the attributes in the followinq manner: "2", 

cateqocy which is most desirable; 11 111 ., categories which are 

acceptable; or "0"• cateqories which are definitely unaccep-

table. Minimum threshho.lds <>f acceptance we.re established 

for those attributes with at least one value rated non.. In·-

dications of preference of values :were obtained for attri-

butes containinq a 11 2" designation. This information per-

mits the e1imination of alternatives in a sequential 

application of the le.xicoqraphic semi-order model, and per-

mits the prediction of a final choice. 

To determine the model's predicted choice for each sub-

ject. the researcher proceeded throuqh the attributes one at 

a time - starting with each subject's most i.mportant attri-

bute. On that attribute, al.l alternatives which exhibit 
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unacceptable values are eliminated. This process continued 

with the seco.nd, t.hird,. etc .. , most important attribute until 

only one alternative remained.. That one alternative ?Jlas the 

predicted choice. 

It was possible that after qoinq throuqh all 15 attri-

butes, more than one of the 15 alternative a.ceas would still 

remain. For some subiects, more than one area might meet 

the acceptable values on all 15 attributes. When this hap-

pened, the model called for the examination of the J?~gfe£,J;ed 

value cateqories of alternatives. The alternative vhich 

possessed the preferred value cateqory of the .highest. ranked 

. attribute, for which no other alternative possessed the pre-

fer.red category, :was the predicted choice (see .Figure 7). 

The success of the lexicoqraphic semi-order model was 

detecmined by comparing its predicted choice with ·the choice 

made by subjects usinq the matrix-.formatted information 

sheet of Task 1 of the experiment (see Appendix C). 
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PROCEDURE 

Eliminate all alternatives which do not 
possess an acceptable level of the most 
important attribute. Does only one al-
ternative remain? 

Of the remaining alternatives, eliminate 
all which do not possess an acceptable 
level of the second most important 
attribute. Does only one alternative 
remain? 

'No 

Proceed through the list of attributes 
in decreasing order of importance, 
eliminating alternatives as in Steps 
1 and 2 .. Does only one alternativ~ 
remain after consideration of any one 
attribute? 

'No 

Eliminate all remaining alternatives 
whith do not possess the preferred 
value of the most important attribute. 
Does only one alternative remain? 

'No 

Eliminate all alternatives which do 
not possess the preferred value of 
the second most important attribute. 
Does only one alternative remain? 

'No 

Step 6: Proceed through the list of attributes 
in decreasing order of importance, 
eliminating alternatives as in Steps 
4 and 5 until a final choice can be 
predicted. 

PREDICTED CHOICE 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Figure 7. Flow chart of the lexicographic semi-order choice model. 



Study 

(~able 6). 

RESULTS 

subjects possessed a ranqe of experience levels 

The number of years backpacking £or the SO sub-

jects .ranged from zero to sixteen. The mean number of years 

since the .first backpacking trip was 8.74. 

119 
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Table 6. Backcountry experience of study participants. 

Variable Range Mean Median Mode 

Years experience anywhere 0-16 8.74 8.50 5 

Average number of trips/year 0-10 2.52 2.115 2 

Number of different areas visited 0-25 7.00 5.875 6 

Years experience in the Southern 0-15 5.22 4. 722 <l 
Appalachians 

Average number of trips/year in 0-:"6 1. 72 1.50 <l 
the Southern Appalachians 

Number of different areas 0-20 3.46 2.50 2 
visisted in the Southern 
Appalachians 
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For :the time s.ince the first backpackinq trip in the South-

ern Appalachians the range was from zero vears to 15 years, 

with a mean of 5.22 years. The averaqe number of trips per 

year anywhere and in the Southern Appalachians was 2.52 and 

1.72. respectively. The total number of di:ff erent areas in 

which subjects had backpacked demonstrated the same trend as 

the other experience variables. The ~ean vas over twice as 

high for total areas (7.00) as for areas in the Southern Ap-

palachians alone (3.46) •. 

Each subject vas asked to indicate a first, second, and 

third choice in the si:mulated decision situation. From the 

total of 15 alternatives, eiqht different areas were desig-

nated as most desirable by at least one subiect. The most 

popular a.rea., 644, was selected as first choice for a back-

packing trip 25 times, as second choice 9 times, and third 

choice 5 times. Area 512 was selected as first choice in 12 

cases., second choice in 13 cases., and third choice 6 times .. 

Only 3 areas were not selected by anyone as either a first, 

second, or third choice (Table 7). 
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Table 7. Frequency of choice for hypothetical study areas by 
study participants. 

Area 1st Choice 2nd Choice 3rd Choice 

644 25 9 5 

512 12 13 6 

439 4 5 8 

703 3 4 3 

827 2 1 5 

457 2 1 2 

321 1 7 6 

562 1 5 3 

356 0 4 2 

886 0 1 2 

421 0 0 2 

532 0 0 6 

763 0 0 0 

465 0 0 0 

633 0 0 0 
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Of the 15 physical, social, and manaqerial attributes in-

cluded in the study, two social factors appeared to be most 

important in se1ection 0£ a backc-ountrv recreation destina-

tion.. l'he two attributes which were indicated as most i.m-

portant in the study we.re "num.ber of people you are likely 

to encounter11 and "availability of isolated campsites" (Ta-

ble 8). I.n the rankinq procedure "number of people you are 

like.ly to encounter" was ran.ked as most important in 30% of 

the cases ( 15 subjects) and as seco.nd most important in 24.% 

of the cases (12 subjects). "Availability of isolated camp-

sites" was ranked first in 9 cases, second in 12 cases, and 

third in 22 cases. In the alternative evaluation of impor-

tance of the attributes, "number of people you are likel.y to 

enco'.Qnter'" and •availabi.lit y of isolated campsites'' again 

were found to be most important.. The mean score for 11avail-

a.bilit y of isolated campsites" was 4 .. 24. for 11nu.mber of peo-

p1e you are likely to encounter" it was 4.10 (U=not at all 

important, 6=extremely important). 
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Table 8. Study participants' ratings of importance for study attributes. 

Rank Importance evaluation* 
Attribute Mean Median Mode Mean 

Number of people you 
are likely to encounter 3. 60 2. 33 1 4 .. 10 
Availability of isolated 
campsites 3.64 2.86 2 4.24 
Amount of use the area 
normally receives 6.06 5.80 
Number of springs in 
the area 6. 66 6.50 
Whether or not campfires 
are allowed in the area 7.08 6.83 
Presence of vistas or 
overlooks 7.66 8.00 
Frequency of auto 
vandalism at trailheads 7.68 6. 50 
Whether or not· campsites 
are assigned 7.92 8.00 
Abundance of wildlife 
in the area 8.82 9.30 
Whether or not camping 
is allowed at designated 
sites only 8.88 9.00 
Miles of trail in the 
area 9.02 9.50 
Size of the area 
(in acres) 
Trail configuration 
Whether or not permits 
are required to enter 
Whether or not there 
are bears in the area 

9.30 10.17 
10.42 10.75 

11.02 12.17 

12.36 13.21 

6 

3 

3 

4 

4 

5 

13 

9 

13 

15 
12 

15 

14 

3.52 

3.34 

3.48 

3.08 

3.48 

3.52 

2.26 

3.16 

2.84 

2.50 
2.40 

2.06 

1. 74 

*A six-point response scale was used where 0 equalled "not at all 
important" and 5 equalled "extremely important". 
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How attributes were utilized in the decision process was 

a.lso of interest. Park (1978) discriminated between attri-

butes based upon whether they had minimuJD ·threshhold levels 

of acceptance or not. Rejection Inducing Dimensions 

(BID•s), according to Park, have minimum criteria which must 

be met in order to be considered in the final decision pro-

cess. . Krumpe and McLauqhlin {1982) preferred to call these 

•constraininq factors" in the recreation decision context. 

If an area does not meet these minimum established criter-

ion, the individual is constrained from choosin9 that area 

as a destination point. 

On the other hand, attributes that do ·not have minimulli 

levels for acceptance were called Relative Preference Dimen-

sions (BPD • s) by Park and "'facilitating factors" by Krumpe 

and McLaughlin. Iilhile not actually e1iminatinq areas from 

consideratio.n on the basis of such attributes, they can det-

er:mine selection .from among two or more areas for which mi-

nim,um l.eve.ls on an ordered set of .RID' s are met. 

Four social attributes were indicated to be rejection in-

ducing by at least 98% (49/50) of the study subjects {Table 

9).. These were: 1)availabi1itv of isolated campsites; 

2)amount of use the area normally receives; 3)numbei: of peo-

ple you are likely to encounter; and 4)frequency of auto 

vandalism.. This list very near.lv replicates the initial 

listi.nqs o.f the most important attributes 
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Table 9. Rejection inducing vs. relative preference attributes. 

Number of subjects indicating it to be: 
Rejection inducing -Relative preference 

Attribute n % n % 

Number of people you are 
likely to encounter 

Availability of isolated 
campsites 
Amount of use the area 
normally receives 
Number of springs in the 
area 
Whether or not campfires 
are allowed in the area 
Presence of vistas or 
overlooks 

Frequency of auto vandalism 
at trailheads 
Whether or not campsites are 
assigned in the area 
Abundance of wildlife in 
the area 
Whether or not camping 
is allowed at designated 
sites only 
Miles of trail within the 
area 
Size of the area (in acres) 
Trail configuration 
Whether or not permits 
are required to enter 

Whether or not there are 
bears in the area 

50 

49 

49 

41 

19 

28 

49 

27 

40 

13 

40 

26 
1 

3 

39 

100 

98 

98 

82 

39 

56 

98 

54 

80 

26 

80 

52 
2 

6 

78 

0 

1 

1 

9 

31 

22 

1 

23 

10 

37 

10 
24 

49 

47 

11 

0 

2 

2 

18 

62 

44 

2 

46 

20 

74 

20 

48 
98 

94 

22 
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as indicated by the study subjects {Table 8). The impl.ica-

tion appears to .be that ceceivinq information on these four 

social attributes of alternative backcountry areas is very 

important to decision make.rs. 

It is also interestinq to note that 11-whethe:c or not per-

mi ts are required to enter" was rejection inducing for only 

6i f3/50) .of the study subjects.. Those researchers and man-

agers who claim permit systems are not major detractors from 

a recreation experience are at least somewhat supported 

here .. Only three out of 50 subjects would not consider a 

permit system acceptable. Congruent with this finding was 

the low importance (14th rank oat of 15) qiven to receiving 

information on whether or not permit systems exist .for areas 

beinq considered for a backcountry visit (Table 8). 

Besearch Question 1: Can people reliably rank the 

relative importance o.f site attributes in their 

selection of alternative backcountry recreation 

sites? 
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Findinq 1: Using an alternate forms test for 

reliability. it was 

could reliably rank 

found that study subjects 

the relative importance of 

site attributes in their selection of alternative 

backcountrv recreation areas • 

.The first test. performed was one of reliabi.lity; .specifi-

cally. how replicabla was the rankinq procedure is at a giv-

en point .in time. If the lexicoqraphic semi-order decision 

model proves to be a desirable foundatio.n on which to con-

struct a microcomputer based decision aid, .high reliability 

in rankiDq attributes accordinq to their importance to deci-

sions is a must.. If a person is not able to make these com-

parative judgments, a decision aid which requires these 

judgments as its initial step would he of little value. 

The test for reliability vas one of alternative forms re-

p1icability. Subjects were asked to rank all 15 study at-

tributes in the microcomputer exercise !Appendix D). This 

ranking was based on hov important it would be for him/her 

to receive information about :that attribu·te when deciding 

where to backpack. In section B of the microcomputer exer-

cise (Appendix D) the subject was asked to indicate the lev-

el of importance for each attribute individually... The indi-
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cation of level of importance was from a scale of values 

with nott represen·ting "not at all important'" and nsu repre-

se.ntinq "extremely important". 

The reliability of the ranking procedure was demonstrated 

throuqh .nonparametric correlation analysis (Spearman corre-

lation coefficient).. When the rank position (1=highest, 

15=1.owest) was correlated wi·th the evaluative response 

(O=not at all important, S=extremelv important) for each in-

dividual attribute across all subjects. the result was a 

siqnificant relationship in everv case (Table 10). The 

highest correlation in ·this check for reliability was 

·-.. 8255.. The lowest was -,.3964. 

Research Question 2: In a simulated backcountry 

site selection situation, can ·the choice of a sub-

ject be accurately predicted through application 

of the lexicographic semi-order model? 

Finding 2: In a simulated backcountry site selec-

tion situation, the first choice of a subject was 

pred.icted successfully in 54:% of the cases. J:.n 86% 

of the cases, use of the lexicoqraphic semi-order 

model successfully predicted :reduction of the 15 

alternatives to a set of 5., 

subjectts ~irst choice. 

one of which was the 
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Table 10. Reliability test for attribute ranking.* 

Attribute 

Number of people you are likely to 
encounter 

Abundance of wildlife in the area 

Presence of vistas or overlooks 

Number of springs in the area 

Whether or not campsites are assigned 

Size of the area (in acres) 

Whether or not permits are required to 
enter 

Whether or not camping is allowed at 
designated sites only 

Trail configuration 

Frequency of auto vandalism at 
trailheads 

Whether or not there are bears in 
the area 

Miles of trail within the area 

Whether or not campfires are allowed 
in the area 

Availability of isolated campsites 

Amount of use the area normally 
receives 

Correlation** 

-0.7755 

-0.8255 

-0.7845 

-0.7684 

-0.5110 

-0. 7708 

-0.4430 

-0.3964 

-0.5434 

-0.8252 

-0.6100 

-0.6747 

-0.7037 

-0.4905 

-0.7274 

Sign. Level** 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.QOl 

.001 

.002 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

*Comparison of attribute importance ranking scores with attribute 
importance evaluations. 

**Spearman rank-order correlation. 
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In 27 (54:%) of the 50 cases, information collected 

th.cough the microcomputer exercise allo-wed predictio,n of the 

subject's first choice. .Followinq the semi-order model 

procedure, the subject• s highest ranked a·ttribute was exa-

mined first as a means for elimination of alternatives. For 

this highest ranked attribute, the subject's responses were 

analyzed to determine those values which he/she indicated as 

unacceptable. This threshhold level 0£ this most important 

attribute provided a basis for elimination of any of the hy-

pothetical alternatives considered in the choice task which 

did not .meet. this minimum criterion.. This process was re-

peated :with the second, third,, etc., most i.mportant attri-

butes until all alternatives but one were eliminated. This 

final al·ternative was the pre.dieted choice. 

If all 15 attributes were examined in this manner and 

more than one alternative area remained, the prediction pro-

cess resorted to the preference indication also made by the 

subject during the microcomputer exercise. In this section 

the subject desiqnated the value of each attribute vhich 

he/she would prefer to encounter. From the remaining alter-

natives the predicted choice was the one that possessed the 

preferred value of the highesi: ranked attribute. If more 

than one alternative possessed the preferred value on the 

highest ranked attribute, these alternatives would be con-
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sidered on the next hiqhest ranked attribute, and so on, un-

til a choice could be predicted. For only 2 subjects could 

no clear "winnerH be predicted. 

The predicted success of this noncomensatory model is 

difficult to compare directly with past tests of compensato-

ry approaches in the recreation context. .In one of the most 

recent applications of the Fishbein model, however, Cockrell 

(1981) reported nonsiqnificant B-squares in five of six re-

qression equations used for prediction of river choices. 

EJ.ements of the regression equations included attitudes and 

norms about various alternative rivers. The lack of signi-

ficant R-squares vas interpreted bJ Cockrell to be an indi-

cation of little predictive success.. He concluded that a 

r.iver runner's intentions to participate in a .i::ive.r 

.were not determined .by the per.son's attitudes towa:.t:d 

trip and his percept.ion of a.ssocia te-0 .socia.l ncun.s. 

trip 

t.he 

A review of the literature ±ailed to reveal ally .repprte,d 

noncompensatory tests in the recreatio11 co.nte.xt. When com:-: 

pared to the few applications found ~n other fields (i.e. 

Park, 1978) the predictive success o.f this appJ.ication ap-: 

pears quite qood. Pa~k (1978) had only 43% success i.q GOI:-: 

cectlv predicting the first cboic£ for 25 oL 58 stu4J ~ub~ 

iects .. 
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W.h ile the lexicoq:r:aphic semi-orde:1:: JDodel had some success 

in predictinq final choices, the modei~s ability to predict 

elimination of alternatives is even more noteworthy. ln 721 

of the cases, use of the model in the ,prediction fLocess a.l-

lowed elimination of 12 of the 15 a.lternatives, le4viDg a 

set of three alternatives, one of which was tbe subject's 

first choice. This fiqure jumped .to 865' for de.c:ivicg a _.set 

of 5 areas which contain the subject 11 s first choice. 

Another demonstration of the .success of the semi-o.i:d.ei: 

model in eliminatinq alternatives from the choice set is 

found by examining how many areas were eliminated based UpQ~ 

minimum acceptable values of cnly the three most impor±aat 

attributes. Out of 50 subiec~s there ~ere 4 {83) in wbic~ 

the subiect 1 s first choice had been elimiDated after exa~i•

inq the three most important attributes. :Fo.r those in t1hich 

the top choice remained, t~e size of the remaining set of 

choice alternatives varied from 2 to 11. The average, how-

ever, was 6.3. So, for 46 (923) of the subjects in this 

study, an averaqe of almost 9 (8.7) ot the fifteen alteLna~ 

tives were eliminated based upon evaluation on ,only t.J.aree 

attr.i.butes. 'Iltis would leave for the visitor a set of OJl.lY 

6 {on the average) alternatives to ha•e to process specific 

information about in a choice situation. And this for oDly 

havinq to indicate his/her th.r:ee ,most i.mportan·t factcr.s a11d 

the minimum accept.able levels of each .. 
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It should be noted that the area selected as the first 

choice by the subject ~n Task 1 and which served as the cri-

terion IDeasure for evaluating the predictive capability of 

the lexicographic semi-order choice model may not have been 

the individual's "best" choice. Becall that Task 1 was a 

written exercise that required the subiect to name a first, 

second, and third choice among 15 hypothetical backcountry 

areas .. Information on 15 attributes for each of 15 areas 

was presented to the subject in tabular, matrix forID. This 

task, desiqned as it was to assure some conflict in deci-

sion-making, may have been so difficult that the "best" de-

cision was not made. If this occurred, then the predictive 

capability of the model is likely underestimated. The pxed-

icti ve capability may have been .better had fewer areas, few-

er attributes, or a different method of presenting the at-

tribute inforIDation been used as the criterion measure. 

On the other hand, there is also the possibility that the 

situation in 11hich the da. ta was collected may have produced 

very reliable selection of a "best" choice. Instructio.ns 

were communicated orally to t.he individuals by the research-

er, only one subject at a time was processed, and the sub-

iect ~as aware that the qeneral qoal of tbe study was to 

find out how people make decisions about where to go on re-

creation visits. A su.biect maki:nq a decision in this con-
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text may attempt to very carefully p.rocess every item of in-

formation available. The processinq in this context may, in 

fact, be more complete than in a real situation without oral 

inst~uctions and knowledge of the purpose to which responses 

liere beinq applied. 

Research Question 3: Is the experience use history of 

a subject related in a positive manner to the specific-

ity with whicli the subject perceives attribute catego-

ries? 

Finding 3: 

lated in a 

The experience use history variable is re-

neqative manner to the specificity with 

which a subject perceives attribute categories. 

The composite experience use history variable was formu-

lated tbrouqh continqency table construction. Due to t.he 

sample size and the need for adequate cell sizes, two varia-

bles were included in the composite index o.f experience. 

Care was taken to select two variables which incorporated 

the three dimensions included in past experience use history 

research. 
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Total number of areas visited anyMhere was intended to be 

a qood index reqardinq familiarity with alternative sites 

and exposure to differinq conditions. High scores on this 

factor should indicate high experience in e~aluating alter-

natives and choosing destination sites. For analysis pur-

poses high experience on this factor was defined as over 5 

areas visited {n=28). Lon experience individuals were those 

who had visited 5 or fewer areas (n=22). 

n1verage number of trips taken per year in the Southern 

Appalachians« was intended to tap more specific use experi-

ence. The attributes used in the study were pilot tested in 

the Southe1:n Appalachian .region# and concern existed about 

specific topoqraphy related evaluations of attributes which 

might be peculiar to users of Southern Appalachian backcoun-

try. Averaqe number of trips taken per year in the study 

region was also broken do~n into hiqh and low groups. Sub-

jects reportinq one or fewer trips per year were considered 

low use (n=25).. Those reporting mm:e than one trip pe.i:: year 

{n=25) were considered in the high. use qi:oup. 

The initial step was to code the two experience factors 

used into categorical variables. For the purposes of this 

study it was decided to code these two factors into low and 

high categories, thus constructing a two-dimension, two ele-

ments per dimension, matrix for analysis purposes. The com-
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posite variable formed had four cateqories. 1)low use annu-

ally in the Southern Appalachians and low number of areas 

visited; 2)lov use annually in the Southern Appalachians and 

high number of areas v~sited; 3)hiqh use annually in the 

Southern Appalachians and low number of areas visited; and 

4)hiqh use annually in the Southern Appalachians and high 

number of areas visited. .For cell .f.requencies see Table 11 .. 

Hith four cateqories of experience use history, an at-

tefilpt was made to explain the variation in the specificity 

of categorization variable. Osinq onewav analysis of vari-

anc,e it was found that a .siqnificant portion of t.he variance 

of the number of cateqories was explained by changes in the 

experience use history variable (Table 12). For the group 

low in total experience and low in annual freguency of par-

ticipation in the Southern Appalachians, the mean number of 

categories was 58.6. For qroup 2, which included those in-

dividuals with high total experience levels but low annual 

frequency of participation in the Southern Appalachians, the 

mean number of categories was also high at 61.3. Eor Groups 

3 and 4, Mhich were both high in annual frequency of parti-

cipation in the Southern Appalac~ians but low (Group 3) and 

hiqh (Group 4) in total experience, the means were lower at 

53.8 and 54.6 respectively. 
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Table 11. Breakdown of study participants on the basis of 
experience use history. 

Total number of areas 
visited anywhere 

1. 

2. 

3 Low 

High4 

One or fewer trips 
More than one trip 

per 
per 

3. Eight or fewer areas. 
4. More than eight areas. 

Average number of trips taken per 
year in the Southern Appalachians 

year. 
year. 

1 Low 

Group 1 
n = 13 
(26%) 

Group 2 

n = 12 
(24%) 

Group 3 
n = 9 
(18%) 

Group 4 

n = 16 
(32%) 
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Table 12. Mean number of categories over all attributes by 
experience use history. 

Total number of areas 
visited anywhere 

Low 

Average number of trips taken per 
year in the Southern Appalachians 

Low 

Group 1 Group 3 

58.6 53.8 

(n = 13) (n = 9) 

Group 2 Group 4 

61.3 54,6 

(n = 12) (n = 16) 

1. These four categories of the experience use history variable 
explain a significant portion of the variance in number of 
categories (Oneway analysis of variance F=S.905, 3 d.f., 
p<.01). 

2. Using LSD procedure, multiple range test (.OS), Groups 1 
and 3 are different, Groups 1 and 4 are difference, Groups 
2 and 3 are different, and Groups 2 and 4 are different. 
Groups 1 and 2 are not different and Groups 3 and 4 are 
not different. 
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This explanation of variance was in the opposite direc-

tion than anticipated. Total number of areas visited appa-

rently did not affect specificity of cateqorization. The 

frequency wi·th which one backpacks in the Southern Appalac-

made a significant difference in the number 

indicated across all attribu·tes. The more 

hians, however, 

of catego:cies 

frequent the 

the a·ttri.bute 

experience, the less specificity with which 

categories were defined (i.e. fewer cateqo-

ries) .. 

Other experience facto.rs such as to·tal year:s experience 

anywhere and total yeaz:s experience in the Souther.n Appalac-

hians, average number of trips taken anywhere during a year, 

and total number of areas visited in the Southern Appalachi-

ans were included with the two experience factors selected 

for e.zperience use history analysis in n-way analysis of 

variance computations. None of these four factors explained 

a siqnificant portion o.f the variance in specificity of ca-

teqorization, and there were no interaction effects. 

Research Question 4: Is s·tudy subjects• experience in 

backpacking related to attribute importance rankings? 
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F indinq 4: Inexperienced subjects rated information 

on allowance 0£ camp£ires and presence of hears as 

siqnificantly more important than 

qroups,. Information on vistas and 

did experienced 

overloo.ks was 

ranked less important by the inexperienced group. 

Each individual attribute rankinq was examined for each 

group of the experience use history variables as defined 

above (see Table 11). Interest Mas in the variation in mean 

rank score based upon the frequency with which the subject 

backpacks in the Southern Appalachians and the total number 

of areas within which he/she has backpacked. It was found 

that mean rankinq scores for o.nl y three of the attributes 

varied siqnificantly by experiEnce use history (Table 13). 

These we.re: 1) presence of vistas or overlooks; 2) whether or 

not there are bears in the area; and 3)whether or not camp-

fires are allowed in the area. 
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Table 13. Breakdown of study participants' rankings of attributes 
by experience use history. 

Mean rank score 
Attribute Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Significance 

Number of people likely 
to encounter 
Abundance of wildlife 
in the area 
Presence of vistas or 
overlooks 
Number of springs in 
the area 
Whether or not camp-
sites are assigned 
Size of the area 
(in acres) 
Whether or not permits 
are required to enter 
Whether or not camping 
is allowed at designated 
sites only 
Trail configuration 
Frequency of auto 
vandalism at trailheads 
Whether or not there are 
bears in the area 
Miles of trail within 
the area 
Whether or not camp-
fires are allowed in 
the area 
Availability of 
isolated campsites 
Amount of use the area 
normally receives 

3.38 

7 .92 

10.31 

6.69 

6.85 

10.54 

10.54 

8.23 

11.38 
8.46 

10.38 

11.00 

5.15 

3.23 

5.92 

3.00 

10.00 

6.00 

7.17 

8.17 

7.09 

11.92 

9.67 

10.42 
8.67 

13.17 

6.92 

8.75 

4.25 

5.33 

4.44 

8.89 

9.00 

6.89 

7.44 

9.89 

10.33 

8.33 

8.89 
8.78 

14.33 

9.22 

5.44 

4.56 

5.56 

3.75 

8.63 

6.00 

6.13 

8.88 

9.63 

11.13 

9.13 

10.50 
8.69 

12.25 

8.88 

8.31 

4.13 

7.00 

K-W* 
.522 

.408 

.007 

.869 

.470 

.222 

.705 

.600 

.262 

.196 

.006 

.144 

.041 

.327 

.562 

*Kruskal-Wallis one way layout anlaysis of variance (chi-square 
estimation, corrected for ties). 
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For 11 vistas or overlooks", the only differences were bet-

ween Groups 1 and 2, which differ on1v in total amount of 

experience, and between Groups 1 and 4, which differ in both 

total experience and in annual frequency of participation in 

the Southern Appalachians. Group 1 was the least experi-

enced group, and they ranked information on the presence of 

overlooks as less important than two of the three more ex-

perienced qroups. For "presence of hears in the area 11 the 

least experienced group rated information on this attribute 

siqnificantly more important than did the other three 

groups. Groups 3 and 4, which differ only in the total num-

ber o.f areas visited, also differed in the importance which 

thcey placed on 

bears. Group 

receivinq information about the 

4, whose member:s have visited 

presence of 

more areas, 

ranked "presence of bears" as more important than did Group 

of "vistas or overlooks", the 3,. In contrast to ra nkinqs 

inexperienced qroup ranked "campfire" informatiou as more 

important than did more experienced qroups 2 and 4. 



DISCUSSION 

The primary research problem was the need for efficient 

transfer of information to wilderness and backcountry users 

to better meet their needs and solve existing management 

problems. Justification for this research lies in the lack 

0£ a theoretically based decision aid which· wou1d assist a 

recreationist in matchinq his opportunity desires with the 

recreation resources. 

From a review of behavioral decision theory within the 

discipline of psychology, a theoretical foundation ~as se-

lected to guide the development of the desired decision aid .. 

~he objective of this research thus became to test the ap-

plicability of the lexicographic semi-order decision .model 

in the backcountry site selection context.. I.f this model 

144 
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could he demonstrated to be an acceptable approximation of 

this particular decision process, the characteristics of the 

semi-order model are such that a decision aid could easily 

be developed and used in a microcomputer interactive focmat. 

The advantaqe of such a decision aid is that it would be 

adaptable to each individual's stated desires, and it could 

result in more efficient information processing and choice 

se.lectio:n. 

The chosen decision model provided the format to present 

information. It did not. however, detail what information 

should be provided~ Thus, the first data collection exer-

cise was a pilot study to determine a workable set of back-

count ry area attributes which would be relevant for a test 

of the applicability of the study 1 s decision model. 

The list of attributes used in the pilot study resulted 

from a review of relevant litecature. Many potentially im-

portant physical parameters of backcountrv areas were sug-

qested from research in spatial coqnition, scenic quality, 

and natural hazards, all within the field of environmental 

perception. .From past recreation research, which had deal.t 

with attributes of the recreation settinq, some additional 

descriptors were discovered. These additional attributes 

primarily included social and managerial elements of .back-

countrv recreation areas. 
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in a pilot test. this list of attributes was reduced to a 

set of 15 for the actual test of the lexicographic semi-ord-

er choice model. Physical attributes considered important 

were: 1)the presence of vistas or overlooks; 2)trail co-

n£iquration; 3)size of the area; 4)the Dumber of miles of 

trail in the area; S)whether or not there are bears in the 

area; 6)the abundance of wildlife in the area; and 7)numher 

of sprinqs which are in the area. Social factors considered 

important included: 1)the number of people one is likely to 

encounter alonq the trails in the area; 2)the availability 

of isolated campsites; J)the total amount of use the area 

normally receives; and 4)the frequency of auto vandalism at 

trailheads. Managerial factors included: 1)whether or not 

camping is allowed at designated sites only; 2)whether or 

not campsites are assiqned; 3)uhether or not campfires are 

allowed; and 4)whether or not permits are required to enter 

an area. 

A decision aid application of the model required users to 

attach a level of importance to each attribute. This was 

done by ranking of the attributes in order of importance to 

the subject's decision. In a test 0£ the reliabiiity of 

this ranking procedure. it was found that subjects could re-

liably rank all attributes at a given time. 
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Of the fifteen attributes used in the study, two social 

£actors proved to he most important to the decision process. 

These two attributes were 0 number of people likely to en-

counter" and ''availability of isolated campsitesn. 

In a test of the predictive capabilities of the lexico-

qraphic semi-order choice model, 543 0£ the subjects• first 

choices were accurately predicted. Possibly of more impor-

tance, in 72i of the cases use of the model accurately pred-

icted elimination of 12 of the 15 

set of three alternatives, one of 

first choice. For elimiuation of 

alternatives, leaving a 

which was the subject• s 

alternatives to a set of 

five, the success of the model increased to 86%. 

Concerning experience use history, it appears that those 

backcountry and wilderness users who backpacked less fre-

quently in the Southern Appalachians more specifically de-

fined categories of attributes of backcountry areas. There 

appeared to be no difference in the specificity of categori-

zation based upon any of the other experience factors inves-

tigated in this study. 

Those subjects who qo backpacking more than once per year 

in the Southern Appalachians were expected to indicate a 

more specific categorization scheme than less frequent us-

ers. Just the opposite was true, however. This finding may 

suqqest that those most intensely involved with backcountry 
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recreation destination decisions are possibly more knowled-

gabl.e about characteristics of Southern Appalachian back-

country and the range of outcomes which hroad categories of 

these attributes can provide. For instance, it is conceiv-

able that these experienced users rea.li:ze that the solitude 

levels which they desire are available over a very broad 

ranqe of use levels due to the peculiarity of the Southern 

Appalachian topoqraphy and dense veqetation. 

The coIDposite experience use history variable explained 

very little of differences in rankinq of attributes accord-

inq to importance. In only three cases were there signifi-

cant differences. Information on whether or not campfires 

are allowed was ranked somewhat more important by lower ex-

perience users. 'Ihis importa11ce could be as a result of 

more familiarity with less primitive camping in which camp-

fires are almost al~ays allowed and seeminqly encouraged by 

placement of firerinqs, or it could be attributable to lack 

of backpacking equipment such as stoves. 

Whether or not there are bears in the area was also 

ranked more important by lower experience usecs. One can 

merely speculate as to why. More experienced backcountry 

users are probably more knowledgeable o:f the levels of risk 

involved with varying levels of bears p.rese.nt, and are also 

more knowledqable of the true encounter level one might an-
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ticipate while hikinq in the Southern Appalachiaus.. Inex-

perienced hiJcers a.lso probably know little about avoiding 

and respondinq to bear threats* makinq the presence of bears 

a more important area attribute. 

Beceivinq information on the presence of vistas or over-

looks was rated siqnific~ntly less important by inexperi-

enced hikers. These subiects* some of whom had made no pre-

vious trips into Southern Appalachian backcountry* may not 

have known the celative scarcity and attractiveness of vi-

stas in this typically densely f orestetl region. 

The findings of this study indicate that the lexicograph-

ic semi-order choice model does not approximate the back-

country site selection decision process closely enough to 

select a final choice for all users. What was found* howev-

er* is that a decision aid based upon this model IDay be able 
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to assist a recreationist in reduction 0£ the alternative 

set to a coqnitively manageable number. If such an aid can 

provide the user w1th a viable alternative set containing 

three to five alternatives, this would appear to provide a 

great service to the user and justify development and use of 

such a decision aid. 

On°:e possible immediate application of these findings 

would be to develop a microcomputer decision aid based upon 

the lexicographic semi-order model £or use on a Forest Ser-

vice District to supplement current information and educa-

tion efforts. !his decision aid could improve information 

dissemination programs while it collected some very useful 

inf or ma tion for t:he manager. Information w.hic.h. could be re-

corded would include ~hat attributes of a backcountry area 

current vistors d·esire, which attribute.s are constraining in 

that they must meet minimum thresholds for acceptance, what 

these threshold levels are, and finally, qiven this informa-

tion, what specific areas do decision aid users decide upon 

to visit. 

Further research possibilities alonq these lines would 

include the opportunity to compare the site chosen from the 

decision aid exercise to the actual site visited.. This data 

could be collected observationally and would be a desirable 

follow-up to test the practical usefulDess of such a deci-
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sion aid. Another research possibility would be the oppor-

tunity to manipulate data considered in the decision process 

in order to test for resultant changes in choice behavior. 

Both of these suqqestions arise from the need to demonstrate 

that r:ecreationists can and will use ,such a decision aid, 

and that the content and IDanner of presentation of the in-

formation produces enouqh confidence that the chosen a.rea is 

actually visited. 

The results of testing the lexicograpldc semi-order 

choice model in this context provided a basis for critique 

of the Recreation Opportunity Guide as a decision aid. 

First of all, from the results of the study it appears that 

visitors desire information about expected social encounter 

levels of al ternati v.a areas 11he.n decidinq where to go. Re-

portinq of this information to those who consider it very 

important miqht possibly serve to channel use away £.ram ar-

eas of heavy physical and social impact. Currently the ROG 

provides this information, not as an indexinq item, hut im-

bedded within a written description of each aiternative area 

in the broadest possible categories {i.e. liqht, medium, and 

heavy use levels). More precise use information might re-

sult from randomly samplinq users and askinq about the lev-

els of use which they encou:ntered. Use of the wilde.rness 

travel simulation model (Lucas and Shechter 1977) in combi-
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nation with an interactive microcomputer decision aid may 

provide a means of selec·tinq the best time of departure and 

place of ent:cy to meet a recreationists 1 needs. If use lev-

els are a salient attribute, any approximation of encounter 

levels that. a decision maker will likely experience improves 

the chances of se1ection of an acceptable site. 

An obvious criticism of the BCG is the lack of adaptabil-

ity to the individual. The lack of desirability of a few 

fixed indexinq items is reinforced by the examination of the 

variations in the rankinq of studv attributes. ~any diffe-

rent attributes and areas ve~e indicated as top choices by 

study participants. It therefore seems erroneous to assume 

that miles of trail, name of area, and planning unit loca-

tion are even relevant attributes for every user of the BOG. 

The ROG is also based upon the assumption that these index-

inq factors are rejection inducinq di.mensions for al.l indi-

viduals, when, .in fact, thev most likelv are not. For exam-

ple, an individual miqht qo to Hell Hole Bay even though the 

name may not be attractive, if maximum acceptable social en-

counter levels are not exceeded. The alternative which re-

mains for the individual user of BOG is to 1eaf through ev-

ery paqe to search out a destination. This is exactly the 

type of overwhelminq information presentation which any de-

cision aid should be tryinq to ease. 
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The decision net format used by Krumpe (1979) might be 

critiqued in the same manner. A decision aid based upon the 

lexicoq:caphic semi-order choice model would work, basically, 

along his same .lines as his decision net. After each deci-

sion about an individual attribute, one or more alternative 

would be eliminated from consideration. The difference, 

however, is in the adaptability of the computer based deci-

sion aid. Using this method, the decisionmaker is able to 

consider the attributes in an order which is relevant to 

him/her. Krumpe's decision net method assumed that everyone 

considered the same attribute to be most important, second 

most important, and so on to the least illlportant attribute .. 

Reqa1::dinq experi,ence use history, it is not clear how the 

findings of this study miqht be applied to decision aid de-

velopment. The reverse findings to those anticipated raises 

the need for further research. Further investigation is 

needed on whether and holi experienced and inexperienced .bik-

ers differ regarding specificity of perception of the envi-

ronroe.nt. how experience level miqht be confounded wit.h dif-
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ferences in topoqraphy and veqetation between eastern and 

wester.a backcountry, and how adaptinq the specificity of in-

formation qiven to various experience level groups affects 

processing of information and the final decision outcome. 

A decision aid 

graphic semi-order 

methods currently 

based upon the principles 

model offers several 

used. Such a dec.ision 

of the lexico-

ad vantages over 

aid is readily 

adapted to the microcomputer and could be easily located in 

a visitor center, ranger station, shopping ma11, local li-

brary fproqrams possibly available for check-out), or local 

backcountry supply stores to more efficiently transfer in-

formation and promote more informed decision making. The 

response £orrnat would best be one involvinq a tcuch sensi-

tive screen and a larqe, easily readable video monitor. The 

aid could culminate in display of information about the fi-

nal choice set or it could point to handout information on 

the choice set ... 
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The primary purpose of such a decision aid would be to 

assist t.he user in defininq a coqnitivel v manageable a.lter-

native set for his/her consideration for a backcountry re-

creation visit. The user could proceed through the exercise 

as far as desired. If the beqinninq set of alternatives 

were as many as SO, the user could ~ork with the decision 

aid and eliminate as many as desired. Some people may feel 

confident that they cou1d choose an area from a set of 10, 

others may want to reduce the set to as low as two or three 

before seeking more detailed information to choose a desti-

nation. When the user feels that a manaqeable set of alter-

natives has been de:i:iv.ed, a complete profile of the .r:emain-

inq areas can be displayed on the microcomputer or through 

brochures to a11ow selection of a final choice. 

Development of such a decision aid and incorporation into 

a visitor information system could provide an agency with 

opportunity for some valuable information collection as well 

as some visitor use manipulation. For information collec-

tion, when individuals proceed through the decision aid, re-

cords could be kept of what the most important attributes 

tend to be. Also recordable would he the contents of the 

final choice set. This information could be very va1uable 

to future planning efforts on a U.S. Forest Service national 

forest or district. If we know what attributes are impor-
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tant to people and what levels they consider acceptable, 

plans foe development of new areas, or possibly "remodeil-

inq" of some underutilized (or overutilized) areas, cou1d 

allow .manaqers to distribute use in a more planned, light-

handed manner. This information could inform the manager 

what physical, social, or manaqerial factors can be credited 

with the overuse or underuse of particular management areas. 

The reverse result for the third research questions is a 

puzzlinq one. It appears that those subiects with an ex-

tended experience use history have a less specific catgori-

zation scheme when evaluating attributes of Southern Appa-

lachian backcountry... As the question was originally 

formulated; based upon Shreyer•s (1983) work with river re-

creationists in western states, more experieced individuals 

should be able to more precisely define the psychological 

outcomes which tbey seek from a recreation outing. If they 

can more precisely define psycholoqical outcomes, they may 

also be able to more precisely d·efine the p.h vsical, manager-

ial, and social attributes ~hich lead to those psychologi-

cal outcomes. For some reason this was not the case ~ith 

this samp.le of Southern Appalachian backpackers .. 

The three primary differences between this study and 

Schreyer•s {1983) are method of measurement of specificity, 

study activity, and qeoqraphic location. Schreyer estab-
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lished specificity by analyzinq his subiects• responses to 

an open-ended question a.bout the psycholoqical outcomes they 

were seekinq on river t.cips.. He then classified his respon-

dents on the basis o.f how speci ficall v thev stated their de-

sired outcomes. !he possibility exists that Schreyer•s 

findings regarding specificity of expected outcomes are pec-

uliar to river recreationists, to recreationists in the 

West, or to the method which be used to measure specificity. 

Schreyer (1983 p. 20) states that "experience use history 

has direct linkage to the cognitive systems used by indivi-

duals to interpret information from the recreation environ-

ment." In fact, he may be over-qeneralizinq the results of 

river recreation studies in this statement. For backpack-

ers, experience use history may or may not have direct link-

age to the cognitive systems used to interpret information 

from the recreation environment. 

The possibility also exists that .backpackers in the 

Southern Appalachians backcountry have a unique categoriza-

tion scheme related to experience use history. There are 

various physical and social characteristics of Southern Ap-

palachian bactcountry which may account for this difference 

from relationships in other Ieqions. Steep terrain, thick 

underbrush, re1atively small areas, proximity to large urban 

populations and heavy use may lead to very different expec-
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tations of visitors dependent upon amount of experience· in 

such an environment. It is even feasible that more experi-

enced visitors more precisely define the level of each at-

tribute which they desire and expect to encounter and all 

other levels are defined very broadly. In this case it 

would appear as though these individuals have a broad cate-

qoriza tion scheme throuqhout. 

The relationship between specificity of perception of the 

environment and experience use history may be very important 

to decision aid development. The possibility exists that 

information provided in a decision aid may he too specific 

or too general for efficient use by a decision maker. Be-

sults of this study indicate that there may be such differ-

ences in cateqorization ~hich ace related to 

the activity in the region. Future research 

substantiate this relationship and explore 

this aspect of information processing can 

experience in 

is needed to 

ways in which 

be incorporated 

into effective decision aid development. 
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RESOURCE ATTRIBUTE IMPORTANCE 

IN 

BACKCOUNTRY RECREATION 

A pi lot study 

This pilot study is part of a larger research effort to determine 

how people like you choose among recreation areas to visit. We would like 

you to evaluate the importance of several attributes of backcountry recreation 

areas. Backcountry recreation areas are areas without roads, buildings, or 

developed campgrounds which are appropriate for such primitive recreation 

activities as backpacking. The context in which you are to consider these 

attributes is the following: 

You are at a Forest Service visitor center in the Appalachian 

Mountain Region of the United States. You had previously decided to visit 

the general area of this visitor center but did not know exactly where to go 

for a backpacking trip of one or more days. Please indicate how important 

information on each of the following area descriptors (attributes) would be to 

your selection of a place to backpack. Do so by circling one of the numbers 

(0 thru 5) on the scales immediately following each of the attributes listed. 

Please remember that you are indicating how important information on this 

attribute would be to you in your decision on where to go. Do not evaluate 

how good or bad the presence of the attribute is, but rather, how important 

it is for you to have information about the attribute. 
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1. Number of entry points to an area. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----

2. Miles of trail within an area. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----

3. Configuration of the trail system(loop trails, trail inter-

sections, etc.). 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----

4. Steepness of trails. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----
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5. Number of springs within the area. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4------~---5-----

6. Number of waterfalls within the area.· 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----o----------l----------2-~--------3----------4----------5-----

7. Number of miles of trail along streams. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3---~------4----------5-----

8. Number of meadows within the area. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----



9. Size of meadows in the area. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 
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Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----

10. Proportion of area in virgin stands of timber. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----

11. Proportion of coniferous vegetation within the area. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----

12. Presence of rock outcroppings in the area. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----
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13. Presence of steep, rugged terrain within the area. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2------:---3----------4----------5-----

14. Presence of vistas or overlooks within the area. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----

15. Evidence of mining activities within the area. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----

16. Frequency of auto vandalism at parking lots for the area. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1--~-------2----------3----------4----------5-----
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17. Presence of bears in the area. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----

18. Abundance of wildlife in the area. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----

19. Amount of use the area normally receives. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important ~ 

----o----------1----------2--~-------3----------4----------5-----

20. size of an area (number of acres). 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----
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21. Evidence of logging activities within the area. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----

22. The agency responsible for management of the area. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----

23. The land classification of the area (e.g., wilderness, back-

country, wilderness study area). 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----

24. Whether or not campers are required to camp at designated sites only. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----
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25. Whether or not permits are required to enter. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----

26. Whether or not campfires are allowed. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----

27. Whether or not there is a limit on group size. 

Not ·at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

--~-0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----

28. Whether or not campsites are assigned. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----
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29. Availability of campsites away from other campers. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----

30. Availability of shelters (three-sided wooden structures). 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5---~-

31. Evidence of forest fires within the area. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4----------5-----

32. Availability of campsites near streams. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2----------3----------4-~--------5-----
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33. Number of people you are likely to meet along trails. 

Not at all Slightly Somewhat 

important important important 

Moderately Very 

important important 

Extremely 

important 

----0----------1----------2------:---3----------4----------5-----

34. Are there any other factors which you can think of that you 

might consider in this decision situation? Please list. 

Thank you for participating in this pilot study. 
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BACXPAO<ERS 
& 

POTENTIAL BACKPACKERS 

lb you backpack, or do you plan to take your first backpacking trip this year????? 

If the answer is yes •••••• You may have a very important rote to play in 
baokooun"tPy and wilderness reoreation research in the Southern Appalachians. 

As part of my Ph.D. program, in cooperation with the U.S. Forest Service, 
I am currently conducting research regarding how people choose between alterna-
tive areas for back.country recreation trips in this region. Agencies which 
manage back.country and wilderness areas in this region are very interested in 
knoNi.ng what infonnation to provide to the backpacking population and how to 
present this infonnation. These agencies have a sincere desire to help people 
find areas that best neet their needs. 

If you are interested in participating in this research project, your time 
carmitment would be less than one hour. We would make an appointment for you 
on canpus, VPI. While your time carmitment would be a small one, the benefits 
could be substantial to all members of the backpacking commmity. 

Your interaction with a micro-computer in data collection may prove to be 
a ve:cy fun as well as thought provoking exercise as today's high technology 
resources are utilized to probe with you your decisions about primitive 
recreation resources. 

I do hope you will take time to participate in this res~ch. The time 
conmitment is sim.11, the exercise is enjoyable, and you will have the opportunity 
to contribute to a worthwhile effort to solve a manage:nent problem faced by 
your public land managers. You will also receive a surrmarized report of this 
research effort if you desire. 

Please call Alan Watson (961-?417) between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. to make a 
daytime or evening appointment right away. Hikers of all experience levels 
are needed to provide useful results. 
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BACKCOONrRY RECREATION RESEARat 

Section A. 

This is a study about how forest recreationists make decisions about 'Where 
to go on backpacking trips. The first task 'Which you have is a fairly short 
one. Please estimate the following (enter 0 in any that do not apply): 

1) Total nu:rber of years since your first backpacking trip. --
2)Average rn..mDer of backpacking trips you have taken per year since then. --
3)Total nu:rber of different backcot.mtry areas in which you have backpacked. 

4)Total ntni>er of years since your first backpacking trip in the IIDt.mtains 
of southeastern United States (Southern Appalachians). --

--

5)Average nunber of backpacking trips you have taken per year in the Southern 
Appalachians. __ 

6)Total nu:rber of different Southern Appalachian backcountry areas in which 
you have backpacked. __ 

Section B. 

For the purposes of this exercise, please imagine that you have entered a 
Forest Service ranger station in the Southern Appalachian M:runtain Region of 
the United States. You had previously decided that you wanted to backpack in 
this general area on a trip of one or IlDre nights, but you were miaware of 
specific opportunities which exist in the vicinity. You are in need of infonn-
ation on alternatives which exist nearby. 

On the following page is a tabular set of infonnation about 15 backcot.mtry 
areas in the imnediate vicinity. From this set of infonnation you are asked to 
choose one area which you would prefer for a recreation stay of one or IIDre days. 
Please indicate your second and third choices as well. 

Please study the infonnation presented t.mtil you are satisfied that you can 
truly identify your first, second, and third choices. It is very important to the 
outcome of this research that you make a sincere effort to express your true 
preference in this section. 
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Trail aonfiguration 

The t:rail systems of baakaount:ry recreation areas in the Southern Appalachians 
aan often be desaribed as one of three basic patterns, or aonfigurations.· 

1) The first configuration might be desaribed as the spokes of a wheel 
design. There may be a trail whiah runs along the periphery of the 
area with trails running to the center. These trails running to the 
center may all meet in the viainity of a site of special interest to 
most visitors. 

2) The seaond aonfiguration might be described as having thlo or more 
major trails dividing the area with smaller more lightly used spur 
t:rails at intervals along the main trails. The main trails divide the 
backaount:ry area into subareas served by a major trail. There may 
be no way to cross into some of the subareas from one of the major 
trails. 

3) The third and last aonfiguration will also have two or more major 
t:rails dividing the baakcountry into subareas. In this aase, however, 
branahes of the main trails may interseat. These aonneating trails 
may provide oppori;unities to cross over into more than one subarea. 
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10 CLEAR 
100 PRINT CHRS l12l 
110 PRINT 'Recreation Decisions': PRINT 
117 PRINT 'Yau are going to be asked a series of questions about deciding on a recreation site for a visit, In 1ost cases y 

ou will be asked ta respond to a question ap- pearing on the screen before you.•: PRINT · 
119 PRINT 'How you should rtspond will be explained to you before starting each section, Also, a retinder will a/tan appear 

at the botta1 al the screen. Your response' 
120 PRINT ·~ill nor1ally be a single letter or nu1ber, nothing very caaplicated. •: PRINT 
121 PRINT 'Once you have typed the single letter or nuaber in response ta the question, vie• the screen to take sure it sa 

ys •hat you desire to enter, You then aust press the key labelled <RETURN> to enter your responn and IOVI on' 
123 PRINT 'ta the next question.•: PRINT 
125 PRINT 'If you spot an error before pressing return, use the left arrow on the right side al the keyboard to backup and 

type over what existed previ ausl y,' 
127 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT 'If an error is entered which is detectable by the coaputer the screen will b1 cleared and the qu 

estian will appear again. Please eu1ine your response beforepressing return,' 
129 HTAB 24: PRINT 'Please prtss return to continue.• 
l3I VTAB 24: HTAB 40: INPUT ";AU: PRINT CHRS 112l 
140 PRINT 'This is a study which is intended to explore recreation aru choice decuians. This exercise will explore your ev 

aluations of the various attributes, and' 
141 PRINT 'values of attributes, of backcountry recreation areas which were •Jsed in your decision in the paper and pencil e 

xerc1se you just co1pleted. •: PRINT : PRINT 
170 PRINT 'For the purposes of this study backcountry recreation areas are areas without roads, buildings, or developed ca1 

pgrounds which are appropriate far pri11tive recreation le.g, backpackingl.': PRINT: PRINT 
210 HTAB 24: PRINT 'Please press return to continue.• 
220 VTAB 24: HTAB 40: INPUT "iAU: PRINT CHRS 112l 
310 PRINT 'hfore proceedinq with the study it is desirable to establish a near-rul situation •hert such inlor1atian 1 

ay be of interest to you and your involvuent would be expected.': PRINT : PRINT 
340 PRINT 'For the r11ainder of this exercise please iHgine yourself .at a Forest Service visitor center in the Southern App 

al<chian nountain Region of the United States.•: PRINT : PRINT 
370 PRINT 'You had previously decided to visit the general area of this visitor center, butyou did not know exactly where to 

go for a backpachng trip of one or aore days.•: PRINT : PRINT 
lQO PRINT 'Such a situation is intended to preclude such decision considerations as distance fro1 haae to the vicinity 

of the backcountry recrution area, cost to travel that distance, and avail ab iii ty of transportation.•: PRINT 
130 PRINT 'In the situation created for this study decisions concerning these factors wouldhave been 1ade previously.•: PRINT 

150 PRINT • Pl east press return to continue.• 
460 VTAB 24: HTAB 40: INPUT ";AIS 
470 PRINT CHRS l12l 
480 PRINT 'Re1e1ber, you are already in the i111diate vicinity of seven! backcountry recreation areas. 'lou ar1 1erely 

seeking inforution to help you decide which of these specific areas ta visit.• 
l?O VTAB 12: PRINT ' Please press return to beqin this study.' 
SOO VTAB 13: HTAB 40: INPUT ";All 
505 PRINT CHRS I I2l 
520 PRINT 
530 PRINT 'A. Rankinqs of Attributn.' 
540 PRINT 
545 ?RINT 
550 PRINT 'In section A you will be asked to rank several attributes of backcountry recrea-tion areas. Please rank the1 acco 

rding to now important 1nforoation on these attributes would be to your decision on which area to choose.• 
560 PRINT 
565 PRINT 
570 PRINT 'Instructions on how to indicate your rankings will appear on the screen when theattributes are displayed.• 
575 PRINT 
578 PR!MT 
580 PRINT 'Please press return to vie. the attributes and to begin Section A.' 



590 VTAB 22: HTAB 40: INPUT ";AU 
600 PRINT CHRS !12l 
!10 PRINT 'Rankings Attributes• 

188 

620 PRINT • l. A. Hu1ber of people you are 1 i kel y ta encounter.' 
630 PRINT • 2. 8. Abundance of •ildli fe in the area.• 
640 PRINT • 3. C. Presence of vi st as or overlooks.' 
650 PRINT • 4. n. Nu1ber of springs in the area.• 
660 PRINT • S. E. Whether or not ca1psites are assigned.• 
670 PRINT • 6. F. Size of the area !nu1ber of acres).' 
680 PRINT • 7. 6. Nhether or not per1its are required to enter.' 
690 PRINT • a. H. Whether or not calf)ing is allo•ed at designated sites only.• 
700 PRINT • 9. I. Trail configuration !path syste1 pattern>.• 
710 PRINT '10. J. Frequency of auto vandalis• at tnilheads. • 
720 PRINT 'I!. K. Mhether or not thert are bears in the area.• 
730 PRINT '!2. L. "iles of trail •ithin the area.• 
740 PRINT '13. "· Nhether or not ca1pfires are dlo•ed in the area.• 
750 ?RINT '14. N. Availability of isolated ca111sites. • 
760 PRINT 'IS. O. A1aunt of use the area norHlly receives.• 
764 PRINT 
765 ?RINT 'Place the letter of the 1ast i1partint attribute next to the nu1ber 1 and the letter of the second 1ast i1portan 

t attribute next ta the nu1ber 2, etc. Pleaseuse all 15 letters once.' 
766 PRINT 'Enter the letter and press return.' 
775 VTAB :;: HTAB 5: !NPUT "iA6S 
776 60SUB 13000 
780 VTAB 1: HTAB 5: INPUT "i A7S 
781 6DSU8 13020 
785 vm 5: HTAB 5: INPUT ";Aas 
706 GOSUB 13040 
790 VTAB 6: HTAB 5: INPUT "1 A9S 
m 60SUB 13060 
795 VTAB 7: HTAB 5: INPUT "iBIS 
796 60SUB !3080 
000 VTAB 0: HTAB 5: INPUT ";92S 
BO l 60SUB IJl 00 
805 VTAB 9: HTAB S: INPUT ";83S 
806 60SUB 13120 
810 VTAB 10: HTAB 5: INPUT "i94S 
911 60SUB 13140 
a15 VTAB 11: HTAB S: INPUT '';SSS 
816 GOSUB l3160 
820 VTAB 12: HTAB S: INPUT "1861 
821 GOSUB 13180 
825 VTAB 13: HTAB 5: IMPUT "1B7f 
026 60SUB 13200 
830 VTAB 14: HTAB 5: INPUT "1BBS 
831 SOSUB 13220 
935 VTAB 15: HTAB S: INPUT "iB9t 
~36 60SUB I3240 
340 VTAB I6: HTAB 5: INPUT "1CI$ 
94 l 60SUB I 3260 
845 VTAB 17: HTAB S: INPUT ";C2S 
946 VTAB 19: PRINT '•HHif you are ready to proceed to the next section please press return.•H•': PRINT '>HH[f you have e 

rrars above or •ould like to do this ranking once 1ore, please press Y and return.•++•' 
S47 VTAB 22: ?RINT 'Please enter Y ind return or just return•: VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";AU 
848 IF AU THEN GOTO 600 



850 PRINT CHRt !12) 
855 PRINT 'B. Evaluations of attributes.• 
860 PRINT 
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870 PRINT 'In section 8 you are asked to indicate ho• i1portant inforution on each of several area descriptors would be 
to your selection of a place for ii biickcountryrecreation trip.' 

sao PRINT 
890 PRINT 
900 PRINT 'The descriptors to be evduated are the sue as in section A, but the aethod of evaluation is soae•h•t different.' 

9l0 PRINT 
920 PRINT 
?30 PRINT 'Please press return to view instructions and the first descriptor which you are to evilluate.' 
940 PRINT 
950 VTAB 18: HTAB 40: INPUT ";AU 
960 PRINT CHRS ! 12) 
lOOO VTAB 4: HTAB 20: PRINT 'A. Abundilnce of wildlife in the areil.' 
1010 GOSUB 12000 
1020 VTAB 24: HTAB 40: INPUT ";C4: IF C4 > S GOTO 960 
102S PRINT CHRS !12) 
1030 VTAB 4: HTAB 20: PRINT 'B. AViililbility of isolated caaps1tes.' 
1040 GOSUB 12000 
1050 VTAB 24: HTAB 40: INPUT ";C5: IF CS > S GOTO 1025 
1060 PRINT CHRt !12> 
1070 VTAB 4: HTAB 18: PRINT 'C. A1ount of use the area normally receives.' 
1080 GOSUB !2000 
!090 VTAB 24: HTAB 40: INPUT ";Cb: IF C6 > 5 GOTO 1060 
1100 PRINT CHRS !121 
1110 VTAB 4: HTAB 20: PRINT 'D. Sia of the area !nu1ber of acres),' 
1120 GOSUB 12000 
1130 VTAB 24: HTAB 40: INPUT ";C7: IF C7 ) S GOTO 1100 
1140 PRINT CHRS ! 12) 
1150 VTAB 4: HTAB 23: PRINT 'E. Nu1ber of springs in the area.' 
1160 60SUB 12000 
1170 VTAB 24: HTAB 40: INPUT ";CS: IF ca ) 5 GOTO 1140 
l 180 PRINT CHRS !121 
1190 VTAB 4: HTAB 16: PRINT 'F. Nu1ber of people you are likely to encounter.' 
1200 GOSUB 12000 
1210 VTAB 24: HTAB 40: INPUT ";C9: IF C9 > S SOTO 1180 
1220 PRINT CHRS ! 121 
1230 VTAB 4: HTAB 23: PRINT 'G, Presence of beilrs in the area.' 
1240 GOSUB 12000 
1250 '/TAB 24: HTAB 40: IHPUT ";DI: IF DI > 5 SOTO 1220 
1260 PRINT CHRS !121 
1270 VTAB 4: HTAB 22: PRINT 'H. Presence of vistas or overlooks.' 
1290 60SUB 12000 
1290 VTAB 24: HTAB 40: INP1JT ";D2: IF D2 > S GOTO 1260 
1300 PRINT CHRS ! 121 
1310 VTAB 4: HTAB l&: PRINT 'I, Whether or not peraits are required to enter.' 
1320 60SUB 12000: VTAB 24: HTAS 40: INPUT ";03: IF 03 > 5 GOTO 1300 
132S PRINT CHRS (12) 
1330 VTAB 4: HTAB 28: PRINT 'J, Trail configuration.' 
1340 GOSUB 12000: ~TAB 24: HTAB 40: INPUT "; 04: IF 04 > S SOTO 1325 
IJ4S PRINT CHR$ I 12> 
l:i50 nAB 4: HTAB 9: PRINT 'K. Whether or not caapinq is allooed at designated sites only.' 
1360 60SUB 12000: VTAB 24: HTAB 40: INPUT "; 05: IF 05 ) 5 GOTO ms 
ms PRINT CHRS ( 12) 
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ll70 VTAB 4: HTAB 23: PRINT 'L. "iles of trail •ithin the area.' 
1380 60SUB 12000: VTAB 24: HTAB 40: INPUT ";D6: IF 06 > 5 SOTO 1365 
1385 PRINT CHRS 112l 
1390 VTAB 4: HTAB 20: PRINT '"· Whether or not caapsites are assigned.• 
1400 60SUB 12000: VTAB 24: HTAB 40: INPUT ";D7: IF 07 ) 5 SOTO uas 
1405 PRINT CHRS 112l 
1410 VTAS 4: HTAS 17: PRINT 'N. Frequency of iuto vandalis1 at trailheads, • 
1420 sosua 12000: VTAS 24: HTAS 40: INPUT ";DS: IF DB > s SOTO 1405 
1425 PRINT CHRS l12l 
1430 YTAB 4: HTAB 20: PRINT '0. Whether or not cupfires are allo•ed. • 
1440 60SUB 12000: VTAB 24: HTAB 40: INPUT ";D9: IF 09 > 5 GOTO 1425 
1441 PRINT CHRS 112l: VTAB 12: PRINT 'Please ••it one 101ent while your responses are recorded and Section C is loaded into 

co1puter 111ory. • 
1445 PRINT CHRS 14l;'PRl7': PRINT CHRS (151 
1446 PRINT A6S,A7S,A8S,A9S, Bl S,B2t, B3S,BU, BSS, B6t, 87$,BBS, B9S, Cl S,C2S,C4,C5, C6, C7' ca, C9 ,DI I D2, 03,04, D5, D6,D7' D8,D9 
1450 PRINT CHRS 141;'PRl3' CHRS 1131 CHRS (4l;'RUN JUBAL' 
12000 VTAB 12: PRINT ' 0 1 2 3 4 S' 
12010 VTAB 13: PRINT ' 1-----1-·--l· 1----1----1• 
12020 VTAB 14: PRINT ' Not at ill Slightly Sonwh;it "oderately Very Extreaely' 
12030 VTAB 15: PRINT • iaportant itportant iaportant i1portant iaportant iaportant' 
12040 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT ' How iaportant is it to you to receive inforlition on this attribute?' 
12041 PRINT 'Pl east enter the nuaber •hich best reflects your answer and press return.• 
12050 RETURN 
13000 IF A6S = 'A' GOTO 16000 
13001 IF AU = 'B' SOTO 16002 
13002 IF A6S • 'C' GOTO 16004 
13003 IF A6S = "D' SOTO 16006 
13004 IF A6$ = "E' SOTO 16008 
13005 IF A6f = 'F' SOTO 16010 
13006 IF A6S • 'S' SOTO 16012 
13007 IF A6$ = 'H' SOTO 16014 
13008 IF A6S : 'I' SOTO 16016 
13009 IF A6S • 'J' SOTO 16018 
13010 IF A6S : 'K' SOTO 16020 
13011 IF m = 'l' SOTO 16022 
13012 IF A6S = '"' SOTO 16024 
13013 IF A6S = 'N' SOTO 16026 
13014 IF AU = '0' SOTO 16028 
13020 IF A7$ = 'A' SOTO l6000 
13021 IF m • 'B' SOTO 16002 
13022 IF A7S • 'C' SOTO lb004 
1~023 IF A7S • 'D' SOTO 16oi06 
13024 IF A7t = 'E' 60TO 16008 
13025 IF A7t = "F' GOTO 16010 
13026 IF A71 = '6' SOTO 16012 
13027 IF A7S = 'H' SOTO l6014 
13o;:a IF A7S : 'I' SOTO 16016 
13029 IF A7S = 'J' SOTO 16018 
l3030 IF A7t = "K' SOTO 16020 
13031 IF A7S = 'l' GOTO 16022 
!3032 IF A7S • ·~· SOTO 16024 
13033 IF A7S = 'M' GOTO 16026 
l3Q34 IF A7S = 'O' SOTO 16028 
l3040 IF ASS = 'A' GOTO l6000 
13041 IF A8t • 'B' SOTO 16002 
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13042 IF ASS • 'C' SOTO 16004 
13043 IF ASS • '0' GOTO 16006 
13044 IF ASS = 'E' GOTO 1600B 
13045 IF ABS = 'F' GOTO 16010 
13046 IF ABS • 'G' GOTO 16012 
13047 IF m = 'H' GOTO 16014 
l304B IF ASS • 'I' GOTO 16016 
13049 IF ASS = 'J' GOTO 1601S 
13050 IF ~s = 'K' GOTO 16020 
13051 IF ASS = 'L' GOTO 16022 
13052 IF ASS • ·~· GOTO 16024 
13053 IF ABS = 'N' GOTO 16026 
13054 IF ASS • 'O' GOTO 1602S 
13060 IF A9S • 'A' SOTO 16000 
13061 IF A9f • 'B' SOTO 16002 
13062 IF m • ·c· GOTO 16004 
13063 IF A9S • 'D' SOTO 16006 
13064 IF A9S • 'E' GOTO 160-0S 
IJ065 IF A9S • 'F' SOTO 16010 
13066 IF A9S • '6' GOTO 16012 
13067 IF A9S • 'H' SOTO 16014 
1306S IF A9S • 'I' SOTO 16016 
13069 IF A9S • 'J' GOTO 1601S 
13070 IF A9S • 'K' GOTO 16020 
13071 lF A9S = 'l' SOTO 16022 
13072 IF A9S • '"' SOTO 16024 
13073 IF A9S = 'N' SOTO 16026 
13074 IF A9S • 'O' SOTO 111028 
13080 IF BU • 'A' GOTO 111000 
13081 IF BIS • 'B' SOTO 16002 
130S2 IF BU • 'C' GOTO 111004 
130S3 IF 8lS • 'D' SOTO 16006 
130S4 IF BU • 'E' GOTO l600B 
130B5 IF BIS = 'F' SOTO 16010 
13086 IF BU • 'G' SOTO 16012 
130B7 IF BIS • 'H' GOTO 16014 
1308S IF BU • 'I' SOTO 111016 
13089 IF BIS = 'J' SOTO 1601S 
13090 IF BIS • 'K' SOTO 16020 
13091 IF BIS • 'L' GOTO 16022 
13092 IF BU • '"' SOTO 16024 
13093 IF BIS • 'N' GOTO 160211 
13094 IF BIS • 'O' SOTO 16028 
13100 lF 82S • 'A' GOTO 160-00 
13101 IF B2S • 'B' GOTO 1110-02 
13102 lF 82$ • 'C' SOTO 16004 
13103 lF 82S • 'D' GOTO 16006 
13104 IF B21 • 'E' GOTO l600S 
13105 IF 82S = 'F' SOTO 16010 
13106 IF 82S • '6' SOTO 16012 
13107 IF 82S • 'H' GOTO 111014 
13108 IF B2S • 'I' GOTO 160111 
IJllO IF 82$ • 'J' SOTO 1601S 
13111 IF 82S = 'K' GOTO 16020 
13112 !F 821 = 'l' GOTO 16022 
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l3!87 IF 86S • 'H' SOTO 16014 
!3188 IF BU • 'I' SOT0° l60l6 
l3189 IF 86$ • 'J' SOTO !6018 
13190 IF 86$ • 'K' GOTO 16020 
l319l IF B6S • 'l' GOTO 16022 
13192 IF B6t • '"' GOTO l6024 
l3193 IF B6S • 'N' SOTO l6026 
l3194 lF 86s = '0' GOTO l6028 
l3200 IF 87$ • 'A' GOTO 16000 
1320! IF B7S • '8' GOTO 16002 
l3202 IF m = ·c· SOTO l 6004 
l3203 IF 871 = 'D' SOTO 16006 
l3204 IF B7t • 'E' GOTO 16008 
13205 IF 871 = 'F' GOTO l6010 
l3206 IF 87S = 'S' SOTO 160l2 
l3207 lF 97S = 'H' SOTO 16014 
13208 IF B7s • 'I' SOTO l6016 
13209 IF 871 • 'J' SOTO l6018 
13210 IF B7S • 'K' SOTO 16020 
l3211 IF 87S = 'l' GOTO l6022 
l3212 IF B71 = '"' SOTO 16024 
l3213 IF B7S • 'N' SOTO 16026 
13214 lF 87S = '0' GOTO 16028 
13220 IF BBS = 'A' SOTO 16000 
l3221 IF BBS • '8' SOTO 16002 
13222 IF ass • ·c· SOTO 16004 
13223 IF SSS = 'D' SOTO 16006 
l3224 IF BBS = 'E' GOTO l6008 
l3225 IF BBS = 'F' GOTO l6010 
l3226 IF BS$ = 'S' GOTO 16012 
l3227 IF 88$ = 'H' SOTO 16014 
l3228 IF ass • 'I' GOTO 16016 
l3229 IF B8$ = 'J' GOTO 16018 
l3230 lF BBS • 'K' GOTO 16020 
13231 IF B8t = 'l' SOTO 16022 
13232 IF BSS = ·~· GOTO l6024 
l3233 IF B8S = 'M' GOTO 16026 
13234 IF BSS = '0' GOTO 16028 
13240 IF B9s = 'A' SOTO 16000 
13241 IF B9S • '8' SOTO 16002 
13242 IF 89' • 'C' SOTO 16004 
mn IF 89$ • '0' GOTO 16006 
13244 IF 99$ = 'E' SOTO 16008 
13245 IF B9S • 'F' SOTO 16010 
13246 IF B9S • 'S' GOTO 16012 
13247 IF 89f = 'H' GOTO 16014 
13248 IF 99$ • 'I' GOTO 16016 
13249 IF B9S = 'J' GOTO 16018 
13250 lF B9t = 'K' GOTO 16020 
13251 IF 69S = 'l' GOTO 16022 
13252 IF 89$ • '"' GOTO 16024 
l3253 IF 89S = 'N' GOTO I6026 
l3254 IF B9S = 'O' SOTO l6028 
13260 IF CU = 'A' GOTO l6000 
13261 IF C1S = 'B' SOTO 16002 
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lll13 IF 82t • 'ft' SOTO 16024 
lll14 IF 82$ • 'M' SOTO 16026 
lll15 IF m • ·o· SOTO 16028 
13120 IF m • 'A' GOTO 16000 
13121 IF B3t • 'B' SOTO lb002 
13122 IF m • ·c· GOTO 16004 
13123 IF m • 'D' SOTO 16006 
13124 IF 83t • 'E' GOTO 16008 
13125 IF B3S • 'F' SOTO 10010 
13126 IF B3S • '6' GOTO 16012 
13127 IF B3S • 'H' SOTO 16014 
13128 IF 83S • 'I' SOTO 16016 
13129 IF B3S • 'J' SOTO 16018 
13130 IF 83S • 'K' SOTO 16020 
13131 IF B3S • 'L' SOTO 16022 
13132 IF 93S • 'ft' SOTO 16024 
13133 IF 83S • 'ff' SOTO 16026 
13134 IF B3S • 'O' SllTO 16028 
13140 IF 84' • 'A' GOTO 16000 
13141 IF 84S • '8' GOTO 16002 
13142 IF 84S = 'C' GOTO 16004 
ll!43 IF BO • 'D' GOTO 16006 
13144 IF 84S • 'E' SOTO 16008 
13145 IF 84S • 'F' SOTO lbOIO 
13146 IF B4S • 'S' SOTO 16012 
I3H7 IF B4S • 'H' GOTO 16014 
13148 IF m = 'I' SOTO lb016 
13149 IF 84S • 'J' GOTO 16018 
13150 IF 84S • 'K' SOTO 16020 
I3151 IF 80 • 'L' GOTO lb022 
13152 IF 84S • 'ft' GOTO 16024 
13153 IF 80 • 'N' SOTO 16026 
13154 IF 841 • '0' GOTO 16028 
13160 IF 85S • 'A' SOTO 16000 
13161 IF m • '8' GOTO 16002 
13162 IF 85t • 't' GOTO l b004 
13163 IF 85S = 'D' SOTO 16006 
13164 IF 85S • 'E' GOTO 16008 
13165 IF 85S • 'F' SOTO 16010 
13166 lF 85$ • '6' SOTO 16012 
13167 IF 85S • 'H' SOTO 16014 
13lb8 IF B5S • 'l' GOTO 16016 
13169 IF 85S • 'J' SOTO lb018 
13170 IF 85S • 'K' GOTO 16020 
13171 IF 85S • 'L' SOTO 16022 
13172 IF 85S • 'ft' SOTO 16024 
l317J IF 85S • 'N' SOTO lb026 
13174 IF 95S • 'O' SOTO 16028 
13180 IF 86S • 'A' GOTO 16000 
ll!SI IF 96S • '8' SOTO 16002 
13182 IF 961 = 'C' SOTO lb004 
13183 IF B6S • 'D' SOTO 16006 
13184 IF 86S • 'E' SOTO 16008 
13185 IF B6S • 'F' GOTO 16010 
13186 IF 86t • 'S' GOTO 16012 
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13262 IF CU • 'C' GOTO 16004 
1321>3 IF CU = 'D' GOTO 11>006 
1321>4 IF CU = 'E' SDTO 16008 
13265 IF CIS • 'F' GOTO 16010 
13266 IF CU • 'G' GOTO 16012 
13267 IF CIS = 'H' GOTO 160H 
13268 IF CIS • 'I' GOTO 16016 
13269 IF CU • 'J' GOTO 16018 
13270 IF CIS = 'K' GOTO 16020 
13271 IF CU • 'L' GOTO 16022 
13272 IF CIS = '"' GOTO I6024 
13273 IF CIS • 'N' GOTO 16026 
13274 IF CU • '0' GOTO 16028 
16000 VTAB 3: HTAB 7: PRINT CHRS 129> 
16001 RETURN 
11>002 VTAB 4: HTAB 7: PRINT CHRS 129! 
11>003 RETURN 
16004 VTAB S: HTAB 7: PRINT CHRS 129! 
16005 RE TU RH 
160-06 VTAB 6: HTAB 7: PRINT CHRS 129! 
16007 RETURN 
16008 VTAB 7: HTAB 7: PRINT CHRS 1291 
16009 RETURN 
160IO VTAB 8: HTAB 7: PR!HT CHRS 129! 
16011 RETURN 
16012 VTAB 9: HTAB 7: PRINT CHRS 1291 
16013 RETURN 
16014 VTAB 10: HTAB 7: PR!HT CHRS 1291 
16015 RETURN 
16016 VTAB 11: HTAB 7: PRINT CHRS 1291 
16017 RETURN 
16018 VTAB 12: HTAB 7: PRINT CHRS 1291 
16019 RETURN 
16020 VTAB 13: HTAB 7: PRINT CHRS 129! 
16021 RETURN 
16022 VTAB 14: HTAB 7: PRINT CHRS 129! 
16023 RETURN 
16024 VTAB 15: HTAB 7: PRINT CHRS 129! 
16025 RETURN 
16026 ms 16: HTAB 7: PRINT CHRS 129! 
16027 RETURN 
16028 VTAB 17: HTAB 7: PRINT CHRS 129! 
16029 RETURN 
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10 CLEAR : PRINT CHRS !W 'O' 
1450 PRINT 'C, Enluation of categories of attributes.•: PRINT : PRINT 
1460 PRINT 'In this section !the last section! you •ill be asked to indicate ho• 1uch sat- isfaction you •ould likely experi 

ence ii a given value of an attribute •ere encountered.•: PRINT : PRINT 
1470 PRINT 'II you will press return no• you •ill begin the last section. The instructions •ill appear at the bottoe of the 

screen on how to indicate your response.•: PRINT : PRINT 
1480 PRINT ' Please press return.' 
1490 YTAB 16: HTAB 40: [NPUT ";All 
1500 PR!NT CHRS t12l 
1505 PRINT 'Abundance of •ildlile.' 
1510 PRINT: PRINT' l. No •ildlife likely to bt seen.•: 60SUB 15000 
1520 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "lE2: [f E2 > 6 GOTO 1500 
1525 PRINT CHRS tl2l 
1530 PR[NT '2. One or ho species of •ildlile •ill be seen.•: 60SUB 15000 
1540 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: [NPIJT ";El: [f E3 > b SOTO 1525 
1545 PRINT CHRS ! 121 
1550 PRINT '3. Three to five !3-51 species of •ildlife •ill be seen.•: 60SUB 15000 
IS60 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: lNPIJT "lE4: [f E4 > 6 SOTO 1545 
1565 PR!NT CHRS !121 
1570 PRINT '4. Six to ten 16-101 species of •ildhfe •ill be seen.•: GOSUB 15000 
1580 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: [NPUT ";ES: !F ES > b SOTO 1565 
1585 PRINT CHRS !12) 
1590 PRINT '5. Eleven to t•enty 111-201 species of •ildlile •ill be seen.•: GOSUB 15000 
1600 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";Eb: [f Eb ) b SOTO 1~85 

1605 PRINT CHRS !121 
1610 PRINT '6. Twenty-one to thirty 121-301 spmes of •ildlife will be seen.•: 605UB 15000 
lb20 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";E7: !F E7 > 6 SOTO 1605 
1625 PRINT CHRS 1121 
1630 PRINT '7. ~ore than thirty 0301 species of •ildlife •ill be seen,•: SOSUB 15000 
1640 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: !NPUT ";ES: IF EB > 6 SOTO 1625 
lb42 PRINT CHRS 1121 
1645 PRINT 'Now let's look at the presence of wildlife in another •ay. Please indicate •hether each of the categories yo 

u just evaluat!il an unacceptable, acceptable, or preferred,•: PRINT 
1650 PRINT 'Do so by placing a Q next to a category to indicate unacceptable, 1 for acceptable, or a 2 to ind1tate th 

e preferred category for that attribute.•: PRINT 'Enter the nulber <0,1, or 2l and press return.' 
1660 VTAB 10: HTAB S: PRINT '\. No wiidlife •lll be seen.' 
1670 '/TAB 12: HTAB B: PRINT '2. One or two species of •ildlife will be seen.' 
1680 VTAB 14: HTAB a: PRINT ·~. Three to five species ol wildlife oil! be seen.' 
1090 VTAB 16: HTAB B: PRINT '4. Six to ten species of •ildlife •ill be seen.' 
1700 YTAB 19: HTAB e: PRINT 'S. Eleven to twenty •pecie. of wildlife will be seen.' 
1710 VTAB 20: HTAB B: PRINT '6, Toenty-one to thirty species ol wildlife •ill be seen.' 
1715 VTAB 22: HTAB e: PRINT '7. Over thirty species of wlldlife •ill bt seen.' 
1720 VTAB 24: HTAB 4: PRINT •---------O•unacceptable !=acceptable 2•preferred-------• 
1730 VTAB 9: PRINT '!. '! VTAB 9: HTAB 4: INPUT ";EI: IF El > 2 GOTO 1642 
mo VTAB 11: PRINT ·2. ·: VTAB ll: HTAB 4: INPUT ";E9: IF E9 ) 2 GOTO 1642 
1750 VTAB 13: PRINT '3.': '/TAB 13: HTAB 4: [NPUT ";Fl: IF Fl > 2 GOTO 1042 
1760 VTAB 15: PRINT 'I.': VTAB 15: HTAB 4: INPUT "lF2: !F F2 > 2 GOTO !b42 
1770 VTAB 17: PRINT '5. ': VTAB 17: HTAB 4: !NPUT ";F3: IF F3 > 2 SOTO 1642 
1780 VTAB 19: PRINT 'b.': VTAB 19: HTAB 4: INPUT ";F4: IF F4 > 2 SOTO 1642 
1790 VTAB 21: PRINT '7, ': VTAB 21: HTAB 4: INPUT ";F5: !F-1'5 > 2 GOTO 1642 
1795 PR !NT CHRS (121 
1800 PRINT 'Please continue to evaluate the categories of the rest of the attributes under consideration here. For each att 

ribute you •ill be asked ta indicate the a1ountof satisfaction the various cateqories would provide you.• 
1802 PRINT 
1810 PRINT 'Additionally, you •ill be asked to indicate whether each category is acceptable,unacceptable, or the preferred va 

lue for that given ittriblite. ': PRINT : PRINT : PRINT 
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1820 VTAB 18: HTAB 20: PRINT 'Press return ta continue this exercisa, ': VTAB 19: HTAB 40: INPUT ";AU 
1825 PfllNT CHRS 1121 
1830 PRINT 'Aviilibility af isalited ca1psites lthase caapsites fro1 •hith na other caapers can be seenl, •: PRINT : PRINT 
1840 PRINT 'I. Zero IOI probability thit your cHpsite •ill be an isahted one.•: &OSUB 15000 
1850 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";F6: IF F6 > 6 &OTO 1825 
1855 PRINT CHRS !121 
1860 PRINT '2. 1-10% probibility that your c11psita will be an isolated one.•: &OSUB 15000 
1870 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";F7: IF F7 > 6 &OTO 1855 
1875 PRINT CHRS 1121 
1880 PRINT '3. 11·20% probibility thit your ca1psite •ill be an isolated ane,•: &OSUB 15000 
1890 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";FB: IF FB > 6 &OTO 1875 
1895 PRINT CHRS 1121 
1900 PRINT '4, 21-30% probibility that your tililsite •ill be an isohted one.•: &OSUB 15000 
1910 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";F9: IF F9 > 6 &OTO 1895 
1915 PRINT CHRS 1121 
1916 PRINT '5, 31-40% probability that your capsite will be an isolated one.•: SOSUB 15000 
1917 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "lM7: IF M7 > 6 SOTO 1915 
1918 PRINT CHRS 1121 
1920 PRINT '6. 41-50% probability that your ca1t11it1 will be an isahted one,': SOSU8 15000 
1930 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";&!: IF &I > 6 &OTO 1917 
1935 PRINT CHRS 1121 
l940 PRINT '7, 51-60% probability thit your caipsite will be in isolated one.•: SOSUB moo 
1950 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";&2: IF 62 > 6 &OTO 193' 
1955 PRINT CHRS 1121 
1960 PRINT '8, 61-70% probibility thit your tHpsite will be in isolited one.•: &OSUB 15000 
1970 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";&3: IF Sl > 6 &OTO 1955 . 
1975 PR INT CHRS 1121 
1990 PRINT '9, 71·80% probability that your ca1psite •ill be an isolated ant.•: &OSUB 15000 
1990 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "l&4: If 64 > 6 &OTO 1975 
ms PRINT CHRS !121 
2000 PRINT '!0, 81-90% probability thit your CillPSite will be an isolated ane, •: &OSUB 15000 
2010 VTAll 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";&5: If 65 > 6 &OTO 1995 . 
2015 PRINT CHRt 1121 
2020 PRINT 'II. 91-100% prabibility thit your capsite will be an isolated one.•: &OSUB 15000 
2030 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";66: IF 86 > 6 &OTO 2015 
2035 PRINT CHRS 1121 
2040 PRINT 'NOii plust indicate whether each of the titeqories you just evaluated is uucc111table IOI, acceptable Ill, or pre 

!erred 121 .' 
2050 VTAB 6: HTAB 8: PRINT '!. Zera IOI chant1 thit your ca1p1i ti •ill be isohted.' 
2060 VTAB 7: HTAB 8: PRINT '2. 1-101 probability that your capsite will be isolated.' 
2070 YTAB 8: HTAB S: PRINT '3. 11·20% probability that your caljlsite will be isolated.' 
2080 VTAB 9: HTAB 8: PRINT '4, 21-30% probibility that your ca1psit1 •ill be isolattd.' 
2090 YTAB 10: HTAB S: PRINT 'S. 31-40% probabi I ity that your ca.psi te will be isolated.' 
2100 VTAB II: HTAB a: PRINT '6, 41-50% probability that your caapsite •ill be isolated,• 
2110 YTAB 12: HTAB S: PRINT '7. 51-601 probability that your cillpsite will be isolated.' 
2120 YTAB 13: HTAB a: PRINT •a. 61-70% probability that your ca1psi h will be isolated.' 
2130 VTAB 14: HTA8 8: PRINT '9, 71-80% prabibility that your campsite will be isolated.' 
2140 YTAB IS: HTAB a: PRINT '10. 81-90% probability that your c11psite will be isolated.' 
2145 VTAB 16: HTAB a: PRINT 'II. 91-100% probability that your cupsite will be isolated.' 
Z!50 VTAB 24: HTAB 4: PRINT '-----O=unacceptable !•acceptable 2•preferred·-----• 
2160 VTAB 5: PRINT '!. ': VTAB 5: HTAB 4: INPUT ";67: If S7 > 2 GOTO 2035 
2170 VTAB 6: PRINT '2. ': YTAB 6: HTAB 4: INPUT ";&a: IF 68 > 2 &OTO 2035 
2180 VTAB 7: PRINT '3.': VTAB 7: HTAB 4: INPUT ";S9: IF S9 > 2 SOTO 2035 
2190 YTAB 8: PRINT '!.': YTAB 8: HTAB 4: INPUT "lHI: IF Ht > 2 &OTO 2035 
2200 VTAB 9: PRINT '5, •: VTAB 9: HTAB 4: INPUT "lH2: IF H2 > 2 &OTO 2035 
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2210 YTAB 10: PRINT '6. •: VTAB io: HTAB 4: INPUT "iH3: IF H3 > 2 GOTO 2035 
2220 VTAB 11: PRINT '7. •: YTAB 11: HTAB 4: INPUT "iH4: IF H4 > 2 GOTO 2035 
2230 VTAB 12: PRINT '8, ': VTAB 12: HTAB 4: INPUT "iH5: IF H5 > 2 GOTO 2035 
2240 VTAB 13: PR!HT '9. •: VTAB 13: HTAB 4: INPUT "iH6: IF H6 > 2 GOTO 2035 
2250 VTAB 14: PRINT '10.': VTAB 14: HTAB 4: INPUT "1H7: IF H7 > 2 GOTO 2035 
2253 VTAB 15: PRINT '\!, ': VTAB IS: HTAB 4: INPUT "lHS: IF HS > 2 GOTO 2035 
Z255 PRINT CHRt I 121 
2260 PRINT 'A1ount of use the area nortally receives !average nu1ber al people entering through each traiihead each dayl. 

': PRINT : PRINT 
2270 PRINT 'I, Zero to five 10-5) people enter per day,•: GOSUB 15000 
2280 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "ill: IF II > 6 GOTO 2255 
2285 PRINT CHRt 112) 
2290 PRINT '2. Six to helve 16-121 people enter per day.•: GOSUB 15000 
2300 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ••; 12: !F 12 > 6 GOTO 2285 
2305 PR!NT CHRt 1121 
2310 PRINT '3. Thirtnn to henty 113-20) people enter per day.•: GOSUB 15000 
2320 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "i 13: IF 13 > 6 GOTO 2305 
2325 PRINT Cl!Rt 112> 
2330 PRINT '4. r.enty-one to fifty 121-501 people enter per day,•: GOSUB 15000 
2340 VTA8 23: HTAB 40: !NPUT "iW IF X4 > 6 GOTO 2325 
2345 PRINT CHRt 112) 
2350 PRINT •s. Fifty-one to seventy-five 151-751 people enter per day.•: GOSUB 15000 
mo VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "i 15: !F 15 > 6 SOTO ms 
2365 PRINT CHRt 1121 
2370 PRINT '6. Seventy-,ix to one hundred 176-1001 people enter per day.•: SOSUB 15000 
2380 VTAS 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "116: !F 16 > 6 SOTO 2365 
2385 PRINT CHRt I 12> 
2390 PRINT '7. Over 100 1>1001 people enter per day.•: SOSUB 15000 
2400 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: [NPUT "ll7: IF 17 > 6 SOTO 2385 
2403 PRINT CHRt 112) 
24os· PRINT 'No• please indicate •hither each of th1 categories you just evaluated is unacceptable IOI, acceptable Ill, or pre 

ferred 12), • 
2410 VTAB 5: HTAB a: PRINT '!. 0-5 people enter p1r day.' 
2420 YTA8 7: HTAB a: PRINT '2, 6-12 people enter per day.' 
2440 VTAB 9: HTAB a: PRINT '3. 13-20 people inter per day,' 
2450 VTAB 11: HTAB S: PRINT '4, 21-50 people enter per diy.' 
2460 VTA8 13: HTAB 8: PRINT '5, 51-75 people enter per day.' 
2470 YTA8 15: HTAB S: PRINT '6. 76-100 people enter per day.' 
2480 YTAB 17: HTAB S: PRINT '7, Over 100 pe09le enter per day,' 
2490 YTAB 24: HTAB 4: PRINT • --O=unacceptable !=acceptable 2=prelerred--·----
ZSOO YTAB 4: PRINT '1, •: YTAB 4: HTAB 4: INPUT ";18: IF lB > 2 GOTO 2403 
2510 VTAB 6: PRINT '2, ': YTAB 6: HTAB 4: fNPUT "ll9: IF 19 ) 2 SOTO 2403 
2520 VTAB a: PRINT '3, ·: VTAB a: HTAB 4: INPUT "iH9: IF H9 > 2 GOTO 2403 
2530 VTAB 10: PRINT '4, ': VTAB 10: HTAB 4: INPUT ";II: IF II > 2 SOTO 2403 
2540 VTAB 12: PRINT '5, •: VTAB 12: HTAB 4: !NPUT "; I2: IF [2 > 2 GOTO 2403 
2SSO VTAB 14: PRINT '6, •: YTAB 14: HTAB 4: INPUT "i 13: IF U > 2 GOTO 2403 
2560 '/TAB 16: PRINT '7. •: YTAB 16: HTAB 4: !NPUT "i 14: lf 14 > 2 SOTO 2403 
2563 PRINT CHRS 1121 
2565 PRINT 'Size of the area !nu1ber of acres I,•: PRINT : PRINT 
2570 PRINT '!, Less than one thousandl<l,0001 <trlS. •: GOSUB 15000 
2575 me 23: HTAS 40: !NPUT "i IS: [F [5 } 6 SOTO 2563 
2577 PRINT CHRS 1121 
2580 PRINT '2. 1,000-3,000 acres.': GOSUB 15000 
2590 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "H6: IF 16 > ii SOTO 2577 
2595 PRINT CHRt I 121 



2600 PRINT '3, 3,001-5,000 acres,': SOSUB 15000 
2610 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";I7: IF 17 > 6 SOTO 2595 
2615 PRINT CHRS !121 
2620 PRINT '4. 5,000-7,500 acres.•: SOSUB l5000 
2630 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "; 18: IF 18 > 6 SOTO 2615 
2635 PRINT CHRS !121 
2640 PRINT '5. 71501-10,000 acres,•: SOSUB l5000 
mo YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";!9: IF 19 ) 6 SOTO 2635 
2655 PRINT CHRS !12l 
2660 PRINT '6. 101001-l5,000 acres.•: SOSUB 15000 
2670 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";Jl: IF JI > 6 SOTO 2655 
2675 PRINT CHRS !12) 
2680 PRINT '7, lS,001-20,000 acres.': SOSUB 15000 
2690 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";J2: IF J2 > 6 SOTO 2675 
2695 PRINT CHRS ( I2l 
2700 PRINT '8. 20,001-25,000 acres.": SOSIJB !5000 
2710 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";J3: IF J3 > 6 SOTO 2695 
2715 PRINT CHRt ( I21 
2720 PRINT '9. 25,001-30,000 acres.•: SOSUB 15000 
mo YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";J4: IF J4 ) 6 SOTO 2715 
2735 PRINT CHRS ( 12> 
mo PRINT '10. 30,001-40,000 acres.•: SQSUB l5000 
2770 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";JS: IF JS > 6 SOTO 2735 
2775 PRINT CHRS (12) 
2780 PRINT '11. 40,001-501000 acres.•: SOSIJB 15000 
2790 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "lJ6: IF J6 > 6 SOTO 2m 
2795 PRINT CHRS ( 12> 
2800 PRINT '12; Greater than 50,000 acres.•: SOSUB 15000 
2810 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "lJ7: IF J7 ) 6 SOTO 2795 
2815 PRINT CHRS !12l 
2817 GOSUB l1000 
2819 PRINT CHRt !12) 
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2920 PRINT 'Nu1ber al springs in the area !ha• often you 11GUid expl!l:t to find a spring along the trail systH within the area 
l .': PRINT : PRINT 

2830 PRINT 'I. Ont spring every 1-5 1iles. ': GQSUB 15000 
2840 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";JS: IF J8 > 6 SOTO 2819 
2845 PRINT CHRS !12> 
2850 PRINT '2. One spring every 6-lO ail es.': SOSUB 15000 
2860 YTA8 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";J9: IF J9 > 6 SOTO 2845 
2865 PRINT CHRS ( 12> 
2870 PRINT •3, One spring every ll-15 1iles.": GOSUB l5000 
2880 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";Kl: IF Kl > 6 SOTO 2865 
2885 PRINT CHRS (121 
2890 PRINT '4, One spring every 16·20 1iles, ': SOSUB 1~000 
2900 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";K2: IF K2 > b SOTO 2885 
2905 PRINT CHRS (12) 
2910 PRINT '5, No springs along the trails.": 60SUB l5000 
2920 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";Kl: IF Kl > 6 SOTO 2905 
ms PRINT CHRS I 12) 
2930 PRINT 'No• please indicate •hether each al the categories you just eviluated is unacceptablt 10), acceptable Ill, or pre 

ferred (2). • 
2940 YTAB 6: HTAB 8: PRINT '!, One spring every 1-5 1iles,' 
2950 YTAB 8: HTAB a: PRINT '2. One spring every 6-lO 1iles,' 
2960 YTAB lO: HTAB a: PRINT 'J, One spring every 11-15 1iles.' 
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2970 YTAB 12: HTAB B: PRINT '4, One sprinq every 16-20 tiles.' 
2980 YTAB 14: HTAB 8: PRINT •s. No sprinqs alonq the trails.• 
299'> YTAB 24: HTAB 4: PRINT • O=unacceptable !=acceptable 2=preferred-----• 
3000 YTAB S: PRINT 'I,•: VTAB S: HTAB 4: INPUT "lK4: IF K4 > 2 SOTO 2925 
3010 VTAB 7: PRINT '2. ': VTAB 7: HTAB 4: INPUT ";KS: IF KS > 2 SOTO 2925 
3020 VTAB 9: PRINT '3. ': YTAB 9: HTAB 4: INPUT ";K&: IF K6 > 2 SOTO 2925 
3030 VTAB II: PRINT '4.': VTAB 11: HTAB 4: INPUT ";K7: IF K7 > 2 SOTO 2925 
3040 VTAB 13: PRINT '5. ': YTAB 13: HTAB 4: INPUT ";KS: IF KS > 2 SOTO 292S 
3041 PRINT CHRS <12l: VTAB 12: PRINT 'JUST A SECOND, PLEASE, LET NE RECORD SONE OF THIS SOOD INFORMATION.': PRINT CHRS !41; 

'PRl7': PRINT CHRS llSl 
3042 PRINT E2,El, E4, ES, E6, E7, ES, El, E9, Fl 1 F2, F3, F4, FS, F6, F7, FB, F9, W7, 61, 62, S3, S4, SS, S6, S7 ,SB, 69, Hl, HZ, Hl, H4 1 HS, H6,H7, HS 
3043 PRINT XI, 12, Il, 14, XS, X6, X7' 18, X9' H9, 11, 12, Il, 14, 15, 16, 17' IS, I9, JI ,J2, Jl, J4, JS, J6, J7' Y9, Z1' Z2, Zl, Z4, ZS, Z6, Z7' ZS, Z9' zo, wa, 

JS, J9 ,Kl ,K2, K3,K4,KS, K6,K7, KS 
3044 PRINT CHRS l4l;'PRl3' CHRS till 
3045 CLEAR : PRINT CHRS t26l '0' 
3046 PRINT CHRS t 121 
3050 PRINT 'Nu1ber of people you are likely to encounter during a day al hikinq.•: PRINT : PRINT 
3060 PRINT '!. Zero (01 people per day,•: SOSUB 15000 
3070 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";K9: IF K9 > 6 SOTO 3045 
3075 PRINT CHRS <12l 
3080 PRINT '2. One to Ii ve t Hl people ptr day.•: SOSUB !SOOO 
3090 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";U: IF Ll > 6 SOTO 3075 
3095 PRINT CHRS tl2l 
3100 PRINT '3. Sh to ten t6-l0l people per day.': SOSUS 15000 
3110 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";L2: IF L2 ) 6 SOTO 309S 
311S PRINT CHRS !121 
3120 PRINT '4, Eleven to tnnty 111-20> people per day.•: SOSUB 15000 
3130 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";Ll: IF Ll > 6 SOTO 3115 
ms PRINT CHRS t 12) 
3140 PRINT 'S. henty-ooe to thirty t21-30l people per day.•: SOSUB' 15000 
mo YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "ll4: [F L4 ) 6 GOTO ms 
ms PR !NT CHRS t12) . 
3160 PRINT '&. Thirty-one to forty t3!-40l people per day.•: 60SUB 15000 
3170 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";LS: IF LS ) & SOTO ms 
ms PRINT CHRS t 12) 
.l!SO PRINT '7. Forty-one to fifty (41-50) people per day.•: SOSUB 15000 
mo YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";L6: IF L6 ) 6 GOTO ms 
3195 ?R!NT CHRS t12l 
3200 PRINT '9. Fifty-one to seventy-five (51-7Sl people per day.•: GOSUB 15000 
3210 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "lL7: IF L7 > o GOTO 3195 
3215 PRINT CHRt t12l 
3220 PRINT ·~. Seventy-5ix to 100 t76-100l people per day.•: SOSUB 15000 
mo VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";LS: IF LB ) 0 GOTO 3215 
3235 PRINT CHRS ( l2l 
3240 PRINT '10, Over one hundred 1>100) peoph per day.•: GOSUB 15000 
3250 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";L9: IF L9 ) 6 GOTO 3235 
3255 PRINT CHRS 112) 
3260 PRINT 'Now please indicate whether each al the c;itegories you just evaluited is unicceptable IOI, acceptable Ill, or pre 

ferred m .• 
3270 YTAB o: HTAB 8: PRINT '1. Zero people per day.' 
3280 YTAB 7: HTAB 8: PRINT '2. 1-5 people per day.' 
3290 VTAB 8: HTAB B: PRINT '3. HO people per day.' 
3300 YTAB 9: HTAB a: PRINT '4, 11-20 people per diy.' 
l310 YTAB 10: HTAB S: PRINT 'S, 21-30 people per day.' 
1320 YTAB II: HTAB 8: PRINT '6, 31-40 people per day.' 



3330 YTAB 1-2: HTAB 8: PRINT '7. 41-SO people per d•y.• 
3340 YTAB 13: HTAB 8: PRINT '8, 51-75 people per d•Y•' 
3350 YTAB 14: HTAB 8: PRINT '9. 76-100 people per day.' 
3360 YTAB 15: HTAB 8: PRINT '10. Over 100 ptople per day.' 
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3370 YTAB 24: HTAB 4: PRINT ·--------O"Ullacc1ptabl1 !=acceptable 2=preferred----• 
3380 YTAB s: PRINT '!. •: VTAB S: HTAB 4: INPUT "l"l: IF "1 ) 2 GOTO ms 
mo YTAB 6: PRINT '2. •: YTAB 6: HTAB 4: INPUT '';"2: IF "2 ) 2 GOTO ms 
3400 YTAB 7: PRINT '3. •: VTAB 7: HTAB 4: INPUT "m: IF "3 ) 2 GOTO ms 
HlO VTAB a: PRINT '4. •: VTAB 8: HTAB 4: INPUT ";"4: IF "4 ) 2 GOTO ms 
mo VTAB 9: PRINT '5. •: VTAB 9: HTAB 4: INPUT ";"5: IF "5 ) 2 GOTO ms 
mo VTAB 10: PRINT '6. •: VTAB 10: HTAB 4: INPUT .. ;ft6: IF "6 > 2 GOTO ms 
3440 YTAB ll: PRINT '7. ': VTAB ll: HTAB 4: INPUT ";"7: IF "7 > 2 GOTO ms 
3450 YTAB 12: PRINT ·a.•: YTAB 12: HTAB 4: INPUT ";"s: IF "8 > 2 SOTO ms 
3460 VTAB 13: PRINT '9. ': VTAB 13: HTAB 4: INPUT ";"9: IF "9 > 2 GOTO 3255 
mo YTAB 14: PRINT ·10.·: YTAB 14: HTAB 4: INPUT ";NI: IF NI > 2 SOTO ms 
3472 PRINT CHRS !121 
3475 PRINT 'Nullller of bears sighted in the area during last UH season.•: PRINT : PRINT 
3480 PRINT 'l. No bears seen last year.•: GOSUB 15000 
ms VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";N2: IF N2 ) 6 GOTO 3472 
3487 PRINT CHRt t 121 
3490 PRINT '2. One to five ti-SI burs seen lut year.•: GOSUB 15000 
ms VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";H3: IF N3 ) 6 SOTO 3487 
3497 PRINT CHRt !121 
3500 PRINT '3. Six to ten t6-!0l bears seen last year.•: GOSUB 15000 
3SOS VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "iN4: IF N4 > 6 SOTO 3497 
3507 PRINT CHRt !121 
3510 PRINT '4. Eleven to twenty tll-201 bears seen last year.•: GOSUB 15000 
3515 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";HS: IF NS > 6 GOTO 3507 
3517 PRINT CHRt !121 
3520 PRINT '5, Twenty-one to thirty 121-301 burs seen last year.•: GOSUB 45000 
3525 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "lN6: IF N6 > 6 SOTO 3517 
3527 PRINT CHRt !121 
3530 PRINT '6. Thirty-one to forty 131-401 bears seen last year.•: GOSUB 15000 
mo VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";N7: IF N7 ) 6 SOTO 3527 
354S PRINT CHRt 1121 
35SO PRINT '7. Farty-ane to fifty 141-501 bears seen last year.•: GOSUB 15000 
3555 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "; N8: IF NS > 6 SOTO 3545 
3556 PRINT CHRt !121 
3557 PRINT '8. Over Ii fty 050l bears seen last year,•: SOSUB 15000 
3560 VTA8 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";N9: IF N9 > b SOTO 3556 
3563 PRINT CHRt t 121 
3565 PRINT 'Naw please indic•te •hether .. en al the cateqori11 you just evaluated is unacceptable IOI, acce?table 11l1 or pre 

!erred t2l.' 
3570 VTAB 4: HTAB 8: PRINT 'I, No bears Sfffl hst year.' 
357S VTAB o: HTAB 8: PRINT '2. 1-5 bears seen I ast year.' 
3580 YTA8 8: HTAB 8: PRINT '3, b-10 burs seen last year.' 
3585 VTAB 10: HTAB B: PRINT '4. 11-20 bears seen last year.' 
1590 VTAB 12: HTAB S: PRINT 'S. 21-30 burs seen list year.' 
3595 VTAB 14: HTAB a: PRINT '6. 3HO bears seen last year.' 
3a00 VTA8 16: HTAB s: PRINT '7. 11-50 bHrs seen last year •• 
!.105 VTA8 18: HTA8 a: PRINT •a. Over SO bears seen last yHr.' 
3610 VTAB 24: HTAB 4: PRINT ·--------O=unacceotable !•acceptable Z•preferred----
3615 VTA8 3: PRINT '!. ': VTAB 3: HTAB 4: INPUT "lOI: IF 01 > 2 GOTO 3563 
3620 VTAB 5: PRINT '2. ': VTAB 5: HTAB 4: INPUT ";02: IF 02 > 2 SOTO 3563 
3625 VTAB 7: PRINT '3. •: VTAB 7: HTAB 4: INPUT ";03: IF 03 > 2 GOTO 3563 
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mo VTAB 9: PRINT '4, •: VTAB 9: HTAB 4: INPUT ";04: [F 04 ) 2 SOTO 3563 
3635 VTAB ll: PRINT '5.' VTAB 11: HTAB 4: INPUT ";05: [F 05 > 2 SOTO 3563 
3640 VTAB 13: PR!NT '6,' VTAB 13: HTAB 4: INPUT ";06: [F Ob ) 2 SOTO 3503 
3645 VTAB 15: PRINT '7,' VTAB 15: HTAB 4: INPUT "l07: [F 07 ) 2 SOTO 3563 
3650 VTAB 17: PRINT '9.' VTAB 17: HTAB 4: INPUT ";09: IF 09 > 2 SOTO 3563 
3653 PRINT CHRS ll2J 
3655 PRINT 'Presence of vistas or overlooks !total nu1ber in the area that are of interest to 1ost visitors),•: PR!NT : PRINT 

36o0 PRINT 'l. Zero !Ol overlooks of interest,•: SOSUB 15000 
3665 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";Pl: IF Pl > 6 SOTO 3053 
3o67 PRINT CHRS !121 
3670 PR!NT '2. One to two ll-21 overlooks of interest.•: SOSUB 15000 
3675 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: !NPUT ";P2: IF P2 > 6 GOTO 3667 
3077 PRINT CHRS l 121 
3680 PRINT •3, Three to five l3-5l overlooks of interest.•: SOSUB 15000 
3685 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: [NPUT ";P3: [F Pl > 6 SOTO 3477 
3687 PR!NT CHRS ( 121 
3690 PRINT '4. Six to ten !6-101 overlooks of interest.•: SOSUB 15000 
3695 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "lP4: !F P4 > 6 SOTO 3687 
3697 PRINT CHI!$ ! 12J 
3700 PRINT '5. Eleven to twenty lll-20l overlooks of interest,•: SOSUB lSOOO 
3705 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: !NPUT '';P5: IF P5 > 6 SlJTO 3697 
3707 PR !NT CHRS (12) 

3710 PRINT '6. Twenty-one to thirty 121-301 overlooks of interest.•: SOSUB 15000 
3715 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "lP6: !F P6 > 6 SOTO 3707 
3717 PRINT CHRS l 121 
3720 PRINT '7, Over thirty 0301 overlooks of interest.•: SOSUB 15000 
3725 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: lHPUT ";P7: [F P7 > 6 SOTO 3717 
l727 PRINT CHRS l l2J 
3730 PRINT 'Now please indicate whether each of the categories you just evaluated is unacc!ptable !OJ, acceptable Ill, or pre 

ferred 12J. • 
3735 VTAB 4: HTAB 8: PRINT '1. Zero !Ol overlooks of interest.' 
3740 VTAB 6: HTAB 8: PRINT '2. 1-2 overlooks of interest.• 
3745 VTAB 8: HTAB 8: PRINT '3, 3-5 overlooks of interest.• 
3750 VTAB 10: HTAB 8: PRINT '4. HO overlooks of interest.' 
3755 VTAB 12: HTAB 8: PRINT '5. 11-20 overlooks of interest.• 
37b0 VTAB 14: HTAB 8: PRINT '6. 21-30 overlooks of interest.' 
3765 VTAB 16: HTAB 8: PRINT '7, Over 30 overlooks oi interest.' 
3770 VTAB 24: HTAB 4: PRINT •------O=unacceptable !=acceptable 2=preferred-----• 
ms VTAB 3: PRINT '!. •: VTAB 3: HTAB 4i INPUT ";PS: [F PS ) 2 60TO 3727 
3780 VTAB 5: PRINT '2. ': VTAB S: HTAB 4: INPUT ";P9: lF P9 > 2 60TO 3727 
3785 VT.18 7: PRINT '1. ': YTAB 7: HTAB 4: INPUT ";QI: IF QI > 2 SOTO 3727 
3790 YTAB 9: PRINT 'I.": VTAB 9: HTAB 4: INPUT "iQ2: IF Q2 > 2 SOTO 3727 
ms YTAB ll: PRINT '5. •: VTAB ll: HTAB 4: [NPUT "lQ3: IF Q3 > 2 SOTO 3727 
3800 VTAB 13: PRINT '6, ': VTAB 13: HTAB 4: !NPUT "194: !F Q4 > 2 SOTO 3727 
3805 YTAB 15: PRINT '7, ': VTAB 15: HTAB 4: [NPUT ";Q5: [F Q5 > 2 SOTO 3727 
3807 PRINT CHRf !121 
3810 PRINT 'Whether or not peraits are required to enter.•: PRINT : PRINT 
3815 PRINT • 1. Yes, per11ts are required to enter.•: SllSUB 15000 
3820 me 23: HTAB 40: !HPUT ";Q6: IF Q6 ) 0 SOTO 3807 
3523 PRINT CHRS l 12J 
3825 PRINT "2. No, permits are not required to enter.•: SOSUB lSOOO 
3830 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: !NPUT "l97: [F Q7 ) 6 GOTO 3823 
1833 PRINT CHRS ll2J 
3835 PRINT 'Now please indicate •hether each of the ho categories you just evaluated is unacceptable !Ol, acceptable !11, or 

preferred 12l.' 
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l840 VTAB to: HTAB S: PRINT 'l, Yes, perai ts are required ta enter.• 
3S45 VTAB 12: HTAB S: PRINT '2, Na, perai ts are not required to enter.• 
l850 VTAB 24: HTAB 4: PRIHT ·-------O=unacceptable !•acceptable 2=preferred-----• 
3S55 VTAB 9: PRINT '!.': VTAB 9: HTAB 4: INPUT ";QS: IF QS > 2 SOTO 3S33 
3860 VTAB 11: PRINT '2.': VTAS 11: HTAB 4: INPUT ";Q9: IF Q9 > 2 SOTO l8l3 
386! PRINT CHRS !121: VTAB l2: PRINT 'A6AIH1 LET "E RECORD Tl!IS !NFOR"ATION, PLEASE.': PRINT CHRS <4l 'PRl7': PRINT CHRS 11 

5) 
3S62 PRINT K9, LI, L2, L3, L4,L5,L6, L7 ,LS, L9, "t, M2, 113, M4,"5, M6, "7, MS,M9, NI ,N2, NJ, N4, N5,N61N7, NS, N9,0l, 02,03, 04105, 06, 07, 09, Pl ,P2, 

P3,P4, PS, P6, P7, PS, P9, QI, Q2, 93, Q4, Q5, 96, Q7, QS, Q9 
3S63 PRINT CHRS (41;'PRll' CHRS ll3l: CLEAR: PRINT CliRS 1261'0' 
3S64 PRINT CHRS 112> • 
3865 PRINT 'The next attribute •hich you are going ta evaluate is trail configuration. •ill describe each of three gener 

al types of trail designs for you plus sho• youa representative sketch of each.•: PRINT : PRINT 
3870 PRINT 'For each of the three types of trail systems you will be asked to indicate the degree of satisfaction you would 

receive upon encountering that configuration.•: PRINT : PRIHT 
3875 FRINT 'l. The first trail configuration you will evaluate is one which eight be encoun·tered in the Southern Appalachian 

Mountains. There uy be a trail •hich runs a- long the periphery of the area with trails running to the center.' 
3SSO PRINT : PRINT : PRINT 'These trails running to the center eay all eeet in the vicinity of a sih of special interest 

to 1ast visitors. This configuration is very 1uch like a wheebith the spokes of the wheel leading to this site.' 
3882 PRINT : PRINT 
38S5 PRINT 'Before evaluating this configuration you can look at a sketch of it by pressing return. After viewing the sketch 

please press return again to see the scale forevduation.' 
3890 VTAB 24: HTAB 40: INPUT ";AU 
'895 SOSUB 20000 
l900 HPLOT 140,10 TO 140,20 TO l30130 TO 130,40 TO 120,50 TO l20,60 TO 110,70 TO llO,SO 
3905 HPLOT 150,130 TO 150,100 TO 140,100 TO lJ0,90 TO l20,SO TO 110,80 TO 100,SO TO 90,70 TO SO,bO TO 70,SO TO 70,40 TO 70,30 

mo liPl.OT 10,130 TO 20,120 TO 30,110 TO 40,100 TO 50,90 TO b0,90 TO 70,90 TO 70,80 TO ao,so TO 100,80 
3920 INPUT ";AU: PRINT CHRS 112> 
3925 rm : PRINT CHRS 1121 
3930 PRINT 'Please evaluate this trail configuration on the following scale.•: SOSUB 15000 
3935 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";RI: IF RI > 6 SOTO 3925 
1937 PRINT CHRt I 12) 
3940 PRINT '2. ihe second type of trail configuration you are ta evaluate eight also be en- countered in the Southern App;ilac 

hian region. ': PRINT : PRINT 
3945 PRINT 'This trail systu eight be described as having ho or 10Te eajor trails dividing the area with s1aller 1ore light 

ly used spur trails at intervals along the 1ain trails.•: PRINT : PRINT 
3950 PRINT 'The uin tr;iils divide the batktountry area into sub-areas served by a eajor trail. To view a scheutic repres 

entation of such a trail system prtss return,•: PRINT : PRINT 
3955 PRINT ·~hen you are ready to evaluate this systea please press return again for instructions.' 
3960 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPIJT ";A!S: GOSUB 20000 
3965 HPLOT 50,50 TO 80,50 TO 100,60 TO 120,50 TO 170,SO TO 180,60 TO l90,SO 
J970 HPLOT ao,so TO 90,40: HPLOT 120,50 TD 140,60: HPLOT 160,SO TD 160,40 
ms HPLOT 10,100 TO 40,110 TD 70,110 TO 80,100 TO 100,100 TO 120,JlO TO l60,110 TO 170,100 TO 190,100: HPLOT 40,110 TO 50,12 

O:. HPLOT 80,100 TO 80,80: HPLOT l20,110 TO 130, 100: HPLOT 170,100 TO lBO,BO 
J9n INPUT ";AU: PRINT CHRS 112! 
39SO TEXT : PRINT CHRS 1121: PRINT 'Please evaluata this trail systu on the follo•ing scale:•: GOSIJB 15000 
3985 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";R2: IF R2 > Ii GOTO 3990 
]987 PRINT CHRt 112l 
1990 PRINT '3. The third and last trail configuration which you aight expect to encounter in the Southern Appalacilian region 

•ill also have ho or 10re Hjor trails div1d- ing the batkcountry area into sub·arus,•: PRINT : PRINT 
3995 PRINT 'In this case, hooever, branches of the oain trails tay intersect. These connecting trails uy provide oppartunit 

y ta cross over into aore than one sub-area.•: PRINT : PRINT 
4000 PRINT 'To vieo a sketch of such a trail systu press return. When you are ready to evaluate such a systea press rttu 

rn again for instructions.' 
4005 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";AlS: SOSUB 20000 
4010 HPLOT S0,50 TO S0,50 TO 100,60 TO 120,50 TO 170,50 TO 180,60 TO 190,SO: HPLOT S0,50 TO 90,40: HPLOT 120,SO TO 140,60: HPLOT 

160,50 TO l60,40 
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4015 HPlOT 10,100 TO 40,110 TO 70,110 TO 80,100 TO 100,100 TO 120,110 TO 160,110 TO 170,100 TO 190,100: HPLOT 40,110 TO 50,12 
o: HPLOT 80,100 TO 80,80: HPLOT 120,110 TO ll0,100: HPlOT 170,100 TO 180,80 

4020 HPLOT 100,100 TO 110,so TO 100,60: HPLOT 180,80 TO 180,60 
4023 INPUT ";AU: PRINT CHRS 112l 
4025 TEXT : PRINT CHRS I 12l 
4030 PRINT 'Please evaluate this trail configuration on the follo•ing scale.•: SOSUB 15000 
4035 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";R3: IF Rl > 6 SOTO 4025 
4037 PRINT CHRS I 12l 
4038 SOSUB 11200 
4039 PRINT CHRS 1!2l 
4040 PRINT 'Whether or not Cal!Jing is allolled at designated sites only.•: PRINT : PRINT 
4045 PRINT 'I. Yes, ca1ping it designated sites only.•: SOSUB 15000 
4050 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";R4: IF R4 > 6 SOTO 4037 
4053 PRINT CHRS tl2l 
4055 PRINT '2. No, you are not required to ca1p at designited sites only.•: SOSUB 15000 
4060 VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "iR5: IF R5 > 6 SOTO 4053 
4063 PRINT CHRS I 12l 
4065 PRINT 'NOii please indicate •hither Heh of these tllO categories you just evaluated is unaccejltable 10), acceptable (I), 

or preferred 12l. • 
4070 VTAB o: HTAB a: PRINT '1. Yes, CU1Jing at designated sites on'iy,' 
4075 VTAB 8: HTAB 8: PRINT '2. Na, you are not required to ca1p at designited sites only,• 
4076 YTAB 24: HTAB 4: PRINT • =unacceptable !•acceptable 2•preferredl-----
4080 YTAB 5: PRINT 'I,': YTAB 5: HTAB 4: INPUT "iR6: IF R6 > 2 SOTO 4063 
4085 YTAB 7: PRINT '2. ': YTAB 7: HTAB 4: INPUT ";R7: IF R7 > 2 SOTO 4063 
4087 PRINT CHRS 1!2l 
4090 PRINT '"iles of trail •ithin the area.•: PRINT : PRINT 
4095 PRINT 'l. One to five 11-Sl 1iles of trail •ithin the arH.': SOSUB 15000 
4100 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";RS: IF RB > 6 SOTO 4087 
4103 PRINT CHRS I l2l 
4105 PRINT '2, Six to ten 16-IOl 1iles of trail •ithin the irH. ': GOSUB 15000 
4110 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";R9: IF R9 > 6 SOTO 4103 
4lll PRINT CHRS ll2l 
4115 PRINT '3. Eleven to t•enty 111-20) 1iles of trail •ithin the are;a, •: 605U8 15000 
4120 YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "i51: IF 51 > 6 SOTO 4113 
4123 PRINT CHRS 112) 
4125 PRINT '4, Twenty-one to thirty 121-30> 1iles of trail •ithin the area.•: S05UB 15000: YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";52: IF 

S2 > 6 SOTO 4123 
4127 PR I MT CHRS I 12l 
4130 PRINT '5. Thirty-one to forty 131-401 1iles of trail •ithin the area.•: 605UB 15000: VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "i53: IF S 

3 > Ii GOTO 4127 
4133 PRINT CHRf I 12l 
Hl5 PRINT 'Ii. Forty-one to fifty 141-SOl 1iles of trail •ithin the aru.•: GOSUB 15000: YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";S4: IF 54 

> Ii SOTO 4133 
4137 PRINT CHRS ll2l 
ll40 PRINT '7, Fifty-one to seventy-five !51-75) 1iles of tnil •ithin the area,•: SOSUB 15000: VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";SS 

: IF S~ > Ii SOTO 4137 
ll43 PRINT CHRS 112l 
4145 PRINT '9. Seventy-six to one hundred 176-IOOl 1iles of trail •ithin the irea. •: 605UB 15000: YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT "; 

So: IF 56 > Ii SOTO 4143-
4147 PRINT CHRS I 12l 
4150 PRINT '9, Over 100 l>lOOl 1iles of trail •ithin the area.•: SOSUB 15000: VTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";57: IF 57 > 6 SOTO 4 

147 
4153 PRINT CHRS I 12l 
4155 PRINT 'Now pleau indicate •hether each of th1 categories you just evaluated is unicceptable 10), acceptable t1l, or pr! 

ferred 12). • 
41.10 VTAB 4: HTAB a: PRINT '!. 1-S 1iles of trail •ithin the area.• 
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416S VTAB 6: HTAB 8: PRINT '2. 6-10 1iles of tr;iil within the area.•: YTAB 8: HTAB 8: PRINT 'l. 11-20 1iles of trail within t 
he aru. •: VTAB 10: HTAB 8: PRINT '4, 2HO 1iles of trail within the ;irea,' 

4170 VTAB 12: HTAB 8: PRINT 'S. 31-40 1iles of trail within tht irea.•: VTAB 14: HTAB 8: PRINT '6, 41-SO 1iles al trail withi 
n the area.•: YTAB 16: HTAB a: PRINT '7, Sl-75 1iles of trail within the area.' 

4175 '/TAB 18: HTAB 8: PRINT '8. 76-100 1iles of trail within the area.•: YTAB 20: HTAB 8: PRINT '9. Over 100 1iles of trail • 
i thin the aru.' 

4180 VTAB 24: HTAB 4: PRINT ·----O=unacceptable !•acceptable 2•preferred-----· 
4185 VTAB 3: PRINT 'l. ': VTAB 3: HTAB 4: INPUT ";SS: IF 58 > 2 SOTO 415l 
4186 YTAB S: PRINT '2. •: YTAB S: HTAB 4: INPUT ";59: IF S9 > 2 SOTO 4153 
4187 YTAB 7: PRINT 'l, •: VTAB 7: HTAB 4: INl'UT ";Tl: IF Tl > 2 SOTO 4153 
4190 YTAB 9: PRINT '4.': YTAB 9: HTAB 4: INPUT ";T2: IF T2 > 2 SOTO 41Sl 
4191 YTAB 11: PRINT '5. •: VTAB 11: HTAB 4: INPUT ";T3: IF T3 > 2 SOTO 415l 
ms YTAB 13: PRINT '6, ·: YTAB 13: HTAB 4: INPUT ";T4: IF T4 ) 2 SOTO 4153 
4200 YTAB IS: PRINT '7.': YTAB IS: HTAB 4: INPUT ";TS: IF TS ) 2 SOTO 41S3 
!205 YTAB 17: PRINT '8.': YTAB 17: HTAB 4: INPUT ";T6: IF T6 ) 2 SOTO 4153 
4210 YTAB 19: PRINT '9. •: YTAB 19: HTAB 4: INPUT ";T7: IF T7 > 2 SOTO 4153 
4213 PRINT CHRS !12) 
421S PRINT 'Whether or not ca1psites are assigned.•: PRINT : PRINT 
4220 PRINT '!. Yes, ca1psites ire migned, ': SOSUB ISOOO: YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";TB: IF TB > 6 SOTO 4213 
4221 PRINT CHRS !l2l 
122l PRINT '2, No, capsites are not assigned.': SOSUB ISOOO: YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";T9: IF T9 > 6 SOTO 1221 
4224 PRINT CHRS ( 12> 
4225 PRINT 'Now pl east indicate whether uch of the categories you just enluated is unacceptable !Ol, •cceptable (!), or pre 

ferred m .• 
4230 YTAB 8: HTAB 8: PRINT 'I. Yes, caapsites irt anigned.': YTAB 10: HTAB 8: PRINT '2. No, cupsites are not assigned.': YTAB 

23: HTAB 4: PRINT ·-------Q=unacceptable !•acceptable 2•preierred ' 
ms YTAB a: PRIMT 'I.•: '/TAB a: HTAB 4: INPUT ";UI: IF UI ) 2 SOTO 4224 
mo YTAB lO: PRINT ·2. •: YTAB 10: HTAB 4: INPUT ";U2: IF U2 ) 2 SOTO 4224 
1243 PRINT CHRS ! 12) 
4245 PRINT 'Probability thit your vehicle •ill b1 vandilized •hi le parked at tht trailhead. •: PRINT : PRINT 
4250 PRINT 'I, Zero lOl chince of your vehicle being vandalized.•: SOSUB 15000: YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";U3: IF U3 > 6 SOTO 

4243-
4253 PR INT CHR$ I I 2l 
4255 PRINT '2. One to ho percent ll-m chance of your vehicle being vandalized at the 

: HTAB 40: INPUT ";U4: IF U4 > 6 SOTO 4253 
1257 PRINT CHR$ I 12> 

trailhe;id, •: SOSUB 15000: YTAB 23 

1260 PRINT '3. Three to five percent 13•5Il chanct of your vehicle being vandalized at the trailheid,': SOSUB l5000: YTAB 23 
: HTAB 40: INPUT ";us: IF us ) 6 GOTO 4257 

4263 P~INT CHRS ( 12! 
1265 PRINT '4. Six to ten percent 16-lOU chance of your vehicle being v;inddized at the trailhead. •: SOSUB 15000: VTAB 23 

: HTAB 40: INPUT ";U6: IF U6 > 6 SOTO 4263 
4267 PRINT CHRS ( 12l 
4270 PRINT '5. Eltven to twenty percent !ll-20U chance of your vehicle being vandalized at the trai!head. •: SOSUB 15000: VTAB 

23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";U7: IF U7 > 6 SOTO 4267 
4273 PRINT CHR$ ( 12! 
4275 PRUT '6. Twenty-one to thirty percent m-JOU chance of your vehicle being vandilized at the trailhud. •: SOSUB l5000: 

YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";US: IF US > 6 SOTO 4273 
4277 PRINT CHR$ (12) 
4280 PRINT '7, Thirty-one to !arty percent 131-401) chance of your vehicle being Vindalized at the triilhead. •: SOSUB ISOOO: YTAB 

23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";U9: IF U9 ) 6 GOTO 4277 
4293 PRINT CHRS I 12) 
4285 PRINT '8. Forty-one to fifty percent 141-501) chance of your vthicle being vandalized at the trailhead. •: SOSUB 15000: '/TAB 

23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";Vt: IF 'Ii > 6 SOTO 4283 
4287 PRINT CHRS 1!2l 
1290 PRINT ''· Over fifty percent ISOU chance al your vehicle being vandalized at the 

: HTAB 40: INPUT "lY2: IF n > 6 GOTO 4287 
traiihead. •: GOSUB l5000: YTAB 23 
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4291 PRINT CHRt t121 
4295 PRINT 'No• please indicate •hether uch of the categories you just evaluated.is unacceptable !OJ, accephbll rn, or pre 

!erred !21. • 
4300 YTAB a: HTAB a: PRINT 'I. Zero chance of your vehiclt being vandiilized at the trililhead. • 
4lOS YTAB 9: HTAB 8: PRINT '2. 1-2% chance of your vehicle being vandalized at the trailhud. • 
43!0 YTAB 10: HTAB 8: PRINT 'J, 3-5% chilnce of your vehicle being vandlized at the trailhead.' 
4ll5 YTAB 11: HTAB a: PRINT '4. b-101 chance of your vehicle being vandalized at the trailhud. • 
4120 YTAB 12: HTAS a: PRINT '5, 11-20% chance of your vehicle being vandalized at the trai!head. • 
4325 YTAB 13: HTAB a: PRINT '!, 21-30% chance of your vehicle being vandiilized at the .trailhead. • 
4330 YTAB 14: HTAB 8: PRINT '7. 3HOl chance of your vehicle being vandalized at the trailhead,' 
4335 YTAB 15: HTAB a: PRINT •a. 41-501 chance of your vehicle being vandiilized at the trail head.• 
4340 YTAB 16: HTAB a: PRINT '9. Over 501 chance of your vehicle being vandalized at the trailhead. • 
434S VTAB 21: HTAB 4: PRINT '--------O=unacceptable !=acceptable 2=preferred-------• 
mo YTAB a: PRINT '!.': YTAB a: HTAB 4: INPUT ";Y3: IF Y3 > 2 GOTO 4293 
4355 VTAB 9: PRINT '2. ': YTAB 9: HTAB 4: INPUT ";Y4: IF Y4 > 2 GOTO 4291 
4360 YTAB 10: PRINT 'l. ': YTAB to: HTAB 4: INPUT ";VS: IF Y5 > 2 SOTO 4293 
4365 . YTAB 11: PRINT '4. •: YTAB ll: HTAB 4: INPUT ";V6: IF Y6 > 2 SOTO 4291 
4370 YTAB 12: PRINT '5. ': YTAB 12: HTAB 4: INPUT "lY7: IF Y7 > 2 SOTO 4293 
ms YTAB 13: PRINT '6. •: VTAB 13: HTAB 4: INPUT ";Ye: IF YB > 2 SOTO 4293 
4380 YTAB 14: PRINT '7, ': YTAB 14: HTAB 4: INPUT ";V9: IF Y9 > 2 SOTO 4293 
USS YTAB 15: PRINT '8. •: VTAB 1S: HTAB 4: INPUT ";NI: IF NI > 2 SOTO 4293 
mo YTAB 16: PRINT '9. •: YTAB 16: HTAB 4: INPUT ";w2: IF W2 > 2 SOTO 4293 
4393 PRINT CHRS 1121 
4395 PRINT 'Whether or not ca111fires are a!loMtd, •: PRINT : PRINT 
4400 PRINT 'I, Yes, caapfires are allowed.•: SOSUB 15000: YTAB 23: HTAB 40: INPUT ";Wl: IF W3 > 6 SOTO 4393 
4403 PRINT CHRt 1121 
4405 PRINT '2. No, mpfires are not allo•ed. ': SOSUB 15000: YTAB 23: HTAB 40: IHPUT ";W4: IF W4 > b SOTO 4403 
4407 PRINT CHRt 1121 
4410 PRINT 'No• please indicate .nether each of the ho categories you just eviluated is unacceptilblt IOI, acceptable Ill, or 

preferred 121.' 
1415 nAB B: HTAB 8: PRINT '!. YtS, caapfires are allo.ed. ': YTAB 10: HTAB 8: PRINT '2, Mo, cupfires are not al!ooed. •: YTAB 

23: l!TAB 4: PRIHT •-----O•unacceptaUe !•acceptable 2=preferred 
4420 me a: PRINT '!.': YTAB a: HTAB 4: INPUT "lW5: IF ws > 2 SOTO 4407 
4422 YTAB 10: PRINT '2. •: YTAB 10: HTAB 4: IHPUT ";Mb: IF W6 > 2 SOTO 4407 
4423 PRINT CHRS 1121 
4425 YTAB 12: HTAB 20: PRINT 'Thank you lor participating in this study.• 
mo PRI 7 
4431 PRINT CHRS 1151 
4520 PRINT Rl,R2,Rl, YI, Y2, Yl 
4525 PRINT R4,R5,R6,R7 ,RB,R9,Sl,S2,S3,S4,SS,So,S7' 58,59, Tl, T2, T3, Tl, TS, T6, T7, TB, T9,Ul,U2,Ul,U4,U5,Uo,U7 ,UB,U9, 'II, Y2, Yl, V4, vs, 

Yo,Y7,Y8,Y9 
4530 PRINT Wl,W2,W3,W4,WS,116 
9000 END 
11000 PRINT 'No• please indicate •hether each of the categories you just evaluated is unacceptable IOI, acceptable I 1 l, or pr 

ef erred !21. • 
11010 YTAB b: HTAB 8: PRINT 'I, Less than 1,000 acre!.' 
11015 YTAB 7: HTAB a: PRINT '2. 1,000-3,000 acrts •• 
11020 VTAB a: HTAB a: PRINT '3. 1,001-s,ooo acres.• 
11025 YTAB 9: HTAB 8: PRINT '4, S,001-7,500 acres.' 
11030 YTAB 10: HTAB a: PRINT ·s. 7,501-10,000 acres •• 
11035 VTAB ll: HTAB a: PRINT '6. 10,001-1s,ooo acres •• 
11040 VTAB 12: HTAB a: PRINT '7. ts.001-20,000 acrn •• 
11045 YTAB 11: HTAB a: PRINT ·a. 20,001-25,000 acres •• 
l1050 YTAB 14: HTAB a: PRINT '9, 25,001-30,000 acres •• 
l1055 VTAB IS: HTAB 8: PRINT '10. 30,00HO,OOO acres.' 



llOaO YTAB la: HTAB a: PRINT 'II. 40,001-50,000 acres •• 
11062 YTAB 17: HTAB 8: PRINT '12. Over 50,000 acres.' 
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11065 YTAB 24: HTAB 4: PRINT •-----O=unacceptable !•acceptable 2=preferre~-----• 
11070 YTAB S: PRINT '1. ': YTAB 5: HTAB 4: INPUT "iY9: IF Y9 > 2 GOTO 2915 
11075 YTAB 6: PRINT '2. •: YTAB 6: HTAB 4: INPUT "ill: IF ZI > 2 GOTO 2815 
11080 YTAB 7: PRINT '3. •: YTAB 7: HTAB 4: INPUT "iZZ: IF Z2 > 2 SOTO 2815 
11085 YTAB 8: PRINT '4. •: YTAB a: HTAB 4: INPUT "iZ3: IF Z3 } 2 GOTO 2815 
11090 YTAB 9: PRINT '5.': YTAB 9: HTAB 4: INPUT "iZ4: IF Z4 } 2 SOTO 2915 
110?5 YTAB 10: PRINT '6, ': YTAB 10: HTAB 4: INPUT "iZ5: IF ZS } 2 GOTO 2815 
11100 YTAB II: PRINT '7. •: YTAB II: HTAB 4: INPUT ";lb: IF Za } 2 GOTO 2815 
11105 YTAB 12: PRINT '8. ': YTAB 12: HTAB 4: INPUT "lZ7: IF !7 > 2 GOTO 2815 
11110 YTAB 13: PRINT '9.': YTAB 13: HTAB 4: INPUT ";ZS: IF ZS > 2 GOTO 2815 
11115 YTAB 14: PRINT '10.': YTAB 14: HTAB 4: INPUT "iZ9: IF !9 > 2 GOTO 2Bl5 
11120 YTAB 15: PRINT '11, ': YTAB IS: HTAB 4: INPUT ";ZO: IF ZO > 2 SOTO 2915 
11122 YTAB la: PRINT ·12. •: YTAB la: HTAB 4: INPUT ";118: IF we ) 2 SOTO 2815 
11125 RETURN 
11200 PRINT 'Please indicate •hether each of these three trail configuriticns is unacceptallle 10) 1 acceptable 11), or pref err 

ed 12l.' 
11205 VTAB a: HTAB 8: PRINT 'I. Spokes of a wheel, a trail along the periphery with trails running in1ard to a co11on poin 

t of interest.' 
11210 YTAB 11: HTAB a: PRINT '2. Two or 1ore eajor trails dividing the aru with s1dler 1ore lightly used spur trails at in 

tervals along the Hin trails. Na opportunity to cross over between Hjor trails.' 
11215 YTAB 14: HTAB 8: PRINT '3. T•o or aore oajor trails dividing the bickcountry arei with spur trails •hich oay inter 

sect, providing opportunity to cross over into 1Dre than one sub-;iru.' 
11220 YTAB 24: HTAB 4: PRINT •--- O•unacceptible !=acceptable Z=preferred----
11225 VTAB 7: PRINT 'I.•: VTAB 7: HTAB 4: INPUT "iYI: IF YI > 2 GOTO 4037 
11230 YTAB 10: PRINT '2, ': VTAB 10: HTAB 4: INPUT "iY2: IF Y2 ) 2 GOTO 4037 
11235 YTAB 13: PRINT '3. •: YTAB 13: HTAB 4: INPUT ";Yl: IF Y3 > 2 SOTO 4037 
11240 RETURN 
15000 VTAB S: PRINT ' 0 I 2 3 4 5 a 
15010 YTAB 9: PRINT ' l----1----1---1---1---1----l 
15020 YTAB 10: PRINT ' ~ui1111 Provides Provides Ntutrd Provides Provides Naxi1u1' 
15030 YTAB II: PRINT ' disut. so1tMhat slight slight so1ewhat satisfaction' 
15040 VTAB 12: PRINT ' sore dissat. s;itisfaction 1ore' 
15050 VTAB 13: PRINT ' dissat. satisfaction' 
15060 VTAB 20: PRINT 'Please indicate the a11Gunt of satisfaction you 1auld expect ta receive if you encountered the given I 

evel of this attribute.' 
15070 PRINT 'Do so by preuing the nu1ber •hich best indic;ites your response. Press return,' 
15080 RETURN 
20000 H6R 
20010 HPLOT 140 1 10 TO m,20 TO 160 120 TD 170 130 TO 180 140 TD !90,50 TD 1901 120 TO 180,120 TO 170 1 120 TO 170 1 130 TO 120 1130 TD 

110, 130 TD 100, 130 TO 90, llO 
20020 HPLDT TO 80 1140 TD 50 1140 TO 401 130 TD 101130 TD 10190 TO 70130 TD S0,30 TD 80120 TO 130120 TD 140,10 
20030 RETURN 
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